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FlLED - CC 
v . 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant-Appellant . 
Appealed from the District Court of the Second 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho , in and 
for Nez Perce County 
CLERK'S RECORD 
Honorable JEFF M. BRUDIE , District Judge 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney for Plaintiff-Respondent 
MOLLY J . HUSKEY 
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
... 
February 17,2010 
TO: Dorothy Beaver 
Idaho Supreme Court Clerk 
Boise,ID 
FROM: Arne Cochnauer 
Law Clerk for District Judge Jeff Brudie 
Lewiston, ID 
Re: State v. Branigh 
Nez Perce County Case No. CR07-8107 
Supreme Court No. 36427 
~., !"', 
" " !i"i 
Per your instructions, included are 3 copies each of the first page of each document 
that required a case number correction. Thank: you for your assistance in this 
matter. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR07-08107 
AMENDED OPINION AND ORDER 
ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
TO SEVER COUNT 
(CASE NO. CORRECTION) 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant's Motion to Sever Count. The Court heard 
oral arguments on the Motion February 22, 2008. Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III was 
represented by attorney William 1. Fitzgerald. The State was represented by Prosecuting 
Attorney DanielL. Spickler. The Court, having considered the motion and briefs filed by the 
parties, having heard oral arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in the matter, hereby 
renders its decision. 
State v. Branigh 1 
Opinion & Order on Motion to Sever 
141 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR07-08107 
AMENDED ORDER OF 
RESCISSION 
(CASE NO. CORRECTION) 
It is the Order of the Court that the Judicial Order for Temporary Housing entered 
by the Court on May 8, 2008 is hereby RESCINDED. 
Date this 13th day of May 2008. 
JEFF M. BRUDIE, District Judge 
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CLERKO~RT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR07-08107 
AMENDED OPINION AND ORDER 
ON STATE'S MOTION 
FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EVALUATION 
(CASE NO. CORRECTION) 
This matter is before the Court on the State's Motion for Psychological Evaluation. The 
Court heard oral arguments on the Motion May 12, 2008. Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III was 
represented by attorney Charles Kovis. The State was represented by Prosecuting Attorney 
Daniel L. Spickler. The Court, having considered the motion and affidavits filed by the State, 
having heard oral arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its 
decision. 
State v. Branigh 1 
Opinion & Order on Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR07-08107 
OPINION AND ORDER 
ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
TO DISMISS AND MOTION 
IN LIMINE 
(CASE NO. CORRECTION) 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and Motion in Limine. 
The Court heard oral arguments on the motions on November 25,2008. Defendant Leotis B. 
Branigh III was represented by attorney Charles E. Kovis. The State was represented by 
Prosecuting Attorney Daniel L. Spickler. The Court, having considered the motions, affidavits 
and briefs filed by the parties, having heard oral arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in 
the matter, hereby renders its decision. 
State v. Branigh 
Opinion & Order on Motion to Dismiss / Motion in Limine 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR07-08107 
AMENDED OPINION AND ORDER 
ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR NEW TRIAL 
(CASE NO. CORRECTION) 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant's Motion for New Trial. The Court heard 
oral arguments on February 4,2009. Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III, acting as his own counsel, 
was present along with his Court appointed advisory counsel, attorney Charles E. Kovis. The 
State was represented by Prosecuting Attorney Daniel L. Spickler. The Court, having considered 
the motion and briefs filed by the parties, having heard the oral arguments of the parties, and 
being fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its decision. 
STANDARD FOR NEW TRIAL 
In his Motion for New Trial, Defendant Branigh asserts he should be granted a new trial 
on the grounds that the jury was misdirected in matters of law and because the verdict was 
contrary to law and evidence. During oral arguments, the Defendant further asserted newly 
State v. Branigh 
Opinion & Order on Motion for New Trial 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR07-08107 
AMENDED ORDER ON 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION 
(CASE NO CORRECTION) 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration of the 
Court's Order denying the Defendant's motion for new triaL Defendant Leotis B. 
Branigh III comes before the Court acting as his own counsel with the assistance of Court 
appointed advisory counsel, attorney Charles E. Kovis. The State is represented in the 
matter by Prosecuting Attorney Daniel L. Spickler. 
The Court, after considering the Defendant's motion and affidavit, finds the 
Defendant has failed to assert as the basis for his motion any of the grounds for which a 
State v. Branigh 
Order on Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration 
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New Case Filed-Felony 
Prosecutor ASSigned Daniel L Spickler 
Affidavit Of Probable Cause 
Judge 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
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Defendant being held without bond. 
Acknowledgment Of No Contact Order 
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Document sealed 
Continued (Preliminary Hearing 10/31/2007 
01 :30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Tape # F-1683 
Start #213 
Order setting jury trial and scheduling 
Defendant waived speedy prelim. 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Response To Request For Discovery-plaintiff Jay P. Gaskill 
Motion for extension of time for return of service Jay P. Gaskill 
Affidavit of Dt Brandon Hopple for extention of 
time 
Jay P. Gaskill 
OR DR DONNA Order for Extension of Time for Return of Service Jay P. Gaskill 
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REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion Re: 
Private Investigator (D) 
Document sealed 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing on Motions 
10/29/2007 11 :00 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Affidavit in Support of Motion Re: Private 
Investigator (Charles A Schoonover) (D) 
Document sealed 
1st Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Motion to Appoint Resource Judge 
Hearing result for Hearing on Motions held on 
10/29/2007 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held 
Tape # T-5451 
Start #3100 continued to 




Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Continued (Preliminary Hearing 11/28/2007 Jay P. Gaskill 
01 :30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing Jay P. Gaskill 
Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing on Motions Jay P. Gaskill 
Hearing date: 10/29/2007 Time: 11 :00 am Audio 
tape number: T-5451 
Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing on Motions Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Hearing date: 10/29/2007 Time: 11 :00 am Audio 
tape number: T-5453 
Order Authorizing Retention of Private Jeff M. Brudie 
Investigator 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 11/07/2007 03:00 Kent J. Merica 
PM) Re: No Contact Order 
Notice Of Hearing 
Affidavit of Desiree Anderson 
Affidavit of Lila Johnston 
Affidavit of Neil Johnston 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Hearing result for Hearing held on 11/07/2007 Kent J. Merica 
03:00 PM: Motion Denied Re: No Contact Order 
Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing on Motions Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Hearing date: 11/712007 Time: 3:20 pm Audio 
tape number: F1652 
Motion to Order Medical Assistance to Defendant Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
and Affidavit in support of motion - deft 
Document sealed 2 
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State of Idaho vs. Leotis Brannon Branigh III 
Date Code User 
11/7/2007 RSDP SHELLIE 2nd Supplemental Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
11/8/2007 ORDR DONNA Order Re: Medical Assistance to Defendant 
Document sealed 
11/9/2007 RSDP PAM Third Supplemental Response to Request for 
Discovery-Plaintiff 
11/27/2007 RSDP JANET 4th Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
MISC SHELLIE Request to Obtain Approval to Broadcast andlor 
Photograph a Court Proceeding - filed by KLEW 
TV 
11/28/2007 ORDR SHELLIE Order Granting Request to Obtain Approval to 
Broadcast andlor Photograph a Court Proceeding 
- filed by KLEW TV 
AMCO SHELLIE Amended Complaint Filed 
MINE SHERRI Minute Entry Hearing type: Preliminary Hearing 
Hearing date: 11/28/2007 Time: 1:45 pm Audio 
tape number: F1690 
CONT SHERRI Continued (Preliminary Hearing 11/30/2007 
09:00 AM) Continuation from 11/28/07. 
11/30/2007 MISC SHERRI Request to Obtain approval to Broadcast and lor 
photograph a Court Proceeding 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
ORDR SHERRI Order permitting Klew to broadcast or Photograph Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
today's hearing. 
HRHD SHERRI Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
11/30/2007 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
Continuation from 11/28/07. 
BOUN SHERRI Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
11/30/200709:00 AM: Bound Over (after Prelim) 
Continued from 11/28/07 
HRSC SHERRI Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 12/05/2007 Jeff M. Brudie 
09:00 AM) 
RSDP SHELLIE 5th Supplemental Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
SHERRI Notice Of Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
RSDP JANET 5th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
12/3/2007 ORBO SHERRI Order Binding Over Jeff M. Brudie 
12/4/2007 INFO JANET Information Jeff M. Brudie 
12/5/2007 HRHD JANET Hearing result for Arraignment held on Jeff M. Brudie 
12/05/200709:00 AM: Hearing Held 
HRSC JANET Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/17/200809:00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) 
HRSC JANET Hearing Scheduled (Final Pretrial 03/05/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 11 :00 AM) 3 
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Date Code User Judge 
12/5/2007 HRSC JANET Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Motions 02/20/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
11:00 AM) 
12/6/2007 RQDP JANET Request For Discovery-plaintiff Jeff M. Brudie 
12/7/2007 DISC JANET 1 st Supp Discovery Request Jeff M. Brudie 
12/10/2007 DISC JANET Discovery Compliance Jeff M. Brudie 
APPL JANET Application for transcript Jeff M. Brudie 
ORDR DEANNA Order Setting Jury Trial and Scheduling Jeff M. Brudie 
12/11/2007 ORDR JANET Order for transcript (assigned to Carlton) Jeff M. Brudie 
12/20/2007 RSDP JANET Response To 1 st Supp Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
RSDP JANET 6th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
1/2/2008 NOTC JANET Notice of Intent Not to Seek the Death Penalty Jeff M. Brudie 
1/4/2008 RSDP JANET 7th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
1/7/2008 MOTN JANET Motion for Hearing to Request Bond Jeff M. Brudie 
AFFD JANET Affidavit in Support of Motion for Hearing to Jeff M. Brudie 
Request Bond 
HRSC JANET Hearing Scheduled (Hearing on Motions Jeff M. Brudie 
01/23/2008 11 :00 AM) Motion to Request Bond 
JANET Notice Of Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
1/9/2008 MOTN JANET Motion to Sever Count Jeff M. Brudie 
MEMO JANET Memorandum in Support of Motion to Sever Jeff M. Brudie 
MOTN JANET Motion for Change of Venue and Affidavit in Jeff M. Brudie 
Support of Motion 
MEMO JANET Memorandum in Support of Motion for Change of Jeff M. Brudie 
Venue 
1/10/2008 TRAN JANET Transcript Filed Jeff M. Brudie 
1/18/2008 NOTC JANET Notice of termination of services of Fitzgerald and Jeff M. Brudie 
Van Idour, Attorneys at Law 
AFFD JANET Affidavit in support of termination of services Jeff M. Brudie 
NOAP JANET Notice Of Appearance (Pro Se) Jeff M. Brudie 
1/22/2008 MEMO JANET Memorandum in support of motion for bail Jeff M. Brudie 
1/23/2008 MOTN DONNA Ex Parte Motion for Payment of Private Jeff M. Brudie 
Investigator 
Document sealed 
ORDR DONNA Order Authorizing Payment of Private Investigator Jeff M. Brudie 
Document sealed 
ADVS JANET Hearing result for Hearing on Motions held on Jeff M. Brudie 
01/23/2008 11 :00 AM: Case Taken Under 
Advisement Motion to Request Bond 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 4 
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Hearing Scheduled (Hearing on Motions 
01/30/2008 11 :00 AM) Motion to terminate 
services of F & V 
Notice Of Hearing 
Bond Set at $1,000,000.00 
Motion for extension of time to file motions 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
2nd Supp Request For Discovery-defendant Jeff M. Brudie 
Motion to exclude cell phone text messages Jeff M. Brudie 
Motion for Hearing Before Resource Judge Jeff M. Brudie 
(filed by Mr. Branigh) 
Document sealed 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
Before Resource Judge 
(filed by Mr. Branigh) 
Document sealed 
Letter sent to Mr. Fitzgerald re: Motion and 
Memorandum filed by Mr. Branigh 
Document sealed 
Motion for Extension of Time to File Motions 
8th Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing result for Hearing on Motions held on Jeff M. Brudie 
01/30/2008 11 :00 AM: Motion Denied Motion to 
terminate services of F&V 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Motions 02/20/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
11:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
02/13/2008 11 :30 AM) re talk with Def 
Response To Request For Discovery-plaintiff 
Return Of Service - Served 
Subpoena Dawn M. Gump---served 2-10-08 
Request for Hearing Regarding Motion for 
Retention of Pathologist--Defendant 
Document sealed 
Request for Hearing Regarding Motion for 
Retention of Speciallnvestigator--Defendant 
Document sealed 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing on Motions Jeff M. Brudie 
02/19/2008 11 :00 AM) Defendant's Motion for 
Retention of Pathologist & Defendant's Motion for 
Retention of Special Investigator 
Document sealed 
MOTN PAM Motion to Dismiss Information--Defendant Jeff M. Brudie 
HRHD TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference held on Jeff M. Brudie 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 02/13/2008 11 :30 AM: Hearing Held re talk with 5 
Def 
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Minute Entry Hearing type: Status Conference Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing date: 2/13/2008 Time: 11 :55 am Court 
reporter: Linda Carlton Audio tape number: 4022 
4025 
Continued (Pretrial Motions 02/22/2008 10:00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) 
Notice Of Hearing--2-22-08 @ 10:00am 
Pre-trial Motions 
Hearing result for Hearing on Motions held on 
02/19/2008 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held 
Defendant's Motion for Retention of Pathologist & 
Defendant's Motion for Retention of Special 
Investigator 




3rd Supp Request For Discovery-defendant 
Motions taken under advisement by JPG 
9th Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Points and Authorities 
Hearing result for Pretrial Motions held on 
02/22/2008 10:00 AM: Hearing Held 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Order Jay P. Gaskill 
(re: P.I.; Pathologist & Psychiatrist) 
Document sealed 
Memorandum of Authorities in Support of Motion Jeff M. Brudie 
Opinion & Order on Defs Motion to Sever Count Jeff M. Brudie 
10th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Memorandum in support of attorney's motion to Jeff M. Brudie 
withdraw 
Motion for leave to withdraw as attorney Jeff M. Brudie 
4th Supp Request For Discovery-defendant Jeff M. Brudie 
Request to obtain approval to broadcast Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing result for Final Pretrial held on Jeff M. Brudie 
03/05/2008 11 :00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/17/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
DCHH JANET District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Linda Carlton 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pgs 
MQj(IJIISTER.J~CTIONS Motion for Protective Order ICR 16(k) Jeff M. Brudie 6 
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Time: '11 :24 AM 
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Response To 3rd Supp Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Order re: Broadcast and/or Photograph a Court Jeff M. Brudie 
Proceeding 
Order granting motion for leave to withdraw as Jeff M. Brudie 
attorney 
Defendant Branigh, Leotis Brannon III Attorney Jeff M. Brudie 
Retained Charles Kovis 
Order Appointing Public Defender (Kovis) Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 06/23/200808:00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) 
Notice Of Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
Waiver Of Speedy Trial (until June 23, 2008) Jeff M. Brudie 
11th Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Response to Fourth Supplemental Request for Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery--Plaintiff 
12th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Ct 2 Eluding was severed and opened as new 
case CR 08-3279 
Amended Information 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
05/21/200809:00 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Order For Transport 
Judicial Order for Temporary Housing 
Document sealed 
Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony on the Jeff M. Brudie 
Issue of the Mental Condition of the Defendant 
Affidavit of Daniel L. Spickler Jeff M. Brudie 
Affidavit of Lt. Steve Lutes Jeff M. Brudie 
Notice Of Hearing--5-12-08 @ 11 :OOam Jeff M. Brudie 
Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 05/12/2008 11 :00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
Hearing result for Hearing held on 05/12/2008 
11 :00 AM: Case Taken Under Advisement 
Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
Jeff M. Brudie 
DCHH JANET District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:carlton 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS estimated:less than 100 7 
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Order of Rescission 
Opinion & Order on State's Motion for 
Psychological Evaluation 
Hearing result for Status Conference held on 
05/21/200809:00 AM: Hearing Held 
13th Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Ex-Parte Motion to Examine Mr. Branigh Under Jeff M. Brudie 
I.C. 18-207 
Document sealed 
Affidavit of Charles E. Kovis in Support of Jeff M. Brudie 
Ex-Parte Motion to Examine Mr. Branigh Under 
I.C. 18-207 
Document sealed 
Ex-Parte Order Granting Motion to Examine Mr. Jeff M. Brudie 
Branigh Under I.C. 18-207 
Document sealed 
Order Granting Motion for Examination Under I.C. Jeff M. Brudie 
18-207 
Waiver Of Speedy Trial 
Motion to Vacate and Re-set Jury Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
06/18/200809:00 AM) to reset jury trial 
Notice Of Hearing 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Continued (Status/Scheduling Conference Jeff M. Brudie 
06/11/2008 09:00 AM) to reset jury trial 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 06/23/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
08:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Status/Scheduling Conference Jeff M. Brudie 
held on 06/11/2008 09:00 AM: Hearing Held to 
reset jury trial 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:less than 100 pgs 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Scheduling Jeff M. Brudie 
Conference 06/25/2008 03:00 PM) in Chambers 
Notice Of Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
Amended Order Setting Jury Trial Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing result for Telephonic Scheduling Jeff M. Brudie 
Conference held on 06/25/2008 03:00 PM: 
Hearing Held in Chambers 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 09/08/2008 09:00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) 
~aISTE~fflEACTIONS 1~th Supp Resp.onse To Request For 
Dlscovery-plamtlff 
Jeff M. Brudie 8 
Date: 10/5/2009 Sec icial District Court - Nez Perce Cou User: DEANNA 
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Defs Objection, Notice of Error, and Motion for Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing Under seal. Oral Argument Requested 
(filed Pro Se) 
Defs Motion for Waiver of ICR 12(c) 
Requirement. Oral Argument Requested (filed 
Pro Se) 
Defs Waiver of Right to Counsel (filed Pro Se) 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Defs Motion for Waiver of ICR 12(c) Requirement Jeff M. Brudie 
Defs 2nd Waiver of Right to Counsel Jeff M. Brudie 
Defs Objection and Motion to Strike Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 09/08/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/03/2008 09:00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 10/30/200809:00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) 100 jurors in to fill out questionnaire 
No Contact Order: Order Jeff M. Brudie 
Motion for No Contact Order Jeff M. Brudie 
15 Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Affidavit of Defendant (filed Pro Se) Jeff M. Brudie 
Supplementation of Defs Motion for Change of Jeff M. Brudie 
Venue along with Affd of Charles Kavis 
Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Defs Jeff M. Brudie 
Motion for Change of Venue 
1 st Motion in Limine Jeff M. Brudie 
Memorandum in Support of 1 st Motion in Limine Jeff M. Brudie 
Affidavit of Charles Kavis in Support of 1 st Motion Jeff M. Brudie 
in Limine 
Order Sealing Portion of Record 
Motion for continuance of trial 
Continued (Jury Trial 12/08/200809:00 AM) 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Continued (Hearing 12/03/200801:30 PM) 100 Jeff M. Brudie 
jurors in to fill out questionnaire 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 12/05/200809:00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) voir dire 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Motions 11/25/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
09:00 AM) 
ORDR JANET Order Scheduling Proceedings Jeff M. Brudie 
MOTN JANET 2nd Supp of Defs Motion for Change of Venue Jeff M. Brudie 
along with Affid of Charles Kavis 
ORDR DEANNA Expare Order Granting Motion to Employ Expert Jeff M. Brudie 
REGISTER OF ACTIONSto Examine Cell Phone 9 
Date: 1 0/5/2009 icial District Court - Nez Perce Cou User: DEANNA 
Time: 11 :24 AM ROA Report 
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11/3/2008 AFFD DEANNA Affidavit of Charles Kavis in Support of Motion to Jeff M. Brudie 
Employ Expert to Examine Cell Phone 
MOTN DEANNA Exparte Motion to Employ Expert to Examine Cell Jeff M. Brudie 
Phone 
11/7/2008 MOTN JANET 2nd Motion in Limine Jeff M. Brudie 
MOTN JANET Motion to Determine Competency Jeff M. Brudie 
MEMO JANET Memorandum in Support of Motion to Determine Jeff M. Brudie 
Competency 
MOTN JANET Motion to Compel Further Response to Initial Jeff M. Brudie 
Requests for Discovery 
MOTN JANET Motion to Dismiss Jeff M. Brudie 
ROOD JANET 5th Supp Request For Discovery-defendant Jeff M. Brudie 
STIP JANET Stipulation Relative to Sending Cell Phone to Jeff M. Brudie 
Forensic Computer Service 
ORDR JANET Order Relative to Sending Cell Phone to Forensic Jeff M. Brudie 
Computer Service 
11/10/2008 MEMO JANET Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Jeff M. Brudie 
AFFD JANET Affidavit of Charles Kavis in Support of Motion to Jeff M. Brudie 
Dismiss 
MISC JANET 3rd Supp of Def's Motion for Change of Venue Jeff M. Brudie 
along with Affd of Charles Kovis 
AFFD DEANNA Affidavit of Charles Kavis in Support of Motion to Jeff M. Brudie 
Dismiss 
11/14/2008 MOTN JANET Motion to Attorney Fees and Costs Jeff M. Brudie 
AFFD JANET Affidavit of Charles Kavis Jeff M. Brudie 
11/18/2008 RSDP JANET 16th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
11/20/2008 RSDP JANET 5th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
11/24/2008 MISC JANET Request to Broadcast (KLEW) and Order Jeff M. Brudie 
11/25/2008 HRHD JANET Hearing result for Pretrial Motions held on Jeff M. Brudie 
11/25/2008 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 1 st Motion 
in Limine 
2nd Motion in Limine 
Motion for Change of Venue 
Motion to Determine Competency 
Motion to Dismiss 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing on Motions Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing date: 11/25/2008 Time: 9:09 am 
Reporter:Carlton Audio tape number: C1 
RSDP JANET 17th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
DENY JANET Motion Denied (Def's Mtn to Compel re personnel Jeff M. Brudie 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
records of police officers) 
10 
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11/25/2008 DENY JANET Motion Denied (Defs Mtn to Compel re mental 
health records) 
GRNT JANET Motion Granted (Defs 2nd Mtn in Limine re Prior 
Bad Acts) 
ADVS JANET Case Taken Under Advisement (Def's 1st Mtn in 
Limine re Cell Phone Records) 
GRNT JANET Motion Granted in part (Defs Mtn to Determine 
Competency of a State's witness- Crt will make 
inquiry outside the presence of jury) 
DENY JANET Motion Denied (Defs Mtn for Change of Venue) 
ADVS JANET Case Taken Under Advisement (Defs Mtn to 
Dismiss re Double Jeopardy 
GRNT JANET Motion Granted (Defs Mtn to Compel re all 
information relating to cell phone records from all 
cell phones in possession of the State) 
GRNT JANET Motion Granted (Defs Mtn to Compel re police 
records of Michael Johnson) 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
DENY JANET Motion Denied (Defs Mtn to Compel re all reports Jeff M. Brudie 
available on Michael Johnson 
MISC DEANNA Request to Obtain Approval to Broadcast andlor Jeff M. Brudie 
Photograph a Court Proceeding 
AFFD DEANNA Affidavit of Charles Kovis in Support of Motion to Jeff M. Brudie 
Determine Competency 
11/28/2008 OPOR KATHY Opinion & Order on Defendant's Motion to Jeff M. Brudie 
Dismiss and Motion in Limine 
12/2/2008 MOTN JANET Motion for Reconsideration Jeff M. Brudie 
BRFD JANET Brief Filed in Support of State's Motion for Jeff M. Brudie 
Reconsideration 
AFFD JANET Affidavit of Charles Kovis in Support of Motion to Jeff M. Brudie 
Determine Competency 
RSDP JANET 18th Supp Response To Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
RSDP JANET 1st Supp Response To 3rd Supp Request For Jeff M. Brudie 
Discovery-plaintiff 
AFFD DONNA Affidavit of Charles E. Kovis Jeff M. Brudie 
Document sealed 
MOTN DONNA Motion for Psychologist Fees and Costs Jeff M. Brudie 
Document sealed 
MISC DEANNA State's Requested Instructions Jeff M. Brudie 
12/3/2008 HRHD JANET Hearing result for Hearing held on 12/03/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
01:30 PM: Hearing Held 100 jurors in to fill out 
questionnaire 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing Hearing date: Jeff M. Brudie 
12/3/2008 Time: 1:40 pm Court reporter: carlton 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS Audio tape number: C1 11 
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Date Code User 
12/3/2008 RSDP JANET 19th Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
RSDP JANET 2nd supp Response To 3rd Supp Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
12/4/2008 MISC JANET Requdst to Broadcast (granted Tribune) 
MOTN JANET Motion to Stay Proceedings 
NTAP JANET Notice Of Appeal 
HRSC JANET Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 12/05/2008 08:30 
AM) Motion to Reconsider 
Motion for Stay 
Notice of Appeal 
12/5/2008 HRHD JANET Hearing result for Hearing held on 12/05/2008 
08:30 AM: Hearing Held Motion to Reconsider 
Motion for Stay 
Notice of Appeal 
HRHD JANET Hearing result for Hearing held on 12/05/2008 
09:00 AM: Hearing Held voir dire 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing on Motions 
Hearing date: 12/5/2008 Time: 8:34 am Court 
reporter: carlton Audio tape number: C2 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Jury Trial Hearing 
date: 12/5/2008 Time: 9:02 am Court reporter: 
carlton Audio tape number: C1 
RSDP JANET 12th Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
12/8/2008 MISC JANET Request to Broadcast (granted KLEW) 
RSDP JANET 21st Supp Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Jury Trial Hearing 
date: 12/8/2008 Time: 9:40 am Court reporter: 
Carlton Audio tape number: C3 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Jury Trial Hearing 
date: 12/8/2008 Time: 9:40 am Court reporter: 
Carlton Audio tape number: C3 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Jury Trial Hearing 
date: 12/8/2008 Time: 10:49 am Court reporter: 
Carlton Audio tape number: C1 
CO NT JANET Continued (Jury Trial 12/09/200809:00 AM) 
12/9/2008 CO NT JANET Continued (Jury Trial 12/10/2008 09:00 AM) 
12/10/2008 CONT JANET Continued (Jury Trial 12/11/200809:00 AM) 
ORDR JANET Order for Attorney Fees and Costs 
12/11/2008 CONT JANET Continued (Jury Trial 12/12/200809:00 AM) 
12/12/2008 HRHD JANET Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 12/12/2008 
09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
~6ISTEl\Jj\)f~CTIONS Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 02/27/2009 
09:00 AM) PSI due 2/20109 
User: DEANNA 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 12 
Date: 10/5/2009 
Time: 11 :24 AM 
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District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 775 pgs 
Instructions Submitted to the Jury 
Estimated Reporter's Transcript Costs 
($2,518.00) 
Verdict Form 
Presentence Investigation Ordered 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing on Motions 
02/27/200909:00 AM) 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Notice Of Hearing (Def's Mtn in Objection to the Jeff M. Brudie 
PSI from 2001) 
Order for Preesentence Report and Evaluations Jeff M. Brudie 
Motion for Judgment of Acquittal (filed pro se) Jeff M. Brudie 
Memorandum in Support of Motion (filed pro se) Jeff M. Brudie 
Motion for Extention of Time to File Motion (filed Jeff M. Brudie 
pro se) 
Continued (Hearing on Motions 01/28/2009 Jeff M. Brudie 
11 :00 AM) Defs Mtn in Objection to the PSI from 
2001 
Defs Motion for JNOV 
Notice Of Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 12/31/2008 11 :00 Jeff M. Brudie 
AM) Re advisory counsel 
Notice Of Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
Letter received re Notice of Appeal being Jeff M. Brudie 
notarized (sent a cert copy to Mr. Branigh 
showing that it was notarized by Charles Kovis) 
Hearing result for Hearing held on 12/31/2008 Jeff M. Brudie 
11 :00 AM: Hearing Held Re advisory counsel 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pgs 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing Hearing date: Jeff M. Brudie 
12/31/2008 Time: 12:20 pm Court reporter: 
carlton Audio tape number: C1 
Continued (Hearing on Motions 02/04/2009 Jeff M. Brudie 
11 :00 AM) Defs Mtn in Objection to the PSI from 
2001 
Defs Motion for JNOV 
Notice Of Hearing 
ORDR DONNA Order for Psychologist Fees and Costs 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS Document sealed 13 
Date: 10/5/2009 
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Case: CR-2007-0008107 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
State of Idaho vs. Leotis Brannon Branigh III 
Date Code User 
1/8/2009 MOTN JANET Motion for New Trial 
2/4/2009 HRHD JANET Hearing result for Hearing on Motions held on 
02/04/2009 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held Def's Mtn 
in Objection to the PSI from 2001 
Defs Motion for JNOV 
DCHH JANET District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pgs 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing on Motions 
Hearing date: 2/4/2009 Time: 11 :25 am Court 
reporter: Carlton Audio tape number: C1 
2/6/2009 MOTN JANET Supplement to Motion for New Trial 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
AFFD JANET Affidavit of Leotis Branigh in Support of Motion for Jeff M. Brudie 
New Trial 
2/19/2009 ORDR JANET Order Unsealing Portion of Record Jeff M. Brudie 
OPOR JANET Opinion & Order on Defendant's Motion for New Jeff M. Brudie 
Trial 
2/20/2009 MOTN TERESA Motion for Reconsideration--def Jeff M. Brudie 
AFFD TERESA Defendant's Affidavit in Support of Motion for Jeff M. Brudie 
Reconsideration 
MOTN TERESA Motion for Continuance--def Jeff M. Brudie 
AFFD TERESA Defendant's Affidavit in Support of Motion for Jeff M. Brudie 
Continuance 
MISC TERESA PSI received--copy placed in prosecutor's basket Jeff M. Brudie 
to be delivered by messenger and copy had 
delivered to the NPC Jail for Defendant 
Document sealed 
2/23/2009 HRSC JANET Hearing Scheduled (Hearing on Motions Jeff M. Brudie 
02/25/2009 11 :00 AM) Motion to Continue Trial 
JANET Notice Of Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
ORDR JANET Order on Defs Motion for Reconsideration Jeff M. Brudie 
(denied) 
2/25/2009 HRHD JANET Hearing result for Hearing on Motions held on Jeff M. Brudie 
02/25/2009 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held Motion to 
Continue Trial 
DCHH JANET District Court Hearing Held Jeff M. Brudie 
Court Reporter:carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pgs 
HRVC JANET Hearing result for Sentencing held on 02/27/2009 Jeff M. Brudie 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated PSI due 2/20/09 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Hearing on Motions Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing date: 2/25/2009 Time: 11:49 am Court 
reporter: carlton Audio tape number: C1 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 14 
Date: 1 0/5/2009 
Time: 11 :24 AM 
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icial District Court - Nez Perce Cou 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2007 -0008107 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
State of Idaho vs. Leotis Brannon Branigh III 
Date Code User 
3/3/2009 MOTN DONNA Motion for Investigator Fees and Costs 
Under Seal 
Document sealed 
AFFD DONNA Affidavit of Charles E. Kovis 
Under Seal 
Document sealed 
MOTN DONNA Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 
AFFD DONNA Affidavit of Charles E. Kovis 
3/4/2009 ORDR TERESA Order for Psychological Evaluation 
3/19/2009 ORDR DONNA Order Regarding Investigative Fees and Costs 
Under Seal 
Document sealed 
3/27/2009 ORDR JANET Order for attorney fees and costs 
3/31/2009 HRSC JANET Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/10/2009 
09:00 AM) 
JANET Notice Of Hearing 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
4/8/2009 MISC JANET Request to Obtain Broadcast (Tribune) and Order Jeff M. Brudie 
4/10/2009 MISC JANET Request to Obtain Broadcast (KLEW) and Order Jeff M. Brudie 
HRHD JANET Hearing result for Sentencing held on 04/10/2009 Jeff M. Brudie 
09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
DCHH JANET District Court Hearing Held Jeff M. Brudie 
Court Reporter:carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less 200 pgs 
GLTY JANET Guilty Plea Or Admission Of Guilt (118-4001-1 Jeff M. Brudie 
Murder I) 
CPGT JANET Change Plea To Guilty Before HIt Jeff M. Brudie 
STAT JANET Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk Jeff M. Brudie 
action 
SNIC JANET Sentenced To Incarceration (118-4001-1 Murder I) Jeff M. Brudie 
Confinement terms: Life 
GLTY JANET Guilty Plea Or Admission Of Guilt (119-2520 Jeff M. Brudie 
Enhancement-use Of Deadly Weapon Comm Of 
Felony) 
CPGT JANET Change Plea To Guilty Before HIt Jeff M. Brudie 
SNIC JANET Sentenced To Incarceration (119-2520 Jeff M. Brudie 
Enhancement-use Of Deadly Weapon Comm Of 
Felony) Confinement terms: Penitentiary 
determinate: 15 years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
15 years. 
MINE JANET Minute Entry Hearing type: Sentencing Hearing Jeff M. Brudie 
date: 4/10/2009 Time: 9:04 am Court reporter: 
carlton Audio tape number: C3 
ORDR JANET Order for DNA and Thumbprint Impression Jeff M. Brudie 
~STERJ~E:'fCTIONS Commitment - Held To Answer Jeff M. Brudie 15 
Date: 1 0/5/2009 
Time: 11 :24 AM 
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icial District Court - Nez Perce User: DEANNA 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2007-0008107 CUrrent Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
State of Idaho vs. Leotis Brannon Branigh III 
Date Code User Judge 
4/10/2009 MOTN JANET Motion for Appointment of State Appellate Public Jeff M. Brudie 
Defender 
4/13/2009 ORDR JANET Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Jeff M. Brudie 
ORDR JANET Order Appointing Counsel (Charles Kovis as Jeff M. Brudie 
Advisory Counsel in post-trial motions) 
MISC JANET Judgment of Conviction Jeff M. Brudie 
ORDR JANET Order Sealing PSI Report Jeff M. Brudie 
4/15/2009 ORJT JANET Order For Restitution And Judgment (Mountain Jeff M. Brudie 
View Funeral Home $2509.35) Recorded 
#769532 
ORJT JANET Order For Restitution And Judgment (Crime Jeff M. Brudie 
Vicitms Fund $10,343.93) Recorded #769533 
ORJT JANET Order For Restitution And Judgment (Fine to Jeff M. Brudie 
Elijah Johnston $5,000.00) Recorded #769534 
ORJT JANET Order For Restitution And Judgment (Fine to Jeff M. Brudie 
Johnathon Johnston $5,000.00) Recorded 
#769531 
4/16/2009 NTCV JANET Notice Of Conviction Jeff M. Brudie 
4/20/2009 APSC DEANNA Appealed To The Supreme Court Jeff M. Brudie 
NTAP DEANNA Notice Of Appeal Jeff M. Brudie 
4/27/2009 MOTN JANET Motion for New Trial or in the Alternative, Motion Jeff M. Brudie 
to Reconsider Previously Denied Motion for New 
Trial 
MOTN JANET Motion for Phychologist's Fees and Costs Jeff M. Brudie 
AFFD JANET Affidavit of Charles Kovis Jeff M. Brudie 
ORDR JANET Order for Psychologist Fees and Costs Jeff M. Brudie 
NOTC DEANNA Notice of Cross Appeal Jeff M. Brudie 
4/29/2009 SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt - Notice of Appeal filed at Jeff M. Brudie 
theSC, Clerk's Record is due at the SC by August 
3,2009 
5/1/2009 SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt Clerk's Certificate Filed Jeff M. Brudie 
at SC 
SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt - Notice of Cross Appeal Jeff M. Brudie 
filed at the SC 
5/28/2009 ORDR DONNA Order Unsealing File Jeff M. Brudie 
(resource file) 
6/25/2009 GEORGIA Def & Plfs Exhibits to Deanna for Appeal process. Magistrate Court Clerks 
MISC DEANNA All exhibits from Georgia (3 sealed envelopes and Jeff M. Brudie 
1 box) put in grey file cabinet in vault 
8/7/2009 MOTN JANET Motion for Reduction of Sentence Jeff M. Brudie 
8/21/2009 SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt - Filing of Information Jeff M. Brudie 
Document 
9/11/2009 ~ISTERQ§P.~IONS Supreme Court Receipt - Clerk's Motion for Jeff M. Brudie 16 
Extension of Time to File Record filed at SC 
Date: 10/5/2009 
Tirne: 11 :24 AM 
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icial District Court - Nez Perce Cou 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2007-0008107 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
State of Idaho vs. Leotis Brannon Branigh III 
Date Code User 
9/14/2009 SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt - Order Granting District 
Court Clerk's Motion for Extension of Time 
9/18/2009 ORDR JANET Order for Attorney Fees and Costs 
MOTN JANET Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 
AFFD JANET Affidavit of Charles E Kavis 
9/22/2009 ORDR DEANNA Order Denying Motion for Reduction of Sentence 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
17 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 2923 
F\lED 
?Jfl roT L P {fl 1. 32.. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




STATE 0 FlO A H 0 ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
CASE NO. C R 0 7 _" 0 8 1 0 7 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 
PERSO~PP~ED Before me this 2nd day of October 2007, in the County 
of Nez Perce, 181'-'\ ~LK ,who, being first duly sworn, complains and 
says: that LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, did commit the following crime(s): 
COUNT I 
MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, I.C. § 18-4001, 18-4002 and 18-4003, a 
felony 
That the Defendant, LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, on or about the 1st day of October 
2007, in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully, 
deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought and/or intentional 
application of torture, kill and murder MICHAEL S. JOHNSTON, a human being, 
by shooting him in the back with a gun from which he died. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
COMPLAINT -1- 18 
Said Complainant therefore prays that LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III be dealt with 
according to law. 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this zhd day of October 2007. 
MAGISTRATE 
COMPLAINT -2- 19 
<:::7A""'-'P O~ ~DA ~vO 













Affidavit of Finruicial Status, 
Applicalion for Public Defender, 
Anri n-rr1p-,- 1ir\T'"\.A~-n+~~1'Y 
.L ,J..l...l........... \.J.J... \J.-V...L L.l.. t-'}'V ili LJ.l..l5 
This application must be filled out completely before it can be reviewed for assignment of 
a public defender. All questions must be answered (no exceptions). 
A. Name Le-.afto Jl>CA/lAh/\ ,-o~,~te of Birth 
B. Address    Phone __ _ 
City () Ad-c5~ State---.:.IJ--=.cIt'---L-___ ~Zip___iii-D3---
C.  
E. Income I Take home pay: Monthly - ___ Bi-weekly - ---,,-__ Weekly - __ _ 
F.Married?No >< ,Yes __ _ Spouse Employed? No .><; Yes __ _ 
O. Spouse's income I Take home pay: Monthly ___ Bi-weekly ___ Weekly __ _ 
H. How Many Children? __ ---=D'------- Ages _______ -,--_ 
I. Debts (per month) 
1. Rent _Lf-+--0t_O _ _ 2. Food CD --'---,---- 3. Utilities --L/""",{)=D_" __ _ 
4. Car ___ ~-- 5. Medical 
--~-
6. Credit Cards ___ _ 
7. Loan 
--~--
8.0ther ____ _ 9. Child Support __ _ 
J. Own Home? No X Yes _-'--_ Equity ___ _ 
Rent Home? No ___ _ 
Live with Parents? No ---""'-=--
AFFIDAVIT OF FINANCIAL STATUS 
,\PPLICA TION FOR PUBLIC DEFENDER 
AND ORDER APPOINTlNG ' 20 
J. Approximate Value Of Allb=ts And Property.: 
1. Motor Vehicles. £~ S D(:) How_Many? ___ ..1 ____ _ 
Make & Model li~) dw ~·/'CL(.i..r-D 
2. Furniture .y/A- ._ ... ___ . 
3. Sporting Equipment ~ 
4. Guns (how many) -».£'-;/-4+-_____ Boats 1f/f-,-' -----c---
S ~.. .- . }C~ ~ .. D IrV//£ 
~. vWCKS and .l:)onds M q Lash:m .uan~ vVLL.J.... 
6. Name of Bank if;q 7 
~./ /" A.- IX/!r-7. Cash on Hand ~~} ___ Instruments --,tY'---c7v~i"/_!t"/-,--___ _ 
8. Jewelry -""-7~,-. ..!...A-Ltt_· _______________ _ 
9. Other _M+i....LA--J.-________________ ~~ 
7 
K. Did you File Federal Income Tax Last Year? 
No.::-X Yes ___ Amount 
L. Can You Borrow Money to Pay an Attorney? No ~. Yes------,_ 
I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I MAY BE REQUIRED TO REIMBURSE 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY FOR THE SERVICES OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL OF THE ANSWERS TO THE FOREGOING 
QUESTIONS ARE UND:eR OATH AND SWEAR THAT THE SAME ARE TRUE 
AND CORRECT AND IF I HAVE INTENTIONALLY ANSWERED ANY OF 




Based upon the information contained in the court record and on the above filed 
affIdavit, the court hereby GRANTS "*~ENJES the defendant's 
application for a public defender. t/ is hereby 
appointed as counsel to represent the defendant in the above-entitled case. 
Dated this ~ay of tJef ~ -= 
AFFIDAVIT OF FINANCIAL STATUS 
APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC DEFENDER 
AND OJ~DER APPOINTTNG 
Judge, Magistrate Division 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
CASETITLE Statev. LfnhS 6r(ln~gh :rIk 
HEARING TYPE Initial Arraignment 
JUDGE M C V '/ (CG 
CLERK 1''1(1 ~O)l 
PLF ATTORNEY _______________ TAPE # P \ b'¥l 
DEF ATTORNEY _____________ CASE # CJ20·7-g )07 
OTHERS PRESENT ______________ -----'DATE 1 0 . D~ ,0'7 
BE IT KNOW THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO WIT: 
()O\ /nef present with~ounsei 
/court advises Def of rights and charges 
/Court sets Preliminary Hearing for \ 0 -\ \:r '() \ at 1:30 PM 
/Def requests court appointed counsel and signs Affidavit 
/ Court Appoints F *,1/ to represent Def 
Bond: ¥2t J;:J1~ t:t. 
\~ 
COURT MINUTES 22 
IN TH CT COURT OF THE SECOND JU DISTRiCT 
OF THE STATE OF iDAHO, iN AND FOR THE COUNTy OF NEZ PERCE COUNTY 
STAT~OF iDAHO, PI2iJntifL",~- -_ ~~_~e No. C ((D-:1- .Pl 'D"( 
VO. '/4; ~ e. (,.:..i '01t:l ED" Np CONTACT ORDER 
efendant ~~~Ji1!W-{~1)Y Eff.07101/04 
The Defendant has been charged wllSlo~i&.e! l'v1>ta1J~g Idaho Code Section(s): 
o 18--901 Assault 0 18-903 Battery 0 18--905 Aggr?~~ed ~sault. 0 18-907 Aggravated Battery 
rj '., - . .' ,_ 1 •• ') 
o 18--909 Assault with Intent to Commit Felony In 18--~,l1~ S-$l;!teryiwi~:~ljltent to Commit Felony 
-----018-913 Felonious Administering of Drug~; L U·;1!HJ15 i ASsatJlf6t Satl:ery upon Certain Personnel 
018-918 Domestic Assault or Battery 018-919 Sexual Exploitation by Medical Provider 
018-6710 Use of Telephone - Lewd/Profane 0 18T?:HhlJ,se of Telephone - False Statements 
o 18-7905 Stalking (1 st D) 0 18-7906 Stalkin 2nd 1'-' '" 0 39--6312 Violation of a Protection Order 
~ Other: ' - '00 l 
against the ALLEGED VICTIM(S) "'be-$! \r-e.e,. ANlIm ~. kIt", \ C./ :S-O~V\~ a:-r-12. 
, U\o... 3· ::S-\)~V\.s.To--~ 
THE COURT, having jurisdiction, and having provided tlie Defendant with notice of his/her 
opportunity to be heard, either previously or herein, ORDERS THE DEFENDANT TO HAVE NO 
DIRECT OR INDIRECT CONTACT WITH THE ALLEGED VICTIM, unless through an attorney. You 
may not harass, follow, contact. attempt to contact, communicate with (i.n. aJ!lform or by any 
means including another person), or knowingly go or remain within _ :3 00 -=r4et of the alleged 
victim's person, property, residence, workplace or school. This order is Issued under Idaho Code 
18-920, Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 and Administrative Order 2004 - 2. 
IF THIS ORDER REQUIRES YOU TO LEAVE A RESIDENCE SHARED WITH THE ALLEGED VICTIM. 
you must contact an appropriate law enforcement agency for an officer to accompany you while 
you remove any necessary personal belongings, including any tools required for your work. If 
disputed, the officer will make a preliminary determination as to what are necessary personal 
belongings; and in addition, may restrict or reschedule the time spent on the premises. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO A HEARING: You have the right to a hearing before a Judge on the 
continuation of this Order within a reasonable time of its issuance. To request that hearing, and 
TO AVOID GIVING UP THIS RIGHT you must contact the Clerk of Court, Nez Perce County 
Courthouse, 1230 Main St., Lewiston ID 83501, 208-799-3040. 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME UNDER Idaho Code 18-920 for which bail will 
be set by a judge; it is subject to a penalty of up to one year in jail and up to a $1,000 fine. THIS 
ORDER -::,A_f:2N:-!-.I: ~ MODJIFIED BY A JUDGE AND WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL 11 :59 P.M. ~. I C; 2-/ ~" . ' OR UNTIL THIS CASE IS DISMISSED. 
If another DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROTECTION ORDER IS IN PLACE PURSUANT TO IDAHO'S 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CRIME PREVENTION ACT (Title 39, Chapter 63 of the Idaho Code), the 
most restrictive of any conflicting provisions between the orders will control; however, entry or 
dismissal of another order shall not result in dismissal of this order. 
The Clerk of the Court shall give written notification to the records department of the sherif 
office in the county of issuance IMMEDIATELY and this orde ILbe... ed into the Idaho l 
Enforcement elecommunications System. 
Signature of Servk 
cc: Arresting Agency, County Sheriff, Victim, Prosecuting Attorney, Defendant/Defendant's Attorne 
NO CONTACT ORDER 23 
Plaintiff(s) f 
Defendant (s) . 
REQUEST TO OBTAIN 
APPROVAL TO BROADCAST 
AND/OR PHOTOGRAPH A 
COURT PROCEEDING 
I hereby request approval to broadcast and/or photograph the 






I have read the attached rule permitting cameras in the 
courtroom and will comply in all respects with the Rule and Order 






The Court, having considered the request under the rule 
permitting cameras in the trial courtrooms, hereby orders that 
permission to broadcast and/or photograph the above hearing is: 
[ ] Granted under the following restrictions: 
] Denied. ~day of tJefL ,'&~ 
>= +:2 ~ ~~ 
Dated this 
District/MaglsEra e
Request to Obtain Approval to Broadcast 
anWNj5 ~I(graph a Court Proceeding 24 
OCT-09-07 05:33 P M VANIDOUR.L A W. OFFICE 
~.""'IPI. Jjap~!'99'~~IIIII!!"~r-"'. ~-- ~~-. 
F\LED 
. . . 
ROBER! J. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
·frrtGERALD & VAN IDOUR 2lJ1l OOT 9 PM q 52-
. ~t(Qrney~ at Law . 
S04 :Main Street, Suite 480 
:Le~istori, ID 83501 
• relephohe: (208) 746~4090 
· Fac$imile: (208) 746~5571·· 
• ~-#i1 a4dress: ~fenger@c@leone!net 
IN THE DISTRICT~COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE . 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
. i 












MOTION TO AUTHORIZE RETENTION 
OF PSYCHIATRIST 
j: v\ ~ AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOrrON 




: 'DefendMt.l?Y and ~hrough his undersigned counsel, moves the Court to Emthoriier~hd: 
. i defens~ to retairt apiYChia~rjst at the expense of the State. This Motion is based od Idaho 'Code 
.:. Sdctiori § 19-852, thJ·recotds and files of this case and the supporting Affidavit herein. 
i • i DatedOctobcr9.W07 ~M.J \J i---- · ... 
! .: . Robert 1. V Idour . 
. Defense Counsel 
AFFIDAVIT 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
1· '. . ) 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE ) 
5S. 
, 
. Robert J. Van Idour, after first being duly sworn on oath) says as follows: 
, . 
·My firm has.beenappointed as defense counsel in the above entitled case . 
. ', t1bT~'oN RE:PSYCHIA tRlST; AFFIDAVIT 
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'! . 
. ; . 
20 874 65 57 1 P .0 7 
•. ' . ; "J' . '., :~~':W':~!~1 :r :tf1f~0~1{:~> .' . 
. :. . 
" The defendant in this ' case is Leotis B. Branigh III. Mr. Branigh is currently incarc'eiate4 
fn t11eNezPerce County JaiL 
, ;' Mr. Branigh has presented with mental illness issues in past contacts with the legal .• 
.. ~y~t~m. ~ental iHness issue~ were examined in a prior felony case in Nez Perce County. Ut:Ider 
' ld~tO case law, specifically STate v. Richman, 138 Idaho 190 (App, 2002) it is the duty of ' 
. • ~et~nse :counsel to address iksues of mental illness on the part of a defendant. 
• • ~ • • t .. < 
. On JUne 29, 2006 the U,S. Supreme Court announced its decision in Clark v. Arizona,: 
• J ~'. ' • 
,f 
: .:, ",:, " " 
, ' , 
' . 
. ;. , ' " 
.' . . ,' ' . .. 
, ; .. . 
. :~ 
. ; : :: ' 
. )- ' .. ': 
.~. .' 
·1 54~ U.S.---- w., 126 S.Ct. 2709, 165 L,Ed.2d 842 (2006). That case addressed issues of 
!codstitutional violations in Arizona's insanity defense statute, That statute bears a similarityt9 
1Idaho l!iw, although it is no~ as broad in its scope. As part of that decision Justice SoutervrCot~) . 
: .1.: . . i .. " : . . ', .. 
. ~ by ·Way of footnote, that the issue of the constitutionality of total abolition of mental illness as a •. ' 
. • ! • • • " 
j defense\~'as unresolved bithe decision in Clark v. Arizona, supra. 
. I . ; 
• ! . I.e. § 18-207 provic~e3 for expert assistance on issues related to mens rea. The expem . 
i . i .. 1 . ' .: : . . ~ . 
.• ; as~istarice Affiant will nee? to properly evaluate the effect of Mr. Branigh's mental condi9(j~ Off " .... :.,. 
• h~~ ability to form the inte* necessary for committing first degree murder is that of 3 , . . .•. • . ' . '.; . . 
,; pshhiatrist. Affjant will also need the assistance of psychiatrist to properly evaluate the : .. 
• ; i nfonn,ati on' contained in medical records pertaining to Mr. Branigh. These would include, b~t 
. i ri~t be 'limited to, records from St. Joseph Regional Medical Center's mental health unit. : 
. , ' .Further youraffiani sayeth not. 
.. Dated October 9, ~007 
. 1 
~\jk~ 
Robert J. V dour .. 
. • SUBSCRIBED anti SWORN to before me, a Notary Public ofIdaho, this 9th day of 
ottober, 2007. 
otary Public ofIdaho, residirig at' · .. 
Lewiston, therein. . '. . 
My Commission expires: g~II-/~ · 
~ . 
. I 
. . . 
1 '.. , ; , 
MOnON ;RE; :PSYCHIATRIST; AFFIDAVIT 2 . '. ' -
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V A NIDOU R .L A W.O FF I CE 
~~~~~~~~~~- ~ .~ 
208 7 46557 1 P 0"" 
"} 4·' ··)};l:~F : ;~: n;fr:!:~w , 
' : ;' , .... ' ,'." 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
t hete:by.certify that on Octo~er 9,2007 a true copy of this document was delivered to the l~w ~ 
6ffi~es of the Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, ID 83501 following via the method 
. hot~d below: . 
:' ~ 
;l L Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799·3080 
Hand delivered via VaHey Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S, Mail 
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itO~ERt J. V AN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
fITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
. Atiomeysat Law 
. ~O{Maip Street, Suite 480 
~eVi'istop, ID 83501 . 
rrel~phol1e: (208) 746~4090 
Fac~imile: (208) 746-5571 
. ie-hiatl address: l£defender@cableoDt;!.net 
FI LED 
1I11l OOT S P t'l 't 51 
DEPUT'y' 
IN THE DISTRICT' COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE · 
STATE OF, IDAHO) IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
:STATE OF IDAHO, 
?laintiff, 












Case No. CR2007-08107 
MOTION TO AUTHORIZE RETENTION 
OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION · 
MOTION 
Defendant, by and ,through his undersigned counsel, moves the Court to aUlhorizeth\! 
defens~ to retait}. a·phvate investigator at the expense of the State. This Motion is based on IQah·o . 
Code ~ection § i 9~8S2, th~ ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and Perfonnance of Defense ... 
C~unsel in Death Penalty Cases, the records and files of this case and the supporting Affidavit 
h~rein. 
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Robert J. Van Idour, after first being duly sworn on oath. says as follows: 
My finn has been appointed as defense counsel in the above entitled case, . . " :.; 
The defendant in this case is Leotis B. Branigh III. Mr. Branigh is currently incarcerateo 
6n the charge in this case. 
The defense in this case is in need of the services of a private investigator, In addition to 
witnesses to be interviewed 'there are also potentially items of physical evidence to be examin~d . 
. '. ' . , , 
. jand factual details to be investigated. 
i 
Affiant is not a trained homicide investigator, nor has Affiant ever worked as a peace 
~ officer. It is Affiant's belief that in order to conduct a proper investigation the services of a: 
Lpri~ateinvestigator with training in homicide investigations are necessary. Under Section 4.1 'of 
;; the' GUi'delines for the Appdintment and Performance of Defense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases 
)- an i~ve'stigator is designated as part of the core defense team that is necessary for proper 
I . 
. , r6Jjresentation of defendants in caoital cases. 
:. 4 
: Further your affiant sayeth not. 
. . 1 
Dated October 9,2007 \Vd4 ~JJ; 
Robert J. V~dour . ... 
SUBSCRlBED and SWORN to before me, a Notary Public of Idaho, this 9th day of 
, . ~ 
O?tober, 2007. 
c£:,W'V t'. ~. 
otary Public of Idaho, ~. " 
'::' .~. ' .. ~ 
", .:.; : ~:. ' 
.. ' , . . 
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Lewiston, therein. • ' . . • 
My Commission expires: 5]-)!,. (~ . , 
.. . . 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
.. , hereby certify that on Octoper 9, 2007 a true copy of this document was delivered to the law '. ,. ' 
pf~~es q-fthe Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, ID 83501 following via the meth9d , . 
pot~d below: . 
'/ 
; ~ . Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799-3080 
.. 
: ) 
Hand delive~ed via Valley Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S. Mail 
; FiiZGERALD & V AN I 
.: " 
~; ', . 
MOnON RE: ;p A mOLOOIST' AFFIDAVIT 
. .' . :. . ' 
3 
30 






ROBERT J. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
fITZGERALD & V AN IDbuR 
, .f\tt~meys at Law 
504 Maip. Street, Suite 480 
" Lewiston, ID 83501 
Tei~phone: (208) 746-4090 
' Facsimiie: (208) 746-5571 ' 
~-mal1 address: lcdefender@cabh:Qne.net 
: ' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 












MOTION TO AUTHORIZE RETENTION 
OF PATHOLOGIST 
v. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
• LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
MOTION 
Defendant, by and through his undersigned counsel, moves the Court to authorize the 
• defense to retain a forensic pathologistat the expense of the State. This Motion is based on Idaho 
, ' 
• C<;>de S,ection § 19-852, th~ records and files of this case and the supporting Affidavit herein. 
Dated October 9, 2007 ~J, U~ 
Ro bert J. Idour 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 




Robert J. VIill Idour, after first being duly sworn on oath, says as follows: 
. My firm has been appointed as defense counsel in the above entitled case. 
MOnON RE:P A THOLOGIST; AFFIDAVIT 1 
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o CT - 09-07 05 : 29 
208 7 46557 1 
The defendant in this case is Leod s B. Branigh III. The decedent is Mi.chael Jolmstot). 
To date Affiant has not received an autopsy report. Without knowing the contents of said 
report it is difficult to factor in what effect the exact autopsy findings may have. Affiant does tiot ~ , , 
. hav~ the training or education necessary to fully and properly evaluate the autopsy findings. 
The defense will require the assistance of a forensic pathologist in this case in order to : 
properly prepare and evaluate the medical evidence, including possibly examining the body of 
illie 'decedent in this case. T~e defense is requesting that the Court authorize the defense to rebiin .. 
:theservices of a forensic pathologist in this case in order to assist in the, proper preparation, or: the ' . 
. ! de~ensefor Mr. Branigh. 
Further your affiant;sayeth not. 
, , 
Dated: October 9, 2007 










~huuvK~.: t~~ry Public of Idaho, residing at ' .. 
Lewiston, therein. . 
My Commission expires$ ~ / I~/~ 
RTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
.; : ,V . Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799-3080 
Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S. Mail 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
By ~~-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
CASE TITLE STATE VS. LEOTIS BRANIGH JUDGE ~'Kn.IV A !;'i.r·'"! CrSC.H _-=-=-'-'-..c=-_C-;.. ____ --"...:.:.....'-'---"-.__-.::.CC-...._______ ~t~ ... '-,~,p- .. e-t-I. . 
HEARING TYPE PRELIMINARY HEARING CLERK DONNA 
--~---~---=-----~~----------
PLF ATTORNEY ___ --->-f:.......,rl=>--.>\t..-I ______ TAPE NO. E-/fJg?] 
.DEF ATTORNEY ___________________________________ ~C.ASE NO. CR 07 8107 
OTHERS _______________________________ DATE ______ O_C_T __ 1_0~, __ 2_0_0_7 ___ 
THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO WIT: 
Def without counsel 
present for State 
State ontinuance of Preliminar 
Court Orders: Preliminar continued at 1:30 p.m. 
Def waives Preliminary Hearing - Court Binds Def over to District Court 




DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 2923 
FilED 
1111 oar J..9 PM 12 59 
PATTY O. WEEKS 
CLERK @F THE DIST;C@UiH 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
APPLICATION FOR A 
SEARCH WARRANT. 
STATE 0 F I D A H 0 ) 
: ss. 




CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME FOR RETURN OF 
SERVICE 
COMES NOW, DANIEL L. SPICKLER, Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce 
County, Idaho, and in the above-entitled matter requests and moves for an 
extension of the statutory time limit for return of service concerning the Search 
Warrant that was issued on or about the 4th day of October 2007, upon Sprint 
Nextel Corporate Security, Subpoena Compliance, which is located at 6480 Sprint 
Parkway in Overland Park, Texas (Fax #: 913-315-0736), on the grounds and for 
the reason that Sprint has not been able to complete the preparation of copying the 
records sought within the scope of said Search Warrant. 
Furthermore, this Motion is based upon the Affidavit of Det. Brandon Hopple, 
a copy of which is attached hereto and incorporated herein as though fully set forth. 
That an extension to October 29, 2007, is sought to allow Sprint the necessary time 
needed to complete preparation of copying all of the records sought within the 
scope of said Search Warrant. 
DATED this r3~ day of October 2007. 
MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 1 
Prosecuting Attorney 
34 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy 
of the foregoing MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RETURN OF SERVICE AND 
AFFIDAVIT OF DET. BRANDON HOPPLE was 
(1) hand delivered, or 
(2) _/_ hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) sent via facsimile, or 
(4) mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
Robert J. Van Idour 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
')-tY 
DATED this 7J / day of October 2007. 
MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 2 
r. Legal Assistant 
35 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
LS.B.N. 2923 
F\ LED 
ZOOl OCT 18 Prl 1 00 
PATTY O. WEEKS 
CLERK Of THE D ST. C@URT 
. EPUT'( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
APPLICATION FOR A 
SEARCH WARRANT. 
STATE OF I D A H 0 ) 
: ss. 




CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
AFFIDAVIT OF DET. BRANDON HOPPLE 
FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
FOR RETURN OF SERVICE 
COMES NOW, DET. BRANDON HOPPLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes 
and says: 
That affiant is the applicant of a Search Warrant that was issued to obtain records 
or copies thereof of certain cell phone records for cell phone number 208-305-0736, at 
Sprint Nextel Corporate Security, Subpoena Compliance, located at 6480 Sprint Parkway 
in Overland Park, Texas (Fax #913-315-0736). 
That said Search Warrant was issued by this Court on or about the 4th day of 
October 2007, and that said Search Warrant was served on or about the 4th day of 
October 2007, on Sprint Nextel Corporate Security, by affiant faxing said Search Warrant 
to fax number 913-315-0736. 
That affiant contacted an employee in the Subpoena Compliance Division at Sprint 
Nextel Corporate Security on the 10th day of October 2007. Said employee confirmed 
receipt of the Search Warrant, but informed affiant that the records sought had been 
frozen and a caseworker had not yet been assigned to retrieve that information. 
AFFIDAVIT FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 1 
36 
That affiant again contacted an employee in the Subpoena Compliance Division at 
Sprint Nextel Corporate Security on the 15th day of October 2007. Said employee 
informed affiant that the requested records should be received by affiant by the end of the 
week. Said employee gave affiant their case number of 2007-193092. 
As of the 18th day of October 2007, affiant has not received the records sought and 
hereby requests an extension to October 29, 2007, in order to allow Sprint Nextel 
sufficient time to submit those records to affiant. 
Further, affiant saith not. 
DATED this 19 day of October 2007. 
SWORN and SUBSCRIBED to before me this 18~ 
AFFIDAVIT FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 2 
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': . ROBERT J. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
. FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
Attorpeys at Law 
. 504 Mam Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telepllo:ne: (208) 746-4090 
Facsimile:' (208) 746:-5571 
e.:.inaU address: lcdefender@cableone.net 
Fl LED 
1111 oor 22. PM 3 :is 
PATTY O. WEE KS 
CLER~~RT 
DE PUT Y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
LEons B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 58. 












Case No. CR2007~08107 
AFFIDA VIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION 
RE: PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 
ROBERT 1. VAN IDOUR, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes and says as : 
follows: 
. My finn is the court appointed counsel for the defendant in this case, Leotis B. Branigh, 
III. 
Our firm is in need of the assistance of a private investigator in this case. The initial ' 
.:: 1 : . .. ' discovery response in this case lists over 60 witnesses. More than half of those are not police 
, ' 
l 




. , I' .. .. i .. 
,:i " 
'. 
personnel, but are lay witnesses who are reported to have witnessed some aspect of th.e fa~tual · 
b~kground of this case. It is not feasible for either my pnrtner or I to interview all of these 
witnesses, or even a significant number of them . 
Neither Affiant nor his law partner is a trained homicide investigator, nor has either 
. AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION RE:PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 
























. . 1 
L . . ', : 1 " 
t' . 
i . .. 
Z 0"d 
investigation the services of a private investigator with training in homicide investigations are . , . .' 
neCessary. Under Section 4.1 of the Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance of Defense 
Counsel in Death Penalty Cases an investigator is designated as part of the core defens~ team 
that is necessary for proper representation of defendants in capital cases. 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
Dated October 22, 2007 
October; 2007. 
N tary Public of Idaho, residmg at 
Lewiston, therein. . 
My Commission expires:8.11.20 12 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I her.t:by ¢ertify that on October J1). ~ ) 2007 a true copy of this docu!llent was deliveredto the 
law qfi1ces of the Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, 10 ~350 1 'via the method noted : 
below: 
Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799-3080 
Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S , Mail 
FITZGERALD & VAN lfAOUR 
BY~) ~cYL-
AfFtDAVlT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION RE:PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 2 
ORiGiNAL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 




CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
ORDER FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME FOR RETURN OF 
SERVICE 
Based upon the Motion for Extension of Time for Return of Service and Affidavit of 
Det. Brandon Hopple filed herein, the Court hereby grants said Motion and Orders that an 
extension be made until October 29, 2007, for return on the Search Warrant, in addition 
to the initial FOURTEEN (~1) day time period provided by statute. 
DATED this !1;~~y of October 2007. 
ORDER FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 1 
40 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy of the 
foregoing ORDER FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RETURN OF SERVICE was 
(1) hand delivered, or 
(2) L hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) sent via facsimile, or 
(4) mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
Robert J. Van Idour 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, 10 83501 
Daniel l. Spickler 
Prosecuting Attorney 
1109 "F" Street 
Lewiston, 10 83501 ~ 
DATED this Waay of October 2007. 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
Deputy 
ORDER FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 2 
41 
OCT- 2 3-07 02:01 PM V A NI DOUR .LRW.O FFICE 
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Cuso NQ. CR2007 ·C8 '07 
AfFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT Of MOTION 
1tE: PRIVATE .lNVESTIGATOR 
STATE OF. IDAHO ) 
) b,L 
County of ----_.> 




'That 1 hay'! di'!;cussed th~ nature of the abovt-capti.onetJ macter llJld general 
&.ltegBti(lQ3 £\$ lind 4g~iost the Defendanr. with counael. 
Tha.t T na .... -e 10 year5 ~xp~rienc<i: as 1'. police ofticer and that cApede-or.;e induces. 
',nv~15tigadDg murder a.nd criminally ~uspicioL's dealh~. obtainins. collecting /lOg 
proce~singevidt!nce at c.rlmo scer,es and case prel>arntion for trial. 
That I IuVl' been In busineu EI~ a privale invel>tigator !lince l?g,:: continuou:lly to 
date and h~ve been the lead defense fuet lnvesligaw:- in :le .. t;;ral murder cues 10 
North Idaho These Ciil>eS have included corr.pl(l~ ell.pitol Hnd non capilol murder 
caSl!:.'J, where l have rt!ceived additional experience and 7f1lirlil'gir. evaluating case 
filC(~. evidence and dr~utnstan~es ,>Ijfml.lnding t~ese mi.!rder ~af\e1- at coumd'Si . 








02:02 PM VA IDOUR.LAN.OFFICE 2087465571 






That my nbllili e~ IU FI ?ri vale invel.'tigator are not t.mfal1li liar to the Second 
JUdlcirl.! District in boJj IdHho and Lmah Countie;: in this type of matter 
Tha.r bas~d upon my pr;or expcril.mce of murder cases of~i;nilar complexity. and . 
inh jl\l di~.;ug:don$ with coun:>cl. r wowld e!;rimate and reque~t and initial budget to 
include· travel and c:xpt:ni)eS in the amOllnr ofS6S00.00 for my investigative .' 
l:Iervi;cs tluoup;h and including preliminary hMring This initinl budged is bn.~ . 
'Jpon Illl hourIy rare (')f $60 00 per houl', .50 C~J'lt!) per mile for travel, lodgin.& and 
expen~es. 
Funher sayeth naught. 
D A. TED this & day of OC1.'ober, 2007 
. AffIDAVIT TN SlJPPORT OF MOTTON 'REPRIVA TE TNYESTlGATOR 
43 
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Robert 1. Van Idour, ISBN 2644 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
Attorneys at Law 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-6100 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
e-mail: lcdefender@cableone.net 
FILED 
'/ffl1 00 T 2, Lf- f\P11O 57 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-07-8107 
MOTION TO 
APPOINT RESOURCE JUDGE 
The defendant, through his attorneys Fitzgerald & Van Idour, moves the Court for an order 
appointing a "Resource Judge" to administer, consider and decide resource-related issues. This 
procedure, used well in other contexts, such as State v. Sonja Abitz, Latah County Case No. CR-OO-
00263 (Conspiracy to Commit First Degree Murder) and State v. Shackelford, Latah County Case 
No. CROO-00260 will protect the statutory and constitutional rights of the accused, including, but not 
limited to, the rights to Due Process, Equal Protection, Effective Assistance of Counsel, Freedom 
from Cruel and Unusual Punishment, the Attorney-Client Privilege, the Work Product Doctrine, and 
Trial by Jury, guaranteed by the United States Constitution, the Idaho Constitution, and Federal and 
Idaho law. A Resource Judge procedure will allow the Accused to be heard by a Judge under seal on 
resource issues to protect these rights, and also provide fiscal accountability for Nez Perce County. 
MOTION TO APPOINT RESOURCE JUDGE - I of2 44 
This procedure is especially appropriate in this case because: 
A. The defendant is charged with first degree murder, the only Idaho crime 
carrying the potential of the death penalty. Without a separate resource 
judge, the same judge hearing fiscal matters (and thus possibly becoming 
privy to unsuccessful defense forensic testing, for example) could determine 
the fate of the defendant. A similarly situated defendant with private 
resources would not have to reveal such privileged strategies to a Court. A 
similarly situated defendant with private resources is not forced to reveal to 
the sentencing judge privileged matters. 
B. The resource judge procedure has been commonly used in the past by courts 
in the Second Judicial District. 
Dated: October 23,2007 
our 
Defense Counsel 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on October :L l ~ 2007 a true copy of this document was delivered to the law offices of the 
Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, ID 8350 1 following via the method noted below: 
Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799-3080 
Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S. Mail 
MOTION TO APPOINT RESOURCE JUDGE - 2 of2 
45 
Date: 10/29/2007 
Time: 02:09 PM 
Page 1 of 2 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2007 -0008107 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
Selected Items 
User: DONNA 
Hearing type: Hearing on Motions Minutes date: 10/29/2007 
11:00 AM Assigned judge: Jay P. Gaskill 
Court reporter: 
Start time: 
End time: 11 :00 AM 
Minutes clerk: DONNA Audio tape number: T-5451 
Prosecutor: Daniel L Spickler 
Defense attorney: Robert J Van ldour 
Tape Counter: 3100 
Tape Counter: 3164 
Tape Counter: 3178 
T ape Counter: 3254 
Tape Counter: 3278 
Tape Couhter: 3365 
Defendants Motions to Retain Psychiatrist, Retain Private Investigator, Retain Pathologist 
and Appoint a Resource Judge 
Vanldour present with Leotis Branigh 
Spickler present for the State 
Court addresses Vanldour re: continuance of Prelim set for October.31, 2007 
Vanldour addresses court re: continuance of Prelim; his client previously waived his right 
a speedy Prelim 
Defendant would like to address the Court 
Vanldour states that it is OK with him if the Defendant wants to address the Court 
Court advises Defendant of his right to remain silent 
Defendant addresses Court re: disqualification of Judge; his right to competent court 
appointed counsel and a violation of rights case he filed against Nez Perce County in the 
past 
Court addresses Defendant re: disqualification of Judge; his right to competent court 
appointed counsel and states the issues that are before the Court today 




Time: 02:09 PM 
Page 2 of 2 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2007-0008107 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
Selected Items 
User: DONNA 
Hearing type: Hearing on Motions 







11 :00 AM 
Minutes clerk: DONNA Audio tape number: T-5453 
Prosecutor: Daniel L Spickler 
Defense attorney: Robert J Van Idour 
Tape Counter: 116 
Tape Counter: 146 
Tape Counter: 174 
T ape Counter: 230 
Tape Counter: 253 
Tape Counter: 298 
T ape Counter: 333 
Tape Counter: 351 
Tape Counter: 377 
Tape Counter: 429 
Continued from T -5451 
Defendant continues to address Court 
Court addresses Defendant 
Spickler addresses Court re: Judge Gaskill being appointed as the Resource Judge 
Vanldour addresses Court 
Court addresses Defendant re: Resource Judge 
Court appoints Judge Gaskill as the Resource Judge 
Spickler addresses Court re: motions filed; has no objection to Psychiatrist or Private 
Investigator; does have an objection to a Pathologist at this time 
Vanldour addresses Court 
Court addresses Defendant 
Defendant waives his right to speedy prelim 
Court addresses Vanldour re: Psychiatrist Affidavit 
Vanldour states he can provide the Court with the information 
Court reserves issue of the Pathologist; Grants motion for Private Investigator with a limit 
of $2,500.00; will appoint a Psychiatrist after an Affidavit is filed stating who the 
Psychiatrist will be and the expected cost 
Vanldour will prepare an Order 
Spickler addresses Court re: resetting the Prelim 
Court sets Prelim for November 28th, 2007 at 1 :30 p.m. 
Recess 
COURT MINUTES 47 
ROBERT 1. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
Attorneys at Law 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
e-mail address:lcdefender@cableone.net 
:Fl LED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 












Case No. CR2007-08107 
ORDER AUTHORIZING RETENTION 
OF PRIV A TE INVESTIGATOR 
The Court having reviewed the defendant's Motion for Private Investigator and having 
found good cause to grant said Motion, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the defendant is 
authorized to retain a private investigator in this case and is authorized to expend up to $3,.600.00 
or such other amount as the Court may authorize, for such services. ~ 
......... 
Dated: October 2::0, 2007 
ORDER AUTHORIZING 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 1 
48 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true copy ofthis document was hand delivered to the following counsel on 
October .2cff''----.., 2007 
Fitzgerald & Van Idour 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(via Valley Messenges) 
ORDER AUTHORIZING 
PRIV ATE INVESTIGATOR 
Prosecuting Attorney 
1109 F Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(Placed in court basket) 
2 
49 
ROBERT J. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
Attorneys at Law 
FilED 
mrl l\OJ 7 A1'1 U 33 504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
e-mail address:lcdefender@cableone.net 
PATT Q. WESKS ~Ot 
CLE'RK 0 HEBi1iT.Op'fJ 
, ~ -t:HY . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL D STRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CR2007-08107 
MOTION TO ORDER MEDICAL 












AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
LEons B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
MonON 
Defendant, by and through his undersigned counsel, moves the Court to order the Sheriff 
of Nez Perce County to provide and pay for a pair of eyeglasses for the defendant. This Motion 
is based on Idaho Code Section § 19-852, §31-3302(3), the records and files of this case and the 
supporting Affidavit herein. 
Dated November 5, 2007 
~JUJL 
Ro ert J. Van Id r 
Defense Counsel 
AFFIDAVIT 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE ) 
Robert J. Van IdoUf, after first being duly sworn on oath, says as follows: 
MOTION TO ORDER MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; AFFIDAVIT 1 
50 
My firm has been appointed as defense counsel in the above entitled case. 
The defendant in this case is Leotis B. Branigh III. Mr. Branigh is currently incarcerated 
in the Nez Perce County Jail. 
Mr. Branigh has been prescribed prescription eyeglasses for use in reading. He was in 
possession of these eyeglasses when he was arrested. The State has seized those eyeglasses and 
will retain them for a period of weeks for chemical and DNA testing. This testing will not be 
completed prior to the November 28th preliminary hearing scheduled in this case. 
The defendant will need to read and review over two-hundred fifty (250) pages of written 
materials as part of his role in aiding in his defense in this case. In order to do this in an effective 
manner he needs the use of his eyeglasses, or a pair of eyeglasses made to the specifications of 
his prescription. His prescription was made locally by Steven Rina, a Lewiston optician. Mr. 
Branigh is indigent and can not afford to replace the eyeglasses seized by the State. 
In order to effectively prepare for the preliminary hearing and assist in his defense it is 
necessary that Mr. Branigh have his eyeglasses to read the written materials and photographs in 
this case. The defense requests that the Court grant the Motion, above. 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
Dated November 7, 2007 '\ 1--1. ~ ~ 17 
'~> U,jL, 
Robert J. V dour 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me, a Notary Public of Idaho, this 7th day of 
November, 2007. 
l~CL?])~A 
otary PublIc of Idaho, resIdmg at 
Lewiston, therein. 
My Commission expires:S-//-/2... 
MOTION TO ORDER MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; AFFIDAVIT 2 
51 
Date: 11/7/2007 
Time: 03:28 PM 
Page 1 of 1 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2007 -0008107 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
Selected Items 
User: BEV 
Hearing type: Hearing on Motions Minutes date: 11/07/2007 
03:20 PM Assigned judge: Kent J. Merica 
Court reporter: 
Start time: 
End time: 03:20 PM 
Minutes clerk: BEV Audio tape number: F1652 
Prosecutor: Daniel L Spickler 
Defense attorney: F & V 
T ape Counter: 875 
T ape Counter: 890 
Tape Counter: 906 
T ape Counter: 928 
T ape Counter: 963 
T ape Counter: 970 
T ape Counter: 979 
Dan Spickler present for the State. 
Bill Fitzgerald present with defendant. 
Court addresses the parties. Will take up motion regarding no contact order. 
Mr. Fitzgerald - given defendant's current state of incarceration, feels there is no need for 
the no contact order 
Mr. Spickler - Based on the affidavits of the alleged victims, they wish no contact from 
defendant. If it is dismissed, defendant could still have contact by phone. Requests the 
Court deny defendant's motion. 
Court - Sees no basis for motion. Court denies same. This is a clear situation for the no 
contact order. 
Court addresses the motion to order medical assistance. 
Mr. Spickler - glasses defendant had at time of arrest were taken for evidence. 
Court - Judge Gaskill has informed this court that he will grant the motion as soon as an 
order is presented. 
Recess 
COURT MINUTES 52 
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· ROBEItT J. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
Attorneys at Law 
504Mtiin Street, Suite 480 
· Lewiston, 1083501 
· Telephone: (208) 746-4090 
Facsimlie: (208) 746-5571 
· eomail ~ddress: lcdefender@cableone.net 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
• Plaintiff, 
v. 












Case No. CR2007-08107 
ORDER RE: MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 
TO DEFENDANT 
• The Court having reviewed the Motion re: Medical Assistance to Defendant and being 
fully informed in the premises hereby orders that the Sheriff of Nez Perce County shall provide 
and pay for a pair of eyeglasses for the defendant pursuant to I.e. §§ 19-852 and 31-3302(3). 
: Dated: November 5S+t;...2007 """-----
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IN THE DIST~tlcOPR~OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL 
OF THE STATE O~IID~~tN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 




REQUEST TO OBTAIN 
1 11 
Plaintiff(s} I 
PATTY O. WEEKS 









APPROVAL TO B~1lB ffl 9 OS 
AND/OR PHOTOGRAPHir 
Le.oh S 1Sro.~ fJ~ . ' COURT PRQCEEDING PATTY O. WEEi<,S 
Defendant (s) . DE PO I Y ~ CLE RK 21l!1))~RT 
-------------------------------) DEPUTY 
I hereby request approval to broadcast and/or photograph the 






C.R Of - 6107 
11-'23-07 
f! 30 
I have read the attached rule permitting cameras in the 
courtroom and will comply in all respects with the Rule and Order 






The Court, having considered the request under the rule 
permitting cameras in the trial courtrooms, hereby orders that 
permission to broadcast and/or photograph the above hearing is: 
V\J Granted under the following restrictions: 
] Denied. 
f"1 
Dated this ~ day of 
Request to Obtain Approval to Broadcast 




DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 2923 
F\lED 
7J1a t{)11 Z8 AM 9 0'1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




STATE 0 F I D A H 0 ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this ;2.8-nl day of November 2007, in the 
County of Nez Perce, \S£FF /}f{AJ £..:50.0 , who, being Arst duly sworn, 
complains and says: that LEons B. BRANIGH III, did commit the following crime(s): 
COUNT I 
MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, I.C. § 18-4001, 18-4002 and 18-4003, 
a felony 
That the Defendant, LEons B. BRANIGH III, on or about the 1st day of October 
2007, in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully, 
deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought and/or by lying 
in wait, kill and murder MICHAEL S. JOHNSTON, a human being, by shooting 
him in the back with a gun from which he died. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT - 1- 55 
COUNT II 
ELUDING, I.e. § 49-1404(1)(2){a) and/or (e), a felony 
That the Defendant, LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, on or about the 1st day of 
October 2007, in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did operate a motor 
vehicle/ to-wit: a 1985 White Camero, bearing Idaho License Plate No. 
N127998, at or about Bryden Avenue and/or Thain Road and/or Powers Avenue 
in the City of Lewiston, and willfully eluded pursuing police vehicles after being 
given a visual signal and/or audio signal to stop, and in so doing traveled in 
excess of thirty (30) miles per hour above the posted speed limit, to-wit 
traveling at speeds in excess 110 miles per hour in a 35 mile per hour zone 
and/or in doing so drove his vehicle in a manner as to endanger or be likely to 
endanger the property of or the person of another. 
COUNT III 
EXTENDED SENTENCE FOR USE OF FIREARM OR DEADLY WEAPON, 
I.C. § 19-2520, a felony 
That the Defendant, LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, did display, use, threatened or 
attempted to use a firearm or other deadly weapon, to-wit: a gun, in the 
commission of the crime alleged as set forth in Count I of the Amended 
Complaint hereinabove. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Amended Complainant therefore prays that LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III be 
dealt with according to law. 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this ;;2 E 
AMENDED COMPLAINT -2-
56 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO SEEK SENTENCE ENHANCEMENT 
EXTENDED SENTENCE FOR USE OF FIREARM OR DEADLY WEAPON, I.e. § 19-2520 
That the Defendant did display, use, threatened or attempted to use a 
firearm or other deadly weapon, to-wit: a gun, in the commission of the crime 
alleged as set forth in Count I of the Amended Complaint hereinabove. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT -3- 57 
Date: 12/4/2007 
Time: 12:06 PM 
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Tape Counter: 1630 
Tape Counter: 1680 
Tape Counter: 1706 
Tape Counter: 1726 
Tape Counter: 2035 
Tape Counter: 2046 
Tape Counter: 2062 
Tape Counter: 2129 
Tape Counter: 2158 
T ape Counter: 2229 
Tape Counter: 2331 
Tape Counter: 2372 
Tape Counter: 2374 
Tape Counter: 2376 
Tape Counter: 2920 
Tape Counter: 3313 
T ape Counter: 3336 
T ape Counter: 3469 
Tape Counter: 3496 
T ape Counter: 3505 
Tape Counter: 93 
Tape Counter: 240 
Tape Counter: 295 
T ape Counter: 326 
T ape Counter: 327 
Tape Counter: 788 
Second Judicial District Court ~ Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
User: SHERRI 
Case: CR-2007 -0008107 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
Selected Items 
F&V continues. 
State asks a question in the aid of objection. 
State renews the objection. 
F&V continues. 
F& V moves to strike exhibit #19, cell #'s don't jive w/aff. for search warrant. 
Court overrules motion to strike. 
F&V continues 
State doesn't have any redirect, witness steps down. 
State calls Officer Brian Birdsell, sworn by clerk and examined. His involvement in the 
case was to help in processing the crime scene on Cedar Ave and he is also the evidence 
custodian. 
State hands officer exhibits #2-17. 
State moves to admit exhibits #2-17. 
F&V doesn't have any objection. 
Court admits #2-17. 
State continues going through exhibits w/Officer. 
F&V begins cross examination. 
State doesn't have any redirect, Officer steps down. 
State has another matter to bring up. Offers a phone listing as aid to the court. Offers as 
an exhibit. 
F& V objects. 
Court disallows. 
State begins argument. 
TO END OF TAPE, CONT. TO F1695 BEGINNING AT 001 
F& V begins argument. 
State adds argument. 
Court addresses parties: needs to take a short recess to look through exhibits and make a 
decision. 
BREAK 
Judge informs parties he has been through the e;<hibits and talks briefly about state's 
exhibit #19, the records from Sprint. He will not consider as evidence because the 
certification of the document is problematic. 
Bound over to District Court on count 1: Murder I and count 2: Felony Eluding. 





Time: 12:06 PM 
Page 3 of 4 
Tape Counter: 540 
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Tape Counter: 945 
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Tape Counter: 1218 
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Tape Counter: 1439 
Tape Counter: 1461 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2007 -0008107 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
Selected Items 
Recess for the evening. Reconvene at 9am on 11/30107. 
11/30107: Prelim continues. 
User: SHERRI 
State calls Officer Brandon Hopple, sworn by clerk and examined. He did the research on 
the cell phones and the text messages. 
State hands witness exhibits #21-24. 
State moves for admission of exhibits #21-24. 
F&V hasn't any objection. 
Court admits #21-24. 
State continues examination. 
Witness handed state's exhibit #19, info. received back from SprintiNextell re: def.'s cell 
phone text messages. 
State moves to admit exhibit #19. 






Court addresses parties re: foundation, hearsay, authentification of the Sprint records. 
F& V responds. 
Court 
F&V 
Court quotes rule - limited to prelim hearing I.C. 5.1 (I.C. 803.6 is mentioned also.) 
--Discretionary withe court 









Tape Counter: 1480 F&V objects based on irrelevance. 
Tape Counter: 1508 Court admits exhibit #19, court will go through and determine what to consider and what 
not to consider. 
Tape Counter: 1589 F&V cross examines Officer Hopple. 59 
T ape Count~o\3Itr MINUtES objects 
Date: 12/4/2007 
Time: 12:06 PM 
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Tape Counter: 248 
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Tape Counter: 477 
Tape Counter: 516 
Tape Counter: 584 
T ape Counter: 656 
Tape Counter: 875 
T ape Counter: 905 
Tape Counter: 915 
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Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2007-0008107 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
Selected Items 
F&V objects again based on relevance and lack of foundation. 







F&V begins cross examination of Desiree. 
TO END OF TAPE, CONT. TO F1691 BEGINNING AT 001 
State redirects. 
F&V doesn't have any recross, witness steps down. 
State hands court copy of victim's death certificate. 
F&V hasn't any objection. 
State moves to admit #1, court admits. 
State calls, Kendra Parker, sworn by clerk and examined. 
State hands witness State's exhibits #2& 3. 
State hands witness exhibit #4. 
State hands witness exhibit #5. 
State continues examination. 
F&V begins cross examination. 
State redirects. 
F&V doesn't have any recross, witness steps down. 
User: SHERRI 
State calls Brian Hodge, sworn by clerk and examined. He hauls trucks and trailers for a 
living and happened to be driving down the street when the def. was approaching the 
area. 
State hands witness exhibit #2 & 3. 
F&V begins cross examination. 
State doesn't have any redirect, witness steps down. 
State calls Officer Jody Mundell, sworn by clerk and examined. 
F&V begins cross examination. 
TO END OF TAPE, CONT. TO F1692 BEGINNING AT 001 
State redirects. 
F&V recrosses. 
Witness steps down. 60 
COURT MINUTES 
Date: 12/4/2007 
Time: 12:06 PM 
Page 1 of 4 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2007 -0008107 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
Selected Items 
User: SHERRI 
Hearing type: Preliminary Hearing 






End time: 01 :45 PM 
Minutes clerk: SHERRI Audio tape number: F1690 
Prosecutor: Daniel L Spickler 
Defense attorney: F & V 
T ape Counter: 1 
Tape Counter: 21 
Tape Counter: 43 
Tape Counter: 78 
Tape Counter: 82 
Tape Counter: 91 
T ape Counter: 100 
Tape Counter: 116 
Tape Counter: 139 
Tape Counter: 155 
Tape Counter: 312 
T ape Counter: 356 
Tape Counter: 371 
Tape Counter: 387 
Tape Counter: 394 
Tape Counter: 1044 
Tape Counter: 1231 
Tape Counter: 1282 
Tape Counter: 1290 
Tape Counter: 1360 
Tape Counter: 1363 
Tape Counter: 1371 
Parties present and ready to proceed. 
Mr. Spickler, present for the State, has one preliminary matter. One of the State's 
witnesses is the mother of the victim's children. According to Idaho Code, he would like 
the mother, Desiree Dawn Anderson, to be appointed as representative for the children. 
Mr. Van Idour from the firm F&V, responds. 
Mr. Van Idour objects and will mtn to exclude witnesses. 
Mr. Spickler 
Mr. Van Idour responds. 
Court asks Mr. Spickler if someone else can be appointed for the children. 
Mr. Spickler informs the court that Ms. Anderson accepts the children's Uncle as their rep. 
Mr. Van Idour moves to exclude witnesses. 
State calls Dawn Gump, sworn by clerk and examined. 
State hands witness State's Exhibits #2, 3 & 4. 
State asks to reserve admission of these exhibits for a later time. 
F&V begins cross examination. 
State has nothing further. Witness steps down. 
State calls Desiree Anderson, sworn by clerk and examined. She is the victim's ex-wife 
and the def.'s ex-girlfriend. 
State hands witness state's exhibit #18, which is 66 pgs. of text messages received on 
Desiree's cell phone. The last message was received the day the deceased was shot, 
Oct. 21st, 2007. 
F&V asks a question in aid of objection. 
Court 
State continues. 
State moves to admit State's exhibit #18. 
F&V objects based on relevance and lack of foundation. 
Court 
Tape Counter: 1397 State goes through each page of exhibit #18 with the witness. 
61 Tape Counter: 1948 State moves to admit exhibit #18. 
COURT MINUTES 
;'lUY. v.LUU! 6: 1Y DISIRICT NO. 7175 P. 
AG FA ""!5;53 p.m. 11-29·200'{ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF e ND JUDICIAL D::j:STRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,lN AND' FOR THE COUNTY OF Ne:t.ftA:e.. 
5t-lAk 0(' tJc,,~o \ ~1 HlJy 30) A @ 
(s) I 
Defendant(s) 
REQUEST TO OBTAIN 
PROVAL TO BROADCAST 
lOR PHOTOGRAPH A 
COURT PROCEED1NG 
I hereby request approval to broadcast and/or photograph the 






C521.o<J 7 - 810i 
.r have read the attached rule permitting cameras in the 
courtroom and will comply in all respects with the Rule and Order 






The Court, having considered the request under the rule 
permitting cameras in the trial courtrooms, hereby orders that 
permission to broadcast and/or photograph the above hearing is: 
) Granted under the following restrictions: 
] Denied. 
1t, 
Daced this 30 day of 
Request to Obtain Approval to Broadcast 





IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICTIeIt! 
STATE IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 












CASE NO. CR07 -81 07 u~:::,-;;" . Zi;J?JtY' ' ';-!' / / (V ~~. ,}~r ( q.: .~.i~~§,Yfl{f. 'r~ / 
_. ,~, j;:. / 
ORDER BINDING OVER 
The undersigned Magistrate having HEARD the Preliminary hearing in the above-entitled 
matter on the 28th and the 30th day of November, 2007, and it appearing to me that the offense set 
forth in the Complaint theretofore filed herein has been committed, and there is sufficient cause to 
believe the above-named defendant guilty thereof. 
I ORDER that said defendant be held to answer the same, and said defendant is hereby 
bound over to the District Court for trial on the charges of: COUNT I: MURDER IN THE FIRST 
DEGREE, I.e. § 18-4001, 18-4002 and 18-4003, COUNT II: ELUDING, I.e. § 49-1404(1)(2)(a) 
and/or (c), both felonies. 
J 
DATED this --=-__ day of December, 2007. 
This case has been assigned to: Jeff M. Brudie, District Judge 
ORDER BINDING OVER 1 
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DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 2923 
JLED 
if PM if 19 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
INFORMATION 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Nez Perce, 
State of Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its 
behalf, comes now into the District Court of the County of Nez Perce, and states that 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III is accused by this Information of the following crime(s): 
COUNT I 
MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, I.C. § 18-4001, 18-4002 and 18-4003, 
a felony 
That the Defendant, LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, on or about the 1st day of 
October 2007, in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did willfully, 
unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought 
and/or by lying in wait, kill and murder MICHAEL S. JOHNSTON, a human 
being, by shooting him in the back with a gun from which he died. 
INFORMATION - 1 64 
COUNT II 
ELUDING, I.e. § 49-1404(1)(2)(a) and/or (e), a felony 
That the Defendant, LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, on or about the 1st day of 
October 2007, in the County of Nez Perce! State of Idaho, did operate a motor 
vehicle! to-wit: a 1985 White Camero! bearing Idaho License Plate No. 
N127998, at or about Bryden Avenue and/or Thain Road and/or Powers Avenue 
in the City of Lewiston, and willfully eluded pursuing police vehicles after being 
given a visual Signal and/or audio signal to stop, and in so doing traveled in 
excess of thirty (30) miles per hour above the posted speed limit! to-wit 
traveling at speeds in excess 110 miles per hour in a 35 mile per hour zone 
and/or in doing so drove his vehicle in a manner as to endanger or be likely to 
endanger the property of or the person of another. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
~~ DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Prosecuting Attorney 
INFORMATION - 2 65 
NOTICE INTENT TO SEEK SENTENCE ENHANCEMENT 
EXTENDED SENTENCE FOR USE OF FIREARM OR DEADLY WEAPON, I.e. § 19-2520 
That the Defendant did display, use, threatened or attempted to use a 
firearm or other deadly weapon, to-wit: a gun, in the commission of the crime 
alleged as set forth in Count I of the Information hereinabove. 
INFORMATION 3 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANTI FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 





SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: 
COURT MINUTES 
Presiding Judge 
JEFF M. BRUDIE 
Reporter 
LINDA CARLTON 
Date December 5, 2007 





















BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO-WIT: 
DC# 3982814 Defendant present with counsel. Defin custody. 
Court questions counsel re review on Information with Def. 
Mr. Van Idour has not reviewed Information, they just received it today. 
858 Court reviews Information with Def for Ct 1, Murder in the 1 st Degree, Ct 2, Eluding, and Ct 3 
which is a sentencing enhancement. Court advises defendant of maximum/minimum possible 
penalties on each count. 
845 Defendant indicates name, DOB are correct on the Information. 
892 Def waives reading of the Information and enters plea of not guilty. 
1 Page of 2 Pages 
COURT MINUTES 
67 
CR 07-08107 LEOTIS BRANIGH 
Pretrial motions filed along with supporting briefs filed on or before Jan 25, 2008. Responding briefs 
shall be filed on or before Feb 8, 2008. All pre-trial motions shall be heard at the hour of 11 :00 a.m. 
on Feb 20, 2008. If no motions are filed, there will be no hearing on this date. Final pre-trial 
conference and the date and time by which plea bargaining must be completed March 5, 2008, at 
11:00 a.m. Jury trial on March 17,2008, at the hour of9:00 a.m. 
981 Mr. Van Idour questions Court re Judge Gaskill being used as resource judge. 
Court has no objection. Usually a District Judge is used as a resource judge. Court will talk with 
Judge Gaskill. 









[fC 10 AM 7 Ifl 
P,ATTY O. 'NEEKS 
CLERK OF THE DIST. COURT 
. ~~lk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 














The above-entitled case is hereby scheduled as follows: 
Jury Trial shall commence on MARCH 17,2008, at the hour of9:00 a.m.; 
All pre-trial motions shall be filed along with supporting briefs lodged on or before JANUARY 25, 
2008; 
Responding Briefs shall be lodged on or before FEBRUARY 8, 2008; 
All pre-trial motions shall be heard at the hour of 11:00 a.m. on FEBRUARY 20, 2008. If no 
motions are filed, there will be no hearing on this date. 
Final pre-trial conference shall be held on MARCH 5, 2008, at 11 :00 a.m. All plea bargaining must 
ORDER SETTING JURY TRlAL 
AND SCHEDULING 
69 
be completed by this date and time. Proposed jury instructions are to be submitted at least five (5) 
days prior to the scheduled trial date. The Court uses the following instructions from ICJI and it is 
not necessary for counsel to submit them: 103A, 104, 105, 106,201,202,204,205,206,207,208, 
and 301. 
Dated this --1l2- day of December 2007. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL AND 
SCHEDULING was 
L hand delivered via court basket, or 
__ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this ta day of December 
2007, to: 
Robert Van Idour 
William Fitzgerald 
504 Main Street, Ste 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Dan Spickler 
P.O. Box 1267 
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William J. Fitzgerald, ISBN 1974 
Robert J. Van Idour, ISBN 2644 
Joanna M. McFarland, ISBN 7112 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
Towne Sqaure, Suite 480 
504 Main Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
Attorneys for Defendant 
I LED 
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PATTY O. WEEKS 
CLERK Of THE DfST. COURT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












CASE NO. CR07-08107 
ORDER FOR TRANSCRIPT 
The Court having read and passed upon the Application for Transcript and being 
fully advised in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a transcript be prepared of the Preliminary 
Hearing held on November 30, 2007, in the above-entitled matter. 
It is further ordered that the cost of preparation of the transcript be paid for by 
Nez Perce County. 
ORDER FOR TRANSCRIPT 
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this ---'-_ day of fj IS c. 2007. 
~ .. 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -tL- day of ~ , 2007, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing was hand-delivered to the Nez Perce County Prosecuting 
Attorney's and Fitzgerald & Van Idour's baskets at the Nez Perce County Courthouse. 
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ROBERT J. V AN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
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Main Street, Suite 480 
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Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 












Case No. CR2007-08107 
MOTION TO SEVER COUNT 
MOTION 
Defendant, by and through his undersigned counsel, moves the Court to sever Count II of 
the Information on file in this case from Count I and to schedule separate trials for each count. 
This Motion is based on I.C.R. 8(a), the records and files of this case and the supporting 
Memorandum herein. Cr~, 
Dated January --<-1 __ ,2008 
MOTION TO SEVER 
/, n 
1\ \ I 
I '\ 'i 
I ~j ;l 
Robert J. VanAcfour 
Defense CouAJl 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on January ftiJ ,2008 a true copy of this document was delivered to the 
law offices of the Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, ID 8350lfollowing via the 
method noted below: 
Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799-3080 
1./ 
t Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S. Mail 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
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ROBERT J. V AN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
Attorneys at Law 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
e-mail address:lcdefender@cableone.net 
FILED 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 













Case No. CR2007-08107 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO SEVER 
Leotis Branigh is charged by Information with two felony counts. Those are first degree 
murder and eluding police. The police pursuit that led to the felony eluding count arose nearly 
two hours after the police were called to investigate a shooting in Lewiston. As part of that 
investigation the police wanted to question Mr. Branigh. Information regarding Mr. Branigh was 
broadcast over police radio frequencies. Police in Clarkston began the process of initiating a stop 
of a vehicle driven by Mr. Branigh. When Mr. Branigh did not stop, a high speed pursuit began 
in Washington and stretched out to its end at the home ofMr. Branigh's father in Lewiston, 
Idaho. 
During the high speed chase Mr. Branigh, who was not armed, was pursued by multiple 
police cars. Initially that pursuit included police cars from Washington. Those cars ceased the 
pursuit they had begun when Mr. Branigh entered Idaho. During the chase Mr. Branigh's vehicle 
was shot at over 15 times by Deputy Sheriff Jay Colvin. The weapon used in the shooting was an 
AR-15 assault rifle, the civilian version of the M-16 automatic assault rifle used by the American 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SEVER 1 
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military since Vietnam. 
Prior to the end of the chase the fusillade from the assault rifle demolished the right rear 
tire ofMr. Branigh's vehicle. The tire was wrapped around the rim, which had been penetrated 
by an AR-15 shell. 
Upon the cessation ofthe pursuit Mr. Branigh was taken from the car at gunpoint by 
shouting officers of the Lewiston Police Department and Nez Perce County Sheriffs office. 
After being forcibly extracted from his car he was shoved to the ground and tasered at least 
twice. He was then taken to the Lewiston Police Department. 
ARGUMENT 
I.c.R. 8(a) allows the joinder of mUltiple counts when they "are based on the same act or 
transaction, or on two (2) or more acts or transactions connected together or constituting parts of 
a common scheme or plan." LC.R. 8(a) The analysis then centers on whether or not these 
conditions are met. 
No common scheme or plan is shown here. No one has even identified Mr. Branigh as 
being present at the time the decedent was shot. Nothing in Mr. Branigh's statement at the 
Lewiston Police Department indicates any connection between the two events, i.e. the shooting 
and the pursuit. No one was with Mr. Branigh in the car, so there is no independent testimony 
linking the two events. No murder weapon has ever been found, let alone linked to Mr. Branigh 
or found in his car. There was only a single incident that began this case, not the kind of multiple 
events that would be present in a "common scheme or plan". 
Likewise, no showing has been made of a link between the events alleged in the two 
counts, the shooting and the pursuit. As noted in the testimony at the preliminary hearing the 
shooting was estimated to have occurred between 10:20 p.m. and 10:30 p.m .. The pursuit did not 
start until midnight. (Report of Sgt. Joe Arnzen) The timing ofthe events is important under 
Idaho case law. In State v. Anderson, 138 Idaho 359, 63 P.3d 485 (App. 2003) the Idaho Court of 
Appeals held that joinder was improper under I.R.c. 8(a) when battery and resisting charges 
occurred on separate occasions and did not have overlapping evidence. The same is true in this 
case. Not only were the incidents separated by a significant time gap, there is not any 
overlapping evidence. The persons who reported hearing or seeing the shooting were not 
involved in the pursuit, nor does their testimony have any direct tie to the eluding count. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SEVER 2 
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In this case, unlike Anderson, supra, Mr. Branigh would suffer significant prejudice. A 
joint trial would be prejudicial in this case because of the inference that no one without anyihing 
to hide would run from the police. Also, a potential defense that could be presented, i.e. Mr. 
Branigh was in fear for his life because of the officer shooting at him with the AR-15, is one that 
would have no connection with the murder count. The presentation of this defense could detract 
from the defenses in the murder count and could be confusing to the jury, all to Mr. Branigh's 
prejudice. 
CONCLUSION 
Mr. Branigh is facing two very separate and distinct counts. No link has been shown 
between the two. To allow joinder of the two counts would prejudice Mr. Branigh in his ability 
to present a defense to both counts. The proper remedy is to grant the defense Motion to Sever. 
Respectfully submitted this 8th day of January,2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on January (?ill ,2008 a true copy of this document was delivered to the 
law offices of the Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, ID 8350lfollowing via the 
method noted below: 
Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799-3080 
Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S. Mail 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
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ROBERT J. V AN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
Attorneys at Law 
I 
tcm J1W 9 PPl12 ~ 
P/1TTY O. WEEKS 504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 
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MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
v. 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
MOTION 
Defendant, by and through his undersigned counsel, moves the Court to change the venue 
in this case from Nez Perce County, Idaho to another county in the State of Idaho. This Motion is 
based on LC.R. 21(a) the records and files of this case and the supporting Affi 
Dated January B <t-- ,2008 
Defense Counsel 
AFFIDAVIT 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE ) 
Robert J. Van Idour, after first being duly sworn on oath, says as follows: 
My firm has been appointed as defense counsel in the above entitled case. 
MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE; AFFIDAVIT 1 
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defendant in this case is Leotis B. Branigh III. Mr. Branigh is currently incarcerated 
in the Nez Perce County Jail. 
Mr. Branigh's case has been the subject of numerous instances of pre-trial publicity in 
and outside of Lewiston, Idaho. Attached are copies of articles from the Lewiston Morning 
Tribune. In addition, the local television news station has broadcast multiple news stories since 
this case was filed. The publicity has continuously cited allegations that Mr. Branigh is suspected 
of or has committed the crime of murder. This effect is substantially negative in nature and 
pervasIve. 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
Dated January n~ 2008 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me, a Notary Public ofIdaho, this Jilz day of 
January, 2008. 
~",,,,,,-x2bu4 
N tary PublIc of Idaho, resIdmg at 
Lewiston, therein. 
My Commission expires: <J~! j/ )~ 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on January' th, 2008 a true copy of this document was delivered to the 
law offices of the Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, ID 8350lfollowing via the 
method noted below: 
Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799-3080 
Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S. Mail 
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The Lewiston Tribune Online 
ne dead, another in jail 
By Brad W. Gary 
Wednesday, October 03, 2007 
A Lewiston man is dead and a Clarkston man is in jail on a charge of first-degree murder after 
a Monday night shooting and early morning high-speed chase in the Lewiston-Clarkston 
Valley. 
Michael S. Johnston, 32, was pronounced dead at st. Joseph Regional Medical Center in 
Lewiston late Monday night, after emergency personnel found him wounded on a porch on the 
1000 block of Cedar Avenue. 
Lewiston police began looking for 31-year-old Leotis B. Branigh III after witnesses reported 
hearing gunfire and seeing a white sports car at the scene at about 10:25 Monday night. A 
later police chase spanned much of the Lewiston Orchards before Branigh was taken into 
custody on suspicion of shooting Johnston twice in the back, according to documents filed 
Tuesday in Lewiston's 2nd District Court. 
Branigh appeared in court briefly Tuesday, where Magistrate Judge Kent J. Merica held him in 
the Nez Perce County jail without bond and set a preliminary hearing for Oct. 10. 
When police responded to the shooting late Monday night, reports indicate it was the second 
time officers responded to a call involving Branigh that day. Police were called to a trailer home 
at 1029 Cedar Ave., at about 2 p.m. Monday, after Branigh reportedly tried to contact 30-year-
old Desiree Anderson. 
Anderson is identified in police reports as Johnston's ex-wife. According to police reports, 
Anderson has also been involved in an on-again, off-again relationship with Branigh. 
Cell phone text messages from Branigh to Anderson and her ex-husband were described as 
numerous in the days and hours before Johnston's death, according to police reports. 
Anderson told police Branigh had continued to text message her since she tried to break off 
their relationship two weeks ago. 
Witnesses told officers they heard five or six gunshots in the area surrounding 11th Street and 
Cedar Avenue at about 10:25 p.m. The type of gun used in the incident was not immediately 
known Tuesday night. 
A white sports car matching one owned by Branigh was also reportedly spotted at the scene, 
according to court documents. Branigh owns a 1985 Chevrolet Camaro, which reports indicate 
he drove when he initially led Clarkston officers and Asotin County deputies on a chase from 
Fleshman Way, in Clarkston, across the Southway Bridge and along Bryden Canyon Road at 
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speeds as high as 110 mph. Lewiston 
chase in Lewiston. 
and Nez Perce County deputies continued the 
As the pursuit continued through the Lewiston Orchards, police at the scene on Cedar Avenue 
urged bystanders to leave the area in case chase ended up back the crime scene. 
Due to the nature of the investigation and the danger created by the chase, Lewiston police 
said officers fired in an attempt to stop Branigh's car. Police reports indicate it was initially 
unclear who had been firing shots heard during the chase, but police said the shots deflated a 
tire on Branigh's car during the stop attempt. 
The chase continued on Thain Road and Powers Avenue. Branigh was taken into custody 
shortly after midnight at his parents' home on the 1800 block of Powers Avenue. 
Johnston was the father of two sons, and worked at Schwab's Screw Machine Products near 
Sweetwater, his older brother Brian Stephens said Tuesday. 
Branigh acknowledged driving by Johnston's residence after being asked to leave that 
afternoon as he drove around Lewiston and Clarkston, according to police reports. He told 
police he drove by Johnston's home earlier in the day, when it was still light out. He reportedly 
"continued to insist that nothing had happened," the night of the shooting. 
When officers told him of the shooting and that Johnston had been killed, police reports 
indicate Branigh bowed his head and became silent. 
At Tuesday's court hearing, Branigh mostly gave one-word answers to Judge Merica's 
questions about the case, but had one question of his own. 
Branigh asked Merica whether the crime carried a death penalty. Merica responded the 
maximum sentence if convicted on such a charge is that of "life imprisonment or death by 
lethal injection." 
Prosecutors have 30 days after a plea is entered to file a written notice of their intent to seek 
the death penalty in a first-degree murder case, according to Idaho code. 
Branigh was discharged from the Idaho Department of Correction in January. He reportedly 
has a history with Lewiston police officers dating back to when he was 18. 
In 1994, Branigh was sentenced for eluding a police officer. He was found guilty in 2000 of two 
counts of felony aggravated assault after reports indicate he barricaded himself in the home at 
1823 Powers Ave., and confronted two officers with a large hunting knife. 
Investigators cordoned off areas surrounding both the 1000 block of Cedar Avenue and the 
1800 block of Powers Avenue into the early morning hours, but both neighborhoods were 
reopened to traffic Monday. 
Lewiston police are investigating the homicide. The Idaho State Police is assisting with the 
pursuit investigation. 
Persons who may have witnessed the events of Monday night are asked to contact the 
84 
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One dead, 
detectives at (208) 746-0171. 
Gary may be contacted at bgary@lmtribune.com or (208) 743-9600, ext. 262. 
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T'ne Lewiston Tribune Onljne 
ew details emerge on shooting, se 
By Brad W. Gary 
Thursday, October 04,2007 
As an investigation continued into a Lewiston shooting that left one man dead, the family of 
Michael S. (Mike) Johnston remembered him Wednesday as a compassionate and caring 
father. 
Johnston, 32, was shot twice Monday night on the 1000 block of Cedar Avenue in the Lewiston 
Orchards. He later died at St. Joseph Regional Medical Center in Lewiston. The 10:30 p.m. 
shooting, and a police chase 90 minutes later, would eventually lead to the arrest of 31-year-
old Leotis B. Branigh ilion charges of murder. 
Rumors circulated following the shooting and subsequent car chase that Branigh allegedly 
fired numerous shots at officers during the pursuit from Clarkston to the Lewiston Orchards. 
Lewiston police confirmed Wednesday Branigh did not fire at officers during the high-speed 
chase spanning much of the Lewiston-Clarkston Valley. 
Capt. Roger Lanier said Wednesday the only bullets fired were by police officers trying to stop 
Branigh's car. 
"All indications are that he was not firing back," Lanier said. "The only indications are that the 
only gunfire was from the pursuing vehicle to try to deflate a tire." 
Two gunshots reportedly struck Branigh's 1985 Chevrolet Camaro, Lanier said, both 
puncturing the car's right rear tire. Branigh was later arrested at his parent's home on the 1800 
block of Powers Avenue. 
Officers made the decision to fire at Branigh's car due to the nature of the investigation and the 
danger created by the chase, according to Lewiston police. 
An investigation into the chase is currently under way by the Idaho State Police. 
The status of the weapon used in Johnston's slaying was not immediately known Wednesday 
night. 
As detectives were trying to make sense of a homicide investigation, family members were 
grieving for the man who died. 
Johnston was remembered as a compassionate man Wednesday by older brother Brian 
Stephens. The youngest of five kids, Johnston was a quality person and employee, who would 
also call his mother twice each day to talk, Stephens said. 
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An inspector for Schwab's Screw Machine Products near Sweetwater for the past several 
years, Johnston has worked as an electrician. But Stephens said his brother's real passion 
was for spending time with his sons, ages 8 and 12. 
"Mike was, he was 100 percent love or 100 percent let me do it, hands on," Stephens said. 
"\/\lhatever he did he went to with a passion, he had a great passion." 
Johnston was outside his trailer home at 1 029 Cedar Ave. when witnesses said they heard five 
or six shots in the area of Cedar Avenue and 11th Street Monday night. Police were called to 
the scene at 10:24 p.m., where officers responded to a call involving Branigh earlier in the day. 
Officers went to the area earlier that day after Branigh reportedly tried to contact Johnston's 
ex-wife, 30-year-old Desiree Anderson at the Cedar Avenue home. Johnston and Anderson 
had been reconciling, according to court records. Anderson also had an on again, off again 
relationship with Branigh, according to court records. 
Anderson had tried to break the relationship off with Branigh within the last two weeks, but 
police reports indicate Branigh's text messages to Johnston and Anderson became numerous 
in the days and hours before Johnston's death. 
Branigh acknowledge driving by the home after the 2 p.m. incident, according to police reports, 
but told police it was still light out. He insisted during an initial interview with police "that 
nothing had happened" the night of the shooting. 
Branigh remains in Nez Perce County Jail custody without bond. He is next scheduled to 
appear in court Oct. 10. 
Gary may be contacted at bgary@lmtribune.com or (208) 743-9600, ext. 262. 
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A court hearing has been delayed for a Clarkston man accused in the Lewiston Orchards 
shooting death of an acquaintance. 
Leotis B. Branigh III, 31, appeared briefly Wednesday before Magistrate Judge Gregory 
Kalbfleisch. Attorneys sought a delay in a preliminary hearing to Oct. 31 to review evidence 
gathered in the murder investigation. 
Branigh has been charged with felony first-degree murder in the Oct. 1 death of 32-year-old 
Michael S. Johnston of Lewiston. Johnston was shot twice as he walked near his home on the 
1000 block of Cedar Avenue in the Lewiston Orchards. 
Witnesses told Lewiston police they heard five gunshots and saw a white sports car near the 
corner of 11th Street and Cedar Avenue at about 10:25 p.m. Branigh later led police on a high-
speed chase from Clarkston to the Lewiston Orchards in a white 1985 Chevrolet Camaro, 
ending at his parents' home on the 1800 block of Powers Avenue, according to 2nd District 
Court documents. 
Branigh had been asked to leave Johnston's home at 1029 Cedar Ave. earlier in the day, after 
reportedly trying to contact Desiree Anderson - Johnston's ex-wife. Anderson reportedly had 
an on-again, off-again relationship with Branigh, according to court records. Those records 
indicate she tried to break off the relationship with Branigh approximately two weeks prior to 
the shooting. 
Police have confiscated cell phones of both Johnston and Anderson, after Branigh is alleged to 
have sent "numerous" text messages to the two in the days and hours leading up to the 
shooting, according to court documents. 
Defense attorney Robert Van Idour requested a three-week delay from the court Wednesday 
to review reports and evidence collected in the case. 
Branigh remains in Nez Perce County Jail custody. 
Gary may be contacted at bgary@lmtribune.com or (208) 743-9600, ext. 262. 
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By Brad W. Gary 
Tuesday, October 30, 2007 
A defense attorney will seek the assistance of a private investigator and psychiatrist to defend 
a Clarkston man accused of murder. 
At the request of defense attorney Robert Van Idour, Magistrate Judge Jay P. Gaskill approved 
the hiring of an outside investigator to examine the case against 31-year-old Leotis B. Branigh 
III. 
Branigh has been charged with first-degree murder in the shooting death of 32-year-old 
Michael S. Johnston of Lewiston. A psychiatrist may soon be hired to interview Branigh 
following Van Idour's request. 
Branigh has been held in the Nez Perce County Jail without bond since his arrest in the Oct. 1 
shooting. He is accused of shooting Johnston twice near Johnston's home on the 1000 block 
of Cedar Avenue in the Lewiston Orchards. 
Branigh was taken into custody at his parents' house on the 1800 block of Powers Avenue 
later that night, after reportedly leading police on a high-speed chase through both Lewiston 
and Clarkston in his 1985 Chevrolet Camaro. 
The dozens of witnesses and large amount of evidence in the case led Van Idour to make the 
request, he said Monday. According to his request filed in 2nd District Court, more than 60 
people have been named as having some knowledge of at least part of the case. More than 
half of those witnesses are not in law enforcement, Van Idour argued, and Van Idour himself is 
not trained as a homicide investigator. 
"It is not feasible for either my partner or I to interview all of these witnesses, or even a 
significant number of them," Van Idour wrote as part of his request. 
If convicted, Branigh could face up to life in prison or the death penalty. In cases where the 
death penalty is a possible punishment, Van Idour argued "An investigator is designated as 
part of the core defense team" necessary to help represent a person in such capital cases. 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor Dan Spickler said no decision has been made on whether the 
prosecution intends to seek the death penalty. Under Idaho code, the prosecutor has up to 30 
days after a person enters a plea before determining whether or not to seek the death penalty 
in a murder case. 
Gaskill has authorized spending $2,500 for the private investigator, identified as Charles A. 
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Schoonover in the court record. 
Van ldour's request to appoint a psychiatrist to interview Branigh in the case was also granted 
Monday. Gaskill told Van Idour a psychiatrist will be appointed as soon as Van ldour 
determines who that will be and at what cost. 
Gaskill has not handed down a final ruling on another of Van ldour's requests for an outside 
forensic pathologist, waiting until all information from the current pathology report is complete. 
Branigh had been scheduled to appear in court Wednesday for a preliminary hearing. That 
hearing has been rescheduled for Nov. 28, while both attorneys await the pathologist's results. 
Gary may be contacted at bgary@lmtribune.com or (208) 743-9600, ext. 262. 
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By Brad W. Gary 
Thursday, November 29,2007 
Hours before her ex-husband was shot to death, a Lewiston woman picked up paperwork to file a protect 
against the man accused of killing him. 
Desiree Anderson testified for more than an hour Wednesday, telling a Nez Perce County courtroom abo 
text messages she received from 31-year-old Leotis B. Branigh III in the weeks leading up to the Oct. 1 s 
of Michael S. (Mike) Johnston. Anderson said she picked up forms for an order against Branigh, and was 
submitting them the next day. 
Branigh was charged with first-degree murder following the shooting, but Nez Perce County Prosecutor 1 
filed a weapons enhancement charge and an additional charge of felony eluding Wednesday. 
Anderson's testimony dominated a four-hour probable cause hearing before Nez Perce County Magistrat~ 
Gregory Kalbfleisch, who recessed the hearing Wednesday evening with plans to resume Friday morning 
Anderson described an on-again, off-again relationship with Branigh, but said she had recently reconcile( 
back with Johnston. 
Lewiston police found Johnston, 32, wounded at about 10:30 p.m. on a porch on the 1000 block of Cedar 
the Lewiston Orchards. He was pronounced dead at St. Joseph Regional Medical Center. 
Anderson said she met Branigh sometime in March through her sister. They started dating shortly therea1 
times they were "on," they discussed a life together, and even moving in together, she testified. 
"I thought I loved him, thought I was going to commit to a relationship with him, so we discussed those t 
Anderson said. 
But Anderson said she changed her phone number twice in the times they were "off." She told of two tim 
the police were called because she didn't want to talk to Branigh. She last broke it off with him in mid-Se 
said. 
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"I think after the 16th, I didn't make an effort to contact him," Anderson said. "I didn't take his calls, I ser 
telling him to leave me alone." 
Anderson and Johnston had also been on-again, off-again, she testified. But she said she had committed c 
back in with Johnston and their children. 
Anderson said she expected a confrontation based upon the text messages both she and Johnston had rece 
Branigh on Oct. 1. 
A 66-page document admitted into evidence detailed some of Branigh's September and October message 
Anderson's responses reportedly asking him to stop. 
Anderson read some of the messages Branigh had sent to her aloud during Wednesday's hearing, over the 
defense attorney Robert Van Idour. Van Idour questioned the admissibility and relevance of the text mes: 
there was no way to prove the messages came from Branigh. 
Two people testified Wednesday they saw a white car matching the one registered to Branigh on Cedar P 
night, but said they did not see the driver. 
One witness, nearby resident Kendra Parker said she saw the 1985 Chevrolet Camaro parked in the midd 
near the intersection of 11 th Street and Cedar Avenue, and was about 45 feet away when she said she he3 
shots. She heard a voice, she said, but did not see the person who fired the shots. 
No firearms or shell casings have been recovered in the case, according to testimony. 
Branigh was taken into custody following a high-speed chase later that night at his parents home on the 1 
Powers Avenue. Nez Perce County sheriffs deputies in pursuit fired shots at the tire of Branigh's Camare 
110-mph chase, according to testimony, in an attempt to stop the vehicle. 
Officers later applied two Taser cartridges taking Branigh into custody, Lewiston police Cpl. Joedy Mun( 
Branigh told police he had been driving around the Lewiston-Clarkston Valley that night, Mundell testifi 
also asked Branigh during an interview why he didn't stop for police on the night of the shooting. 
"I asked him specifically why he was fleeing, I knew he had been stopped in times past," Mundell said, n 
asked Branigh if Oct. 1 was any different. 
"I confronted him directly and told him Johnston was dead. When I told him that, he was real unresponsi' 
then hung his head and then at one point began to cry," Mundell testified. 
It was at that point Branigh requested a lawyer, Mundell said, and the interview stopped. 
Branigh did not speak publicly during the hearing, but did suggest questions and converse with Van Idou 
He remains in custody of the Nez Perce County Jail without bond. 
Gary may be contacted at bgary@lmtribune.com or (208) 743-9600, ext. 262. 
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Branigb to face trial in Orchards slaying 
By David Cole 
Saturday, December 1, 2007 
Page 1 of 7 
A judge determined Friday during a probable-cause hearing in Nez Perce County Magistrate Court that L 
Branigh III should be bound over to 2nd District Court to stand trial. 




Page 2 01'7 
Branigh, 31, of Clarkston, has been charged with felony first-degree murder in cOILl1ection with the Oct. ] 
death of 32-year-old Michael S. Johnston in the Lewiston Orchards. Johnston was shot twice near his hOi 
1000 block of Cedar Avenue. 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor Dan Spickler on Wednesday added a weapons enhancement charge and fel 
against Branigh. 
Witnesses told Lewiston police they heard about five gunshots and saw a white sports car near the comer 
and Cedar Avenue about the time Johnston, of Lewiston, was gunned dovvn. 
Branigh was arrested later in the night after leading police on a high-speed chase in his white sports car t1 
of Lewiston and Clarkston - at times exceeding speeds of 110 mph. 
Prior to the decision that Branigh should stand trial, defense attorney Robert Van Idour argued neither Br 
car had adequately been placed at the scene just before or during the shooting. 
And two men arguing about one woman, he said, doesn't mean Branigh must be responsible for the shoot 
Desiree Anderson, Johnston's ex-wife, testified during a hearing Wednesday she had an on-again, off-age 
relationship with Branigh. But she said she had recently reconciled with Johnston and decided to move b; 
him and their children. 
Van Idour also pointed to the hearing testimony of Lewiston police Detective Brian Birdsell, who said nc 
shell casings have been located during the investigation. 
Van Idour asked for a dismissal of the case. 
Spickler took his tum. 
He said Johnston died after being shot in the chest, and text messages from Branigh described a "showdo 
the two men. 
Lewiston police Detective Brandon Hopple testified he investigated the exchange of text messages betwe 
Branigh and Johnston. 
Hopple obtained a search warrant to gain text message records from what he said was Branigh's account 
Nextel Corp. 
Magistrate Court Judge Gregory Kalbfleisch read some of the messages obtained by police aloud during 
The messages were reportedly sent to either Anderson or Johnston in the days and hours before Johnston 
" 'Mike's done,' " Kalbfleisch read." 'This is going to be a mess.' " 
Branigh remains in custody without bond at the Nez Perce County Jail. 
Kalbfleisch scheduled Branigh's arraignment for 9 a.m. Wednesday in front of District Court Judge JefO 
Cole may be contacted at dcole@lmtribune.com or at (208) 743-9600, ext. 278. 
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Murder trial set to begin in March '08 
By Brad W. Gary 
December 6, 2007 
Page 1 2 
A Clarkston man accused in the Oct. 1 slaying of a Lewiston Orchards acquaintance pleaded innocent 
Wednesday to first-degree murder. 
Leotis B. Branigh III, 31, has been charged with the death of 32-year-old Michael S. (Mike) Johnston, 
who was shot outside his home on the 1000 block of Cedar Avenue. 
Branigh pleaded innocent to the murder charge Wednesday, and to two additional charges filed against 
him in Lewiston's 2nd District Court. 
"I've read over them. I understand," Branigh said when asked by 2nd District Judge JeffM. Brudie if he 
had reviewed the charges against him. 
Branigh will face a first-degree murder charge at his trial, as well as a weapons enhancement and a 
felony eluding charge added by prosecutors last week. A trial is scheduled to begin March 17. 
Brudie explained to the court that the weapons enhancement charge alleges a deadly weapon was used in 
Johnston's death, and could extend Branigh's sentence ifhe is convicted. 
Johnston's family filled one side of the Nez Perce County courtroom Wednesday. Branigh carried a blue 
folder with notes on the case, flanked by defense attorneys William Fitzgerald and Robert Van Idour. 
Branigh had reportedly been asked to leave Johnston's home earlier on Oct. 1. Police reports and 
courtroom testimony indicate he tried to contact Desiree Anderson, Johnston's ex-wife. Anderson and 
Johnston had recently reconciled, according to police reports and court testimony at a probable-cause 
hearing last week. Anderson previously had an on-again, off-again relationship with Branigh. 
Anderson told the court last week she picked up paperwork for a protection order a few hours before 
Johnston was killed. Prosecutors and Lewiston police cited the volume of text messages sent from 
Branigh to Anderson and Johnston in the days and hours prior to the shooting. 
Witnesses told police they heard five gunshots in the area of 11 th Street and Cedar Avenue at about 
10:30 p.m. Oct. 1, and saw a 1985 Chevrolet Camaro that matched the description of one registered to 
Branigh. No firearms or shell casings have been recovered in the investigation, according to police. 
Branigh was taken into custody later in the night, after reportedly leading police on a chase reaching 
speeds of 110 mph from Clarkston to the Lewiston Orchards. 
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Branigh faces a maximum punishment of life in prison or the death penalty if convicted. 
Under Idaho code, prosecutors have 30 days after a plea is entered to file written notice of intent to seek 
the death penalty in a first-degree murder case. Nez Perce County Prosecutor Dan Spickler has not said 
whether he will seek such a penalty in the case. 
Nez Perce County Deputy Prosecutor Sandra Dickerson stepped in for Spickler at Wednesday's hearing. 
Branigh remains in custody of the Nez Perce County Jail without bond. 
Gary may be contacted at 
bgary@lmtribune.com or 
(208) 743-9600, ext. 262. 
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Suspect in Orchards slaying files tort claim 
against sheri's deputies 
By Brad W. Gary 
Thu~day, December 20, 2007 
The Clarkston man jailed in an Oct. 1 slaying in the Lewiston Orchards is seeking damages in 
connection with his arrest in an ensuing high-speed chase. 
Leotis B. Branigh III filed a tort claim against Nez Perce County this week, alleging he was 
threatened and "put in jeopardy of life or limb," by sheriff's deputies during the pursuit from 
Clarkston to the Lewiston Orchards that led to his arrest early Oct. 2. 
Branigh, 31, has pleaded innocent to first-degree murder and eluding in connection with the 
alleged shooting of 32-year-old Michael S. (Mike) Johnston. 
Johnston was shot to death outside his home on the 1000 block of Cedar Avenue on Oct. 1. 
Witnesses told Lewiston police they heard about five shots fired at about 10: 30 p. m., and 
reported seeing a 1985 Chevrolet Camaro at the scene that matched one registered to 
Branigh. 
Branigh, who is represented in the criminal case by public defender Robert Van Idour, is 
representing himself in the tort claim. The tort claim alleges deputies improperly tried to stop 
Branigh's car with gunfire, and alleges alcohol consumption by one deputy prior to the call. 
2 
Branigh filed the two-page claim, accompanied by 31 pages of Idaho State Police and sheriff's 
reports on the pursuit, from the Nez Perce County Jail. 
The claim is against Nez Perce County, but specifically mentions deputies Cpl. Jay Colvin and 
Sgt. John Hilderbrand. Hilderbrand and Colvin were leading the police pursuit of Branigh, 
according to reports. Hilderbrand was driving the vehicle, while Colvin reportedly fired an M-15 
rifle from the passenger seat to stop the Camaro. 
Hilderbrand and Colvin were interviewed by state police detectives as part of an investigation 
of the chase. That investigation was submitted to Nez Perce County Prosecutor Dan Spickler. 
Spickler said Wednesday no action would be taken against the deputies after a determination 
that no crime occurred. 
Colvin and Hilderbrand were represented by Lewiston attorney Rick Cuddihy during the state 
police investigation. Cuddihy did not return a phone call Wednesday seeking comment. 
Both men remain on active duty, according to Sheriff Jim Dorion. 
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The deputies began their pursuit shortly after midnight, when Branigh reportedly led officers at 
speeds exceeding 100 mph from Clarkston to his parents' house on the 1800 block of Powers 
Avenue. 
Hilderbrand later reportedly asked Colvin lito take out the rear tires," of Branigh's Camaro if the 
chase continued, according to reports. 
Bullets were found in the right rear mud flap and the right rear wheel of the Camaro. No bullet 
holes were reported found in any houses, cars or other obstacles or buildings along the chase 
route. 
"Although Sg1. Hilderbrand and Cpl. Colvin claim the shots were fired to slow my vehicle, the 
majority of the shots fired by Cpl. Colvin, were fired after the tire was deflated," according to 
the claim. 
Branigh alleges Colvin is not certified by the state to use the assault rifle fired during the 
pursuit. Colvin has not specifically attended state training to use the M-15, but according to 
reports he has trained with the rifle every month since joining an interagency SWAT team in 
2002. 
Branigh also alleges alcohol consumption by Colvin, according to the claim. Colvin allegedly 
admitted to investigators he drank half of a 12-ounce beer after the end of his shift at 10 p.m , 
according to reports, but had not taken medication prior to the 11 :48 p.m. SWAT call. 
Hilderbrand had not consumed any alcohol or prescription medication prior to the beginning of 
his shift, according to reports. Hilderbrand was on duty at the time of the chase. 
The state police could not comment on the investigation pending notification from the 
prosecutor. Neither Dorion or Spickler could comment on the substance of Branigh's tort claim. 
Branigh also alleges he was intentionally rammed by Hilderbrand's car. Hilderbrand reportedly 
crashed his patrol car into Branigh's Camaro in an attempt to stop it. 
Lewiston police reportedly used a Taser on Branigh during the arrest. State police reports 
indicate Branigh IIwas actively resisting and refusing to follow the order to remove his hand 
underneath the body." 
Branigh alleges he was "put in jeopardy of life or limb" and "physically and mentally injured," as 
a result of the county's actions and an alleged Taser injury by arresting Lewiston police 
officers. 
Branigh is seeking no less than $100,000 from the county, according to the claim. 
Trial for Branigh is scheduled for March 17. 
Gary may be contacted at bgary@lmtribune.com or (208) 743-9600, ext. 262. 
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No.1: String of shootings hakes region 
Sunday, December 30, 2007 
Violence hit home in 2007, especially in Latah County, where seven people were killed in four 
separate incidents. Lewiston wasn't immune either, with the October shooting death of a 32-
year-old man resulting in a murder charge against the alleged assailant. 
The most shocking event of the violent year was the May 19 shooting rampage by 36-year-old 
janitorial supervisor Jason Hamilton in Moscow. On probation for a domestic violence 
conviction and off his medication for psychological disorders, Hamilton left a Moscow bar that 
night, went home and shot and killed his wife, Crystal Hamilton, 30. 
Hamilton then took two high-powered rifles, which he was prohibited from owning, and opened 
fire on the sheriffs office in the county courthouse. While no one inside was hurt, Hamilton laid 
in wait as law enforcement officers rushed to the scene. He shot Moscow Police officer Lee 
Newbill, 48, who died almost instantly. 
After shooting Newbill, Hamilton holed up in the First Presbyterian Church across the street, 
where he killed church sexton Paul Bauer, 62. From a window, he continued his hail of gunfire, 
wounding a sheriffs deputy who had tried to rescue Newbill and a University of Idaho student 
who came to the scene thinking he could help. 
Around 1 a.m., Hamilton retreated to the church sanctuary and killed himself. Hamilton was 
perhaps harboring a grudge against the legal system, or against his wife's co-workers at the 
Latah County Courthouse, who advised her to leave Hamilton for the abuse she suffered at his 
hands. 
In March, former UI student John Delling, 21, allegedly shot and killed his high school friend 
David Boss, 21, in Boss' Moscow apartment. Possibly suffering from delusions about people 
stealing his "energy," investigators say Delling was on a road trip around the West, allegedly 
hunting down his former high school classmates. 
Before hitting Moscow, police say Delling shot and wounded one man in Arizona. After 
Moscow, he allegedly killed a 24-year-old Boise State University student in Boise before 
authorities caught up to him in Nevada. Delling will face a first-degree murder charge in Latah 
County after he stands trial in Boise next year. 
In June, James Leonard, 24, of Moscow killed his friend Tyler Lee, 25, at a rural home west of 
Genesee. 
The shooting supposedly happened after an argument over a woman, and Leonard claims he 
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acted in self defense. Leonard will face a voluntary manslaughter charge next month. 
Later in June, Zachary Fredrickson, 18, allegedly killed Jeremiah Johnson. 23. with a .22 rifle 
after a night of drinking in Troy. Fredrickson was charged with first-degree murder. and will 
stand trial next year. 
And in October, Leotis Branigh III, 31, was charged with first-degree murder in the shooting 
death of Michael S. Johnston in the Lewiston Orchards. According to court records. Branigh 
had dated the ex-wife of Johnston. She had broken off the relationship and was reconciling 
with her ex-husband at the time of the shooting. Branigh has pleaded innocent to the murder 
charge and is scheduled to stand trial March 17. 
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Case No. CR2007-08107 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE 
Leotis Branigh is charged by Information with first degree murder and a felony eluding 
charge. Since the time of the murder numerous print and television reports have appeared in both 
the local daily newspaper, the Lewiston Morning Tribune and the local television station, 
KLEW. Lewiston, Idaho is a small town (32,000 approximate population) There is only one 
local daily newspaper, the Tribune and one local television station, KLEW. The danger of 
prejudicing the jury pool by adverse pretrial publicity is enormous and obvious. Mr. Branigh has 
had eleven print articles written about him by the Tribune and the accusations of murder lodged 
against him since October 1st. In addition he has the case reported multiple times on KLEW. 
Each of the reports have reiterated the reported facts of the case, as stated by the State, and 
named him Mr. Branigh as a murder suspect. Trial is set for March 8th ofthis year. The last news 
story in the Tribune appeared last week after the State elected against seeking the death penalty. 
Hearing is scheduled for motions, which will also produce news coverage closer to the trial date. 
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Publicity will continue until scant weeks before the date of trial in this case. It is against this 
background that Mr. Branigh must face trial on the most serious of all charges, murder. 
ARGUMENT 
1. C.R. 21 (a) allows the trial court to grant a change of venue when "the court is satisfied 
that a fair and impartial trial cannot be had in the county where the case is pending." I.C.R. 21(a) 
That is the legal standard for determining a change of venue. 
The decision to grant or deny a change of venue lies within the sound discretion of the 
trial court. State v. Sanger, 108 Idaho 910, 702 P.2d 1370 (App. 1985) In this case the danger 
presented lies with the prejudicial effect of pretrial publicity. Impartiality of the jury may be 
affected by pretrial publicity. State v. Hall, III Idaho 827, 727 P .2d 1255 (App. 1986) As 
defined in that case, the issue is whether there is a "reasonable likelihood" exists that pretrial 
publicity has the impartiality of prospective jurors. Hall, III Idaho at 830. In this case it is 
difficult to see how jurors could not be affected or form an opinion given the volume of pretrial 
publicity. Indeed, facing similar pretrial publicity conditions in another county in this judicial 
district, the trial judge (Judge Bradbury) granted a change of venue to the defendant in that 
pending murder case. State v. Mark Lankford, (Idaho County Case No. CR1983-20158. This 
situation bears many similarities in that it too has been the subject of extensive and recent pretrial 
publicity. While jurors often struggle to put aside personal bias, there is a limit to what can 
reasonably be expected of them. When a potential pool is bombarded with adverse publicity it 
defies common sense to assert that all jurors or even a majority will ignore that publicity. Jurors 
are seated for many reasons, including their ability to bring their backgrounds and information to 
the duty of jury service. It is not feasible to ask them to ignore the plethora of recent and 
upcoming publicity about this case. 
CONCLUSION 
Mr. Branigh is facing severe and voluminous publicity, all of it of an adverse nature. The 
First Amendment guarantees the right of the press to cover trials. As a safeguard the state of 
Idaho has provided defendants with mechanisms to plead their cases in front of juries not 
exposed to oceans of pretrial pUblicity. There is no downside for the State in changing venue, 
and every reason to safeguard the defendant's right to a fair trial. The proper course of action is s 
to grant the defense Motion for Change of Venue. 
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Respectfully submitted this 8th day of January, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on January q tit , 2008 a true copy of this document was delivered to the 
law offices of the Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, ID 8350lfollowing via the 
method noted below: 
Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 799-3080 
1/ Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S. Mail 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR 
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Counsel fo(deferidant submits and lodges the following memorandum in S'upp'ort . • t 
· : ofdef~ndant's Motion foi Bail. . . ·1 ..
~~daho Code § 1 ~-2903 provides that a defendant charged with an offense .•. 
p~nisMable with death c~n not be admitted to ball, however, I.C. §19-2904 provide!fthat .1. . 
. . ' .• t· . 
If the ¢harge Is for any other offense, he may be admitted to bail before conviction, ~s a ·~·; I 
, . . .~.' . '. '. . .' j. '. . 
; mattef.of right. . '.' I ' . 
:At this time the State has provided notification to the Court and Counsel. pUJsbant ' •• ··.·1' 
to :1. C. ':§ 18-404A, that tH~ State will not seek the death penalty in this cas~. A sentenCe .. ': i .. 
of'death. therefore; shaH not be imposed. ! 
The defendant Is, ~ therefore, entitled to a bail bond . The fixing of bail and release 
. .. 
frdm O:~stody arE! niatter$ within the discretion of the trial judge. State Y. Plant. 130 Idaho . • f ':' 
130, ~ 132,(Ct App 1997); State v. Fry, 128 Idaho 50 (Ct App 1994). . ' . : . 
'. 
i\ 
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ROBERT 1. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 f \ L E \) 
FITZGERALD & V AN IDOUR ff\ 9 19 
Attorneys at Law 1P ~ t 3 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 (\ tyj'':.-::iZ.S r"6f{' 
Lewiston, ID 83501 PI\ c- -T'~~ D\ \ rtf' \j 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 f\ .. y\\i~~ v\?) \ ) 
~~~~D}'{ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OWE St'L'UND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











Case No. CR07-8107 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR 
PAYMENT OF PRIVATE 
INVESTIGATOR 
MOTION 
Defendant, by and through his undersigned counsel, moves the Court to authorize 
payment of the amount of$4,958.74 to Action Agency, the private investigator retained 
by the defense in this case. This Motion is based on the records and files of this case and 
the attached billing from Action Agency. 
Dated January 18,2008 "\\ , \ J. I 
\Ud1 f , \ ! 
Robert J. vin Idour 
Defense Cdunsel 




Vanldour and Fitzgerald 
11/2/2007 Travel to Lewiston, meet with attorneys. Review case facts. Receive Discovery. 
Review discovery and copy CD's. Locate crime scene area. 
11/5/2007 Scan discovery. OCR PDF flies. Review and convert Audio cd files to useable 
format. Process digital photographs of scene. Print Text messages and 11-03 
photos. 
11/4/2007 Locate and interveiw witnesses. Return to Sandpoint. 
11/3/2007 Review discovery and review contents of CD's. Photograph crime scene area. 
Locate and interview witnesses. 
Review discovery and review contents of CD's. Photograph crime scene area. 
Locate and interview witnesses. 
11/2/2007 Travel to Lewiston, meet with attorneys. Review case facts. Receive Discovery. 
Review discovery and copy CD's. Locate crime scene area. 
SUBTOTAL: 
Total costs 
Total amount of this bill 
Balance due 














VanIdour and Fitzgerald 
1119/2007 Travel to Lewiston. Meet with attorneys. Attempt to locate 
witnesses. Interview witnesses. 
11110/2007 Attempt to locate witnesses. Interview witnesses. Photograph 
scene at night. 
11/11/2007 Attempt to locate witnesses. Interview witnesses. Photograph 
scene during daylight. Attempt to locate witness in Colfax. 
Unable to locate. Return to Sandpoint. 
11/12/2007 Process digital photographs and audio files. Scan and combine 
discovery. Prepare data disks of complete case file to date. 
SUBTOTAL: 
For professional services rendered 
Additional Charges: 














11/9/2007 Travel to Lewiston. Meet with attorneys. Attempt to locate witnesses. Interview 
witnesses. 
11111/2007 Attempt to locate witnesses. Interview witnesses. Photograph scene during 
daylight. Attempt to locate witness in Colfax. Unable to locate. Return to 
Sandpoint. 
11110/2007 Attempt to locate witnesses. Interview witnesses. Photograph scene at night. 
Attempt to locate witnesses. Interview witnesses. Photograph scene at night. 
















EX PARTE MOTION FOR PAYMENT OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 
Invoice submitted 
to: 
VanIdour and Fitzgerald 
504 Main Street #480 




07-072- State v. Branigh 
ACTION AGENCY 




11/2/2007 Travel to Lewiston, meet with attorneys. Review case facts. 
Receive Discovery. Review discovery and copy CD's. Locate crime 
scene area. 
11/3/2007 Review discovery and review contents of CD's. Photograph crime 
scene area. Locate and interview witnesses. 
11/4/2007 Locate and interveiw witnesses. Return to Sandpoint. 
11/5/2007 Scan discovery. OCR PDF flies. Review and convert Audio cd files 
to useable format. Process digital photographs of scene. 
















ROBERT J. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644C \\ £ \) 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR \" \..- n. ~ 
Attorneys at Law cP ~ ~ 
504 ~ain Street, Suite 480 1$f6 ~ : ~s.'{.,S '\ 
LewIston, ID 83501 ~J\'{ ~:..\\s. . 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 ?: ".;: 1\\>-
~~, \.: \ 
C\ f. 'f\.\'\. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 0 T ESt@l\tn JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 











ORDER AUTHORIZING PAYMENT 
OF PRIV ATE INVESTIGATOR 
v. 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH, III, 
Defendant. 
The Court having reviewed the defendant's Motion for Payment of Private Investigator 
and having found good cause to grant said Motion, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the 
amount of$4,958.74 shall be paid to ACTION AGENCY, at the expense of Nez Perce County, 
for services rendered for the defense in this case. 
v • .J 
Dated January 23,2008 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true copy of this document was hand delivered via Valley Messengers to 
the law o~ ~fFitzgerald & Van I. ~our,_~04~ain Street, Suite 480, Lewiston, ID 83501 on 
January ~ ro.,..,2008 .' .... . ... 
WMUCillurt 
Deputy Court Clerk '.. 
ORDER FOR PAYMENT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 





SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: 
COURT MINUTES 
Presiding Judge 
JEFF M. BRUDIE 
Reporter 
LINDA CARL TON 
Date January 23, 2008 



















MOTION FOR BOND 
BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO-WIT: 
DC# 4011 192 Defendant present with counsel. Def in custody. Court reviews charge and file. 
255 Mr. Fitzgerald reviews motion also filed by Def to represent self with Mr. Fitzgerald's 
assistance. 
272 Court will hear that motion on Jan 30, 2008, at 11 :00 a.m. 
280 Mr. Fitzgerald indicates Defrequests to argue motion for bond himself. Mr. Fitzgerald presents 
statement re bond. 
329 Def presents statement re bond. 
374 State indicates it has 3 victim impact statement for the court to review and also there is a person 
here requesting to give verbal impact statement. 
1 Page of 2 Pages 
COURT MINUTES 
III 
CR07-08107 LEOTIS BRANIGH 
407 Mr. Fitzgerald reviews written statements. 
Mr. Fitzgerald objects to relevance of statements at bond hearing. 
Court questions State. 
419 State responds re statements. 
434 Court reviews statements off record. 
437 Back on record. Court indicates statements have no relevancy at bond hearing. 
449 Court will allow verbal statement. 
457 Verbal statement read into record. 
520 Court presents comments re not reading anything to do with evidence. 
532 Statement continues. 
555 Court presents comments re factors required for bond hearing. 
599 Statement continues. 
612 Court questions State. 
616 State presents statement re bond. 
Court questions Statere previous sentence from Judge Kerrick. 
Mr. Fitzgerald agrees. 
State indicates sentence was from 2000- '0 I for Aggravated Assault. 
State continues with statement. 
699 Mr. Fitzgerald indicates Def is requesting to make rebuttal statement. 
Court cautions Def re no statement re evidence. 
711 Def makes rebuttal statement and requests verbal statement be stricken from record. 
Court will not strike verbal statement. 
Def continues rebuttal statement. 
859 Court questions Def re age. 
Defis 31. 
876 Court reviews pending charge before the Court. Court presents comments. Court needs to 
review the preliminary hearing transcript before ruling. Court takes motion under advisement. Court 
will enter a written ruling. 
948 Court will hear motion to terminate services ofF&V on Jan 30, 2008, at 11 :00 a.m. 
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WiIJi~fn J. Fitzgerald, ISBN 1974 
. Rbb.tt J. Van Idour, ISBN 2644 
Joanha M. McFarland, 'ISBN 7112 
Fitz9~rard & Van Idour 
Aitoq,eya at Law 
Towrle Square, Suite 480 
504 ~a'jn Street 
FilED 
l!II cJ(fl 25 f\f't 1D S1 
PATTY O. WEEKS . 
CLERK OF THE DIST. COU~T 
'!\~L '~ : ~Plrr'rV' D : 
~ewj.ton, Idaho 83501 . 
Tele~,hone: (208) '743-6100 . 
~N THE DJ.S:~B~CT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTd'CT OF TH~ . 
:: ' STATE:OY=,bAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEi ~ERCE . 
THf; hATE onbkHd. ) CASE' NO. CR07-081b7 
:~ :. . '!{· ;-·d. ) 
v. 




MOTION FOR EXTEJSION OF . 
TIME TO FILE MOTiONS 
) 
) . LEOTIS8. BRANIt;H, III, 
) 
) .' : Defendant. 
r 
:COMES NOW, the defendant, LEOTIS 8. BRANIGH, III, b~ and through his 
. '. I .. 
.' . attorn~y of record,' William J. Fitzgerald, of the law firm Fitzgerald arid Van Idour; and 
. mov9~tlie Court fot entrY of an Order Extending the Time for Filing of Motions in this ease 
, for lhe}ollowlng reasons: 
. I . . 
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t . . after the deadline for filing of Motions has passed.; . 
2. : . The defense has not yet received all materials souqht by the defen~ .. 






. MOTION FOR EXJP;NSION OF 
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..... f ,', 
JAN-25-08 10:35 AM VANIDOUR.LAW.OFFICE 208746557 
FITZGERALD & VAN rDOUR 
Attorneys for Defendant ) 


















':1 HEREBVj?,fRTIFY that on this &Sth day of ~1UlA'-t+- i ' 2008, I C8lJs$d, I 
a . tru~' and correa1;.~:9~PY of this document to be delivered to the ~ez Perce County I .. 
Pros~utlng AttorilW!:~,wlston, ID 83501 , ";' 
, ' > ' ,", FITZGERALD & VAN IDOU~ , 'I 
, r. . i.; . 
MOTIO~ FOR ~XT~SION OF 
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DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
Idaho State Bar No. 2923 
F\lED 
1U Jtttl ts PP\ 3 ~ 
PATTY O. WEEKS 
CLERK O~~URT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 





LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, ) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME TO FILE MOTIONS 
COMES NOW, DANIEL L SPICKLER, Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce County, 
Idaho, in the above-entitled matter and requests and moves for an extension of time limit 
to file Pretrial Motions in this case for the reason that there are unresolved discovery 
issues and the Defendant's Motion to represent himself has not yet been heard. 
DATED thiS~ day of January 2008. 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME TO FILE MOTIONS 1 
Prosecuting Attorney 
119 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy of the 
foregoing MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE MOTIONS was 
(1) hand delivered, or 
(2) _/ __ hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) sent via facsimile, or 
(4) mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
William J. Fitzgerald 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, 10 83501 
+h 
DATED this dS- day of January 2008. 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME TO FILE MOTIONS 2 
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" 
Willi~m J. Fitzgerald, IS,BN 1974 
Robe:tt J. Van Idour, ISaN 2644 
Joanna M. McFar!and, ~SBN 7112 
F,tzg,rald& Van 'ldour 
Attorneya at Law ' . 
. ~ " 
T,owri,$ Square, Suite 460 
504 ~aln Street , 
Lewi~ton, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208)743-6.100 
21218 74 6557 1 
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. COMES NOW.; the defendant, LEOTIS B. BRANIGH, III. and through ~I,S ' ; . r ...  
attorn~Y of record, William J, Fitzgerald, of the law firm Fitzgerald d Van Idour,aOd 1.-... 
move~8 the Court f9.r entty of an Order exclud ing evidence of all text me sages pUrPd'~e4Iy : 
' ,: . i, ' ; . . •.• .':. i 
made: from anY~H ph~ne allegedly owned by or in the possession 0 I Leotis Branlgh 9~ ' ,' • 1 .' 
October 1 f 2007. : . i r 
• •• ThisMotio~ Is b~sed upon Idaho Rules of Evidence 402, 403, ~nd 602, and_·l"., 
y; G,dg, 121 Idaho 10e (App 1991), Slate v, l1tlQ~ban 139 Idaho 26~ (2003)andS~ie;' ! ' 
Y. GY~lerrez, 143 Idaho~ ~8~ (App 2006). for t~e reason that the text~.messages- ar~, ~ot . , L, 
relev$nt and that : there IS Inadequate foundatlon to show that any s ch text mes~~g~,: i . 
were Jauthored ~y Leo,tls 8ranlgh. Specifically (1) could text me sages have' been ,'~ 1 
.: : . . . . '~. 
1 i ,. , t . 
MOTI9N TOEXC~PDE bELL PHONE .. :. !. 
TEX-nMESSAOES : ; 1 '. r . 
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j 
: I , 
I 
· { . ' 
I 
J RN 25-08 01: 05 PM VRNIDOU R.LRW. O FFI CE 2087 4655 7 1 P.03 
'M.'" : ,', " 
. ~ .. ' I' -':': ." ~';}~}~Tlr~;tt :';:] ; (;~r~; 
! ~ . 
i 
! j 
; l " :' ~ 
generated by another phone or by the cell phone containing the rejV8d me •• ag .... (2) i 
! therG:.is no showing th.jt the text messages were generated by any '111 phone owned or • j 
'i p'oss~ssed by le~tls Srsnlgh and (3) even If there is a showing that;the text me~age$ ' ::I!: '~ " 
j ~ere;generated by a c!lll phone owned by Leotis Brangh. there is n~ evidence iIl.1 ~r, ,+' ',: 
,t ~ran"'h created or sent the messages, i ,' , ,,' ,'" ;";;,, 
'! i ::: The content of the text messages, even jf relevant. should bel excluded beG'a~E$ ;" ':1:<: ";' 
i tJ)elr:probative v~lue IS substantially outweighed by the danger ~I unfair prejUdi~, ,\,:: 
• t cpnfu,slon of the Issues :or misleading the jury. i., f ' 
! ; DATED this &. day 01 1:' C(. 'k ","",-0 , 2008, " ' 
i:~, 7 i , l 
,; -: ' ~ FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUd -" f " 
, ·,<r:· 
.... . j:. 
' 1; 
L 
. ' .: 
Attorneys for Defendant • r , ! " 
I j.I~ " 
" ~ : 
o/r~ " '. ':il"" ... :::', :' :. ," ' , " \ .. , j 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 





SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: 
COURT MINUTES 
Presiding Judge 
JEFF M. BRUDIE 
Reporter 
LINDA CARL TON 
Date January 30, 2008 



















MTN TO TERMINATE SERVICES OF F&V 
BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO-WIT: 
DC# 40163387 & DC# 4012 Defendant present with counsel. Defin custody. 
Court reviews schedule. Court reviews motions filed Pro Se. 
3493 Court reviews Application for Public Defender and Affidavit of Financial Status filed out by 
De[. 
3548 Court questions Def re what specific request is being made. 
3563 Defrequests to represent self or requests effective counsel be appointed. 
3745 Court questions Defre what specific motions have not been filed by attorney. 
Def responds. 
Court goes off record for Def to look through notes. 
1 Page of 4 Pages 
COURT MINUTES 
123 
CR 07-08107 LEOTIS BRANIGH 
DC# 401293 Defhas reviewed notes. Court questions Defre specific motions. 
lO4 Def responds: motion to compel discovery, motion for psychological evaluation on a witness, 
motion to dismiss, .previous motion filed for Resource Judge and no hearing being set, 
psychological evaluation on himself & 2nd path lab autopsy on victim. 
190 Def indicates he does not have copies of all documents from counsel. 
Court questions Def re what specific copies are in question. 
Def responds. 
218 Court questions Defre discussion of filing motions with attorney. 
Defhas. 
226 Court presents comments. Court questions Def re specific complaint of Mr. Fitzgerald. 
Def indicates Mr. Fitzgerald is not timely filing motions. 
343 Court questions Defre wanting to represent self or wanting another attorney. 
Def prefers to be represented by counsel, effective counsel. 
380 Court presents comments re attorney representation. 
453 Court questions Def re his education level. 
Def graduated from high school in 1994. 
474 Court questions Defre being able to read and write the English language. 
Def, Yes. 
480 Court questions Def re previously being found to have a mental illness. 
Def, Yes, several times, the latest in 2000. 
Court questions Def re ever conducting a criminal trial himself. 
Def, No. 
Court questions Def re him thinking it is a good idea to represent self. 
Def, No. 
Court questions Def re the benefit of having attorney representation. 
Def responds. 
2 Page of 4 Pages 
COURT MINUTES 
124 
CR 07-08107 LEOTIS BRANIGH 
Court questions Def re know ledge of Rules of Evidence. 
Defhas some from reading law books. 
Court questions Def re knowledge of criminal procedures. 
Def, Yes. 
Court questions Def re knowledge of criminal jury instructions. 
Def, No. 
Court questions Def re knowledge of questioning witnesses in a hearing. 
Def, Yes, he was involved in an evidentiary hearing and questioned witnesses. 
Court questions Def re ever watching a criminal trial from beginning to end. 
Def, Yes, he was a defendant in a criminal case in 2000. 
Court reviews previous motions filed by Mr. Fitzgerald and questions Defre being aware of these 
filings. 
Def, some. 
Court questions Def re being aware of any citation where a defendant represented their self and 
worked out well. 
Def, No. 
659 Court questions Mr. Fitzgerald re being the primary attorney on this case. 
Mr. Fitzgerald is the primary attorney now. 
Court questions Mr. Fitzgerald re being willing to represent the Defendant in this case. 
Mr. Fitzgerald responds, Yes. 
Court questions Mr. Fitzgerald re being aware and addressing Def's concerns re timely filing of 
motions with the Def. 
Mr. Fitzgerald responds. 
Court questions Mr. Fitzgerald re working with Defto eliminate Def's concerns. 
Mr. Fitzgerald responds and indicates he has also filed additional motions. 
841 Court questions State for response. 
847 State presents statement. 
1059 Court questions State re reversible error. 
State responds. 




Court presents comments re assistance of counsel. 
1083 Defrequests to respond to State's statement. 
Court allows. 
LEOTIS BRANIGH 
1094 Def responds re ineffective assistance of counsel statement by State. 
1142 Court is not going to get into area of argument re access to law books at this hearing. 
1149 Defhas nothing further. 
1162 Court presents comments. Based upon questioning and discussion with Def, Court is not going 
to waive Defs right to counsel. Mr. Fitzgerald will be Defs attorney of record for this case. 
1184 Court is not going to consider substitution of counsel on this case and Mr. Fitzgerald will 
remain appointed. 
1242 Court orders Mr. Fitzgerald to discuss with Def any further concerns he might have. Mr. 
Fitzgerald is to meet with Def and discuss case. 
1260 Court presents comments to Def re attorney obligations and allowing attorney to do job. 
1285 Court notifies Defhe has counsel in this case and therefore should not be filing any more Pro 
Se documents. Court presents comments. 
1348 Court questions State re schedule. 
State responds. 
Court orders within the next week, Mr. Fitzgerald is to meet with Def and report to Court as to what 
Defs intent is and what exactly the Def is asking the Court to do. 
1371 Court sets status hearing on Feb 13,2008, at 11:30 a.m. 
1387 Defrequests motion sent to Resource Judge be set for hearing. 
Court indicates Mr. Fitzgerald will discuss that issue with Def. 
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Wmj~m J. Fitzgerald, ISBN 1974 
Robert J. Van Idour, ISBN 2644 
; Joari~na M. MeFarland •. ISBN 7112 
Fltz"orald & Van Idour 
.. Attorneys at Law 
TowQe Square, Suite 480 
504 Main Street 
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Telephone: (208) 743-6100 
2087465571 
FILED 
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•. COMES NOW the Defendant and pu rsuant to I. C. § 19-815A, moves this Court for .. 1· 
entry pf an Order qi.smlsslng the information filed herein on he 4tn day of December, 2007, .' 'I .. 
on th~: groundS \h~t the evidence presented by the Plaintiff t the Preliminary Hearlng he.ld .. ' ·1· 
. Ohth. 30
th 
day of' November, 2007, was insufficient to all the Magistrate to find either , .. f '. 
: that a~ crime was committed or that there was sufficient robable cause to believe th~t : I .. 
:. Defendant committed a crime. The Defendant was improp rly bound over to stand trial in ,; 1. 
· dlstric, court and tli!1i in/ormation should be dismissed or n the alternative the Char~"" . ! . 
. : redu~d. This Motl9n Is ~ased on the records and pleading on file herein. The Defendaht l 
: gives ,notice of his ;Intent to submit oral argument In suppo of such Motion. 
· ." Dateb this ' ,...< day of February I 2008. 
FITZGERALD & 
• MOTlciN TO DISMIS'S INFORMATION 
• RE: I.d'. § 19-815A : 1 
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" I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I ~ tlz '.. .' . . . ' :.:" , day of ~~lIIJI:l.I...s...-. 1 2008, I caused a , " 
true and correct copy of, the foregoing document to be deli ered to the Nez Perce County .; 
. . : . . 
' : P'rost?Puting Attorney, Lewiston, ID 83501 . byft:L(!.sll,,~d£; 
FITZGERALD & AN IDOUR 
, , 
r:, 
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Date: 2/14/2008 
Time: 08:59 AM 
Page 1 of 1 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR·2007·0008107 
Defendant: Branigh, Leotis Brannon III 
Selected Items 
User: TERE 
Hearing type: Status Conference Minutes date: 02/13/2008 





End time: 12:14 PM 
Audio tape number: 4022 4025 
Prosecutor: Daniel L Spickler 
Defense attorney: F & V 
Tape Counter: 2835 
Tape Counter: 2877 
Tape Counter: 3032 
Tape Counter: 3309 
Tape Counter: 3641 
Tape Counter: 3659 
Tape Counter: 3788 
Tape Counter: 10 
Tape Counter: 44 
Defendant present and in custody. 
Court addresses the parties. 
Mr. Fitzgerald addresses the Court. 
Court addresses Defendant. Defendant responds. 
Defendant indicates he is not seeking to represent himself at this time. 
Mr. Spickler addresses the Court re: Defendant's request for legal materials and 
possession dangerous weapon found in his cell. 
Court responds and is not comfortable at this time to set forth guidelines. 
DC# 4022 END OF TAPE 3882 
CONTINUED TO DC# 4025 
Court indicates pretrial motion hearing set for next week may need to be reset to allow 




IN THE DISTRlCT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
State of Idaho 
Case Title Leotis Branigh Judge Gaskill 
Hearing Type Defendant's Motions Clerk Evans 
Pif. Attny Berger-Schneider Tape No. F-1693 
Def. Attny Fitzgerald Case No. CR-2007-8107 
Date Febru~ 19th, 2008 Time 11:00 AM 
BE IT KNOWN THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO WIT: 
#306 Is the number taping began 
#310 Fitzgerald present with Mr. Branigh 
Berger-Schneider present for State 
#315 Court explains roll / meaning of resource judge 
#396 Court states that this is a closed hearing (motions and findings are public 
record) and asks everyone not associated with defense or security to step 
out of the courtroom 
#400 Berger-Schneider addresses Court 
Court responds 
Berger-Schneider and others exit the courtroom 
#426 Court addresses Fitz erald re: Motions 
#430 Fitzgerald adds that he would also like to be heard re: P.1. today 
Court states that payment for the P.I. has been authorized for the full 
#469 Fitzgerald addresses court re: P.I. and additional witnesses; requests extra 
$2,000 to $2,500 for P.I. for investigation of additional witnesses; states 
he would use the same P.1.; requests $2,000 for the pathologist 
130 
COURT MINUTES 
#637 Court addresses Fitzgerald re: additional witnesses 
#651 Fitzgerald believes he has 6 additional witnesses that will need to be 
investigated 
#675 Court addresses Fitzgerald re: Pathologist 
#689 Fitzgerald believes Pathologist & toxicology report are needed 
#709 Court addresses Fitzgerald re: Autopsy 
#712 Fitzgerald states he has been provided with the autopsy and toxicology 
report 
#769 Court takes case under advisement and will do written order on all 3 
motions; will contact Fitzgerald if any additional information is needed 





DANIEL l. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
FILED 
2lJJ fE8 2.1 P III ~ 11 
PATTY O. WEEKS 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
Idaho State Bar No. 2923 01J~l:W~~~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
Plaintiff, 
vs. POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
LEons B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
MOTION TO DISMISS INFORMATION RE: I.C. §19-81SA 
I. 
The finding of probable cause must be based upon substantial evidence with 
regard to every material element of the offense charged. This test may be satisfied 
through circumstantial evidence and reasonable inferences to be drawn from that 
evidence by the committing Magistrate. 
State v. Munhall, 118 Idaho 602, 798 P.2d 61 (Ct. App. 1990). 
M0TION TO))lSN~~~.~JJ~·F{)RMATION:t 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
132 
II. 
A Magistrate's commitment will not be deemed an abuse of discretion and a 
District Judge's denial of a Motion chalienging probable cause will not be overturned 
on appeal if, under any reasonable view of the evidence - including permissible 
inferences - it appears likely that an offense occurred and that the accused 
committed it. 
State v. Williams, 103 Idaho 635, 651 P.2d 569 (Ct. App. 1982). 
MOTION TO SEVER COUNT 
Ill. 
Flight evidence: 
Admission of evidence which is probative on the issue of flight to avoid 
prosecution requires the trial judge to conduct a two-part analysiS. (citation 
omitted) First, the judge must determine that the evidence is relevant under I.R.E. 
401, and second, the judge must determine that the probative value of the 
evidence is not substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice . 
... whether the evidence is sufficient to indicate that flight indeed occurred is 
a question that "should be left to argument to the jury by the parties." 
State v. Moore l 131 Idaho 814,965 P.2d 174 (Idaho 1998). 
MOTION TO DISMISS INFORMATI01\2 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
133 
For departure to take on the legal significance of flight, there must be other 
circumstances present and unexplained which, together with the departure, 
reasonably justify an inference that it was done with a consciousness of guilt and in 
an effort to avoid apprehension or prosecution based on that guilt. 
State v. Wren, 99 Idaho 506, 584 P.2d 1231 (1978). 
To constitute flight, it is not necessary that [defendant/s] departure must 
have been both immediate and covert. 
I.R. E. 403 does not require the exclusion of all prejudicial evidence, but only 
that which is unfairly prejudicial such that it tends to suggest a decision on an 
improper basis. 
State v. Moore, supra. 
An escape and the underlying offense are sufficiently connected to permit 
their joinder under the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 8(a) if the offenses are 
related in time, the motive for flight was avoidance of prosecution on the 
substantive offense and custody derived directly from the substantive offense. 
Unfair prejudice does not result if evidence admissible to prove each charge 
is also admissible to prove the other charge. [Defendant] does not establish unfair 
prejudice because evidence of flight is admissible to prove guilty conscience, and 
evidence of the underlying offense is admissible to prove motive for flight under 
MOTION TO DISMISS INFOR1v1A.TIO~ 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
134 
Federal Rules of Evidence 404(b). See United States v. Schwartz, 535 F.2d 160, 
165 (2d Cir. 1976); United State v. Rowan, 518 F.2nd 685, 691 (6th Cir. 1975) 
United States v. Peoples, 748 F.2d 934 (4th Cir. 1984). 
MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE 
IV. 
In State v Jones, 125 Idaho 477,873 P.2d 122 (1994) the Court reiterated: 
A motion to change the venue of a criminal trial is 
addressed to the sound discretion of the trial court. State 
v. Bainbridge, 108 Idaho 273, 276-77, 698 P.2d 335, 
338-39 (1985); State v. Needs, 99 Idaho 883, 890, 591 
P.2d 130, 137 (1979). Well-settled case law holds that 
"where it appears that the defendant actually received a 
fair trial and that there was no difficulty experienced in 
selecting a jury, refusal to grant a change of venue is not 
a ground for reversal." State v. Thomas, 94 Idaho 430, 
432, 489 P.2d 1310, 1312 (1971). See also Bainbridge, 
108 Idaho at 277, 698 P.2d at 339; Needs, 99 Idaho at 
890, 591 P.2d at 137. Factors to consider in determining 
whether the defendant has received a fair trial, and thus 
whether an abuse of discretion has occurred, are the 
existence of affidavits indicating prejudice in the 
community; testimony at voir dire as to whether any 
juror had formed an opinion of the defendant's guilt or 
innocence based on pretrial publicity; whether the 
defendant challenged for cause any of the jurors finally 
selected; the nature and content of the pretrial publicity; 
the length of time elapsed between the pretrial publicity 
and the trial; and any assurances given by the jurors 
themselves concerning their impartiality. Needs, 99 Idaho 
at 890-91, 591 P.2d at 137-38. 
Our review of the record reveals that a jury was selected 
from Canyon County without significant difficulty. Jones 
did introduce affidavits opining that he could not receive a 
fair trial in Canyon County. Jones also submitted news 
articles reflecting media coverage naming him as the 
defendant published within six months of his trial. 
However, the articles contained only factual accounts of 
events then occurring and were not of an inflammatory 
MOTI0N TO DISMISS INFOR,\1ATIONt 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
135 
nature. Furthermore, jurors were questioned extensively 
and those ultimately selected indicated absolutely no 
hesitancy in affirming their impartiality and lack of 
prefabricated opinion. Finally, not one of the final jurors 
was challenged for cause by Jones. Based upon the 
foregoing, we hold that the trial court did not abuse its 
discretion in denying the motion for a change of venue. 
It is the State's opinion that Defendant's Motion should be denied as to 
change of venue and getting jurors from outside the Second District. Defendant 
can renew his Motions should the Court find empanelling an impartial jury at the 
time of trial is impossible. ng 
RESPECTFULLY submitted this GIl day of February 2008. 
DANIEL L. SPICKlER 
Prosecuting Attorney 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy 
of the foregoing POINTS AND AUTHORITIES was 
(1) /' hand delivered, or 
(2) hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) sent via facsimile, or 
(4) mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
William J. Fitzgerald 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
rVIO';'!ON TO DISMISS INFORMATIOl'$ 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
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IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF T~ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CASE NO. CR 07-8107 
) 
Plaintiff, ) ORDER 
vs. ) 
) 
LEOTIS BRANNON BRANIGH III, ) (RESOURCE FILE) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The defendant, on October 9,2007, filed motions for authorization to retain (1) a private 
investigator; (2) an independent pathologist; and (3) a psychiatrist. On October 24, 2007, a 
Motion to Appoint a Resource Judge was filed. Magistrate Judge Jay Gaskill was appointed as 
the Resource Judge by presiding District Judge Jeff Brudie and a hearing on defendant's motion 
was held on October 29, 2007. There was no objection from the defendant to the prosecutor 
being present at that hearing. At hearing, the defendant asked that the request for an independent 
pathologist be reserved and proceeded only on the requests for a private investigator and a 
psychiatrist. The State had no objection to the appointment of a private investigator or 
psychiatrist, but did object to appointment of an independent pathologist. 
After hearing, the court authorized up to $2,500.00 for a private investigator. The Court 
also informed the defendant that in order to further consider appointment of a psychiatrist, the 
defendant needed to file an affidavit stating who the psychiatrist was, the specific reasons he/she 
ORDER 137 
was needed, and the expected cost. The Court reserved, at defendant's request, the motion for 
appointment of an independent pathologist. 
After the fact, the Court approved the payment of $4,958.74 for services provided to the 
defendant by a private investigator. 
The defendant filed renewed motions for (1) additional personal investigation services, 
(2) an independent pathologist, and (3) a psychiatrist. The Court heard argument, in a closed 
hearing, on February 19,2008. 
Idaho Code § 19-852 entitles a criminal defendant to be provided not only with counsel 
but also "to be provided with the necessary services and facilities of representation (including 
investigation and other preparation)." Idaho Code § 19-852(2). This provision insures that the 
Fourteenth Amendment requirements of due process and equal protection are provided to 
indigent defendants. 
The indigent defendant's rights to additional assistance for hislher adequate defense is not 
unfettered. The Idaho Supreme Court has made that clear, inter alia, in State v. Olin, 103 Idaho 
391,394-395,648 P,.2d 203, _, (1982): 
ORDER 
The statute recognizes that there are cases where a criminal 
defendant's right to a fair trial may be jeopardized unless there is 
access not only to an attorney, but also to certain specialized aid in 
the preparation of a defense. State v. Powers, 96 Idaho 833, 838, 
537 P.2d 1369, 1374 (1975). Included within the scope of I.C. § 
19-852(a) are the fourteenth amendment requirements of due 
process and equal protection as they apply to indigent defendants. 
In Britt v. North Carolina, 404 U.S. 226,227,92 S.Ct. 431,433, 
30 L.Ed.2d 400 (1971), the United States Supreme Court made it 
clear that 'state(s) must, as a matter of equal protection, provide 
indigent prisoners with the basic tools of an adequate defense or 
appeal, when those tools are available for a price to other 
prisoners.' It is equally evident that if a defendant is denied access 
to the basic tools of an adequate defense, then he has also been 
denied his due process right of a fair trial. See Griffin v. Illinois, 
351 U.S. 12, 76 S.Ct. 585, 100 L.Ed. 891 (1956). However, what 
2 138 
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constitutes the basic tools or necessary services of an adequate 
defense has not been clearly defined, Britt v. North Carolina, 
supra; State v. Coronado, 98 Idaho 421, 423, 565 P.2d 1378, 1380 
(1977), and may indeed vary from case to case. See State v. 
Powers, 96 Idaho at 838, 537 P.2d at 1374. Consequently, in order 
to detennine under I.e. § 19-852(a) whether the requested services 
in the present case were necessary in order to provide the 
defendant with an adequate defense, we must review the requests 
individually. 
A. Psychiatric examination. 
The constitution does not require a state to provide expert or 
investigative assistance merely because a defendant requests it. 
United States ex reI. Smith v. Baldi, 344 U.S. 561, 568, 73 S.Ct. 
391, 394, 97 L.Ed. 549 (1953); Watson v. Patterson, 358 F.2d 297, 
298 (lOth Cir. 1966), cert. denied 385 U.S. 876, 87 S.Ct. 153, 17 
L.Ed.2d 103 (1966). Rather, a defendant's request for expert or 
investigative services should be reviewed in light of all the 
circumstances and be measured against the standard of 
"fundamental fairness" embodied in the due process clause. 
Watson v. Patterson, supra; State v. Lee, 221 Kan. 109, 558 P.2d 
1096, 1101 (1976). 
In accord with these principles, we have stated in applying I.e. § 
19-852(a) to expert and investigative services that: 
. . . (f)inancial assistance is not automatically 
mandatory, but rather depends upon (the) needs of 
the defendant as revealed by the facts and 
circumstances of each case. Before authorizing the 
expenditure of public funds for a particular purpose 
in an indigent's defense, the trial court must 
detennine whether the funds are necessary in the 
interest of justice. State v. Powers, 96 Idaho at 838, 
537 P.2d at 1374. 
Mason v. Arizona, 504 F.2d 1345, 1352 (9th Cir. 1974) cert. 
denied 420 U.S. 936, 95 S.Ct. 1145,43 L.Ed.2d 412 (l975). It is 
thus incumbent upon the trial court to inquire into the needs of the 
defendant and the circumstances of the case, and then make a 
detennination of whether an adequate defense will be available to 
the defendant without the requested expert or investigative aid. If 
the answer is in the negative, then the services are necessary and 
must be provided by the state. Such a review necessarily involves 
the exercise of the sound discretion of the trial court. Griffin v. 
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State, 415 N.E.2d 60 (Ind.1981); State v. Burnett, 222 Kan. 162, 
563 P.2d 451,454 (1977); see Annot., 34 A.L.R.3d 1256,1269-72 
(1970); cf. State v. Kerrigan, 98 Idaho 701, 571 P.2d 762 (1977) 
(preliminary matter of application for bail addressed to the sound 
discretion of the court). Consequently, a denial of a request for 
expert or investigative assistance will not be disturbed absent a 
showing that the trial court abused its discretion by rendering a 
decision which is clearly erroneous and unsupported by the 
circumstances of the case. 
The Court finds, in this case, as follows: 
1. Private Investigator. The Court authorizes an additional $1,500.00 for additional 
services of a private investigator. Any funds over that amount must be pre-approved by the 
Court or they will be disallowed. 
2. Psychiatrist. The Court previously held that this request would be reviewed if 
and when defendant filed an affidavit (under seal) stating (a) the psychiatrist requested, (b) the 
specific purpose of the appointment, and (c) the anticipated cost. 
3. Pathologist. The defendant has been provided with the autopsy, autopsy 
photographs, and toxicology reports. The defendant has requested funding for an independent 
pathologist to review those materials. The Court authorizes up to $1,000.00 for such a review. 
Any funds over that amount must be pre-approved by the Court or they will be disallowed. 
DATED this 9d~ay of February, 2008. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CR07-08107 
) 
Plaintiff, ) MEMORANDUM OF 
) AUTHORITIES IN 
v. ) SUPPORT OF 
) 19-815A MOTION 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW the defendant and submits this Memorandum of Authorities in 
Support of Defendant's I.C.§ 19-815A Motion. 
I. 
The State must prove at preliminary hearing that crime was committed and that 
there was probable cause to believe that the defendant committed the crime. State v. 
Munhall, 118 Idaho 602. 
II. 
Finding at preliminary hearing of probable cause to believe that defendant 
committed alleged crime must be based upon substantial evidence on every material 
element of offense charged. State v. Munhall, supra, ICR 5.1 (b). 
Respectfully submitted this :)1 day of-February, 2008. _-_._.--_ ... ne "/:1 
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Nez Perce County Prosecutor 
1109 "F" Street 
Lewiston, 1083501 
(Hand delivered) 
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BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO-WIT: 
DC# 4030497 Defendant present with counsel. Def in custody. 
Court reviews motions file. Court will take motions in the following order: 
1- Motion to Dismiss pursuant 19-815 A 
2- Motion to Sever Counts, Count 1- Murder and Count 2- Eluding 
3- Motion to Exclude Certain Cell Phone Text Messages 
4- Motion for Change of Venue 
Court has reviewed the prelim hearing transcript and is ready to proceed. 
551 Mr. Fitzgerald presents argument on Defs Motion to Dismiss. 
720 State presents argument on Def s Motion to Dismiss. 
1 Page of 3 Pages 
COURT MINUTES 
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Court relays Exhibit #19 was admitted. Court has reviewed all prelim hearing exhibits. 
State continues argument. 
890 Mr. Fitzgerald presents reply argument. 
943 Court presents comments re Exhibit #19 and Exhibit #18. 
972 Court presents comments re Def's Motion to Dismiss setting aside Exhibit # 19, which was 
admitted but not considered by Judge Kalbfleisch. Court presents comments. 
1115 Court DENIES Def's Motion to Dismiss under 19-815 A. 
1126 Def's Motion to Sever Charges. 
1144 Mr. Fitzgerald presents argument on Def's Motion to Sever Charges. 
1381 State presents argument on Def's Motion to Sever Charges. 
1611 Mr. Fitzgerald has to reply argument. 
1619 Court presents comments. 
1701 Court takes Def's Motion to Sever under advisement. 
1720 Def's Motion to Exclude Certain Cell Phone Text Messages. 
Court has reviewed the prelim hearing transcript re this issue. 
1746 Mr. Fitzgerald presents argument on Def's Motion to Exclude Certain Cell Phone Text 
Messages. 
2090 Court questions State re the State's intention re the text messages. 
State responds re Exhibits # 19 and # 18. 
2142 State presents argument on Def's Motion to Exclude Certain Cell Phone Text Messages. 
2255 Mr. Fitzgerald presents reply argument on Def's Motion to Exclude Certain Cell Phone Text 
Messages. 
2302 Court presents comments. 
2398 Court DENIES Def's Motion to Exclude Certain Cell Phone Text Messages. 
Court will take Defense's request to lay foundation outside the presence of the jury re testimony of 
the telephone company regarding the text messages' documents. 
2 Page of 3 Pages . 
COURT MINUTES 
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2460 State presents statement re witness testimony from phone company witness. 
2503 Def's Motion for Change of Venue. 
2518 Mr. Fitzgerald presents argument on Def's Motion for Change of Venue. 
2681 State presents argument on Def's Motion for Change of Venue. 
2792 Mr. Fitzgerald presents reply argument. 
Court presents comments. 
Mr. Fitzgerald continues. 
2851 Court presents comments. 
Court DENIES Def's Motion for Change of Venue. 
2969 Court, this concludes motions. 
Counsel nothing further. 
2998 Court in recess. 
JANET KOUGH 
Deputy Clerk 
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CASE NO. CR06-07149 
OPINION AND ORDER 
ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
TO SEVER COUNT 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant's Motion to Sever Count. The Court heard 
oral arguments on the Motion February 22, 2008. Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III was 
represented by attorney William J. Fitzgerald. The State was represented by Prosecuting 
Attorney DanielL. Spickler. The Court, having considered the motion and briefs filed by the 
parties, having heard oral arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in the matter, hereby 
renders its decision. 
Slate v. Branigh 
Opinion & Order on Motion to Sever 
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BACKGROUND 
On December 4,2007, an Information was filed in the District Court of Nez Perce 
County charging Defendant Branigh with one count of Murder in the First Degree and one count 
of Eluding. On January 9, 2008, the Defendant filed a motion to sever the counts for trial, 
asserting the counts lack sufficient connection to meet the joinder requirements under Idaho 
Criminal Rule 8(a). The State has objected to the motion and made an opposing argument. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The decision to grant or deny a motion to sever falls within the discretionary decision 
making of the court. State v. Eguilior, 137 Idaho 903, 907,55 P.3d 896 (Ct.App.2002). In 
making its determination, the court must perceive the motion as one of discretion, must act 
within the boundaries of such discretion and consistent with any legal standards applicable, and 
the court must reach its decision by an exercise of reason. State v. Eguilior, 137 Idaho at 907. If 
it appears that a defendant may be prejudiced by a joinder of offenses, the court may grant 
separate trials of counts. Id. See also Idaho Criminal Rule 14. 
ANALYSIS 
Idaho Criminal Rule 8(a) allows for separate offenses to be brought on the same 
Information when the offenses charged are based on the same act or transaction, or the acts are 
connected together, or the acts constitute a common scheme or plan. In the instant case, the 
Defendant contends none of the criteria of Rule 8 have been shown. Defendant argues the events 
occurred nearly two hours apart and that there has been no showing by the State that the events 
are connected. The Defendant contends his ability to defend against the charge of eluding will 
be made extremely difficult if the two charges are tried before a single jury. The Defendant 
State v. Branigh 
Opinion & Order on Motion to Sever 
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further contends he will be unfairly prejudiced if the charges are not severed as a jury may be 
persuaded that his failure to stop when pursued by the police is implicit of his guilt in the 
unrelated event. "Prejudice is assessed in light of the interests of defendants .... " State v. 
Avila, 143 Idaho 849,854, 153 P.3d 1195 (Ct.App.2006). 
Failure by a court to assure a defendant a fair trial has been deemed a fundamental error 
to be remedied on appeaL State v. Lenon, 143 Idaho 415, 146 P.3d 681 (Ct.App.2005). "The 
fundamental error doctrine is premised on the obligation to see that a defendant receives a fair 
trial, [cites omitted], and is intended to remedy situations where an alleged error may have 
deprived the defendant of his or her constitutional right to a fair proceeding." State v. Lenon, 
143 Idaho at 417. In the instant case, the facts fail to show a clear connection between the 
charged offenses or that the acts constitute a common plan or scheme. In addition, any 
overlapping evidence is minimal. l There is, however, good cause to believe the Defendant may 
be prejudiced if the charges are not severed, particularly in regards to his Fifth Amendment 
privileges. Therefore, the Court finds it must grant the Defendant's Motion to Sever Counts in 
order to preserve the Defendant's right to a fair trial. The charge set forth in Count I, Murder in 
the First Degree, shall be tried first. 
ORDER 
Defendant's Motion to Sever Count is hereby GRANTED. 
Dated this 2--1 day of February 2008. 
1 By this Order, the Court is not making a determination that testimony regarding the pursuit, which forms the basis 
for the eluding charge, is not admissible at trial for the charge of murder in the first degree. 
State v. Branigh 
Opinion & Order on Motion to Sever 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing OPINION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO SEVER COUNT was 
/ hand delivered via court basket, or 
__ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this '29day of February 
2008, to: 
William Fitzgerald 
504 Main Street, Ste 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
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. . ·:~he . p i ct'4res that ram.gh had shown him. Peak slid t't\~t >' : ; ,'.:, 
, eBmedto w trying to keep him quiet and told him ~ot <~~ft lIt ' ~~th ~ 1.: 
[f'l untU,he ~.s ,elt·ed from jail, Pe.k •• id that ! ';b~~~ i\'n .. o1 : : 
, .had alao ade plana to hit his attorney' or ,hurt lh~m:. .il ..:; 
~'I'I:'!lII .'U,,·'i,".:H' to take ak hostage to make t~e judge ·trdst.: .hi ~ . p'e~ ~~\ · j ;: 
alBa had anot: er plan to have a fnend thn te#~~':1t: ~~r~~4 ~# ... ~ "l;'~ 
by thri~tening iB family. Peak said thh fr, en~ ~~l) r~nt'lih" . ~ ~. 
net 'ort his Myspac page. This person wae suppos d cl.~e (in! of·. 1 . }'{ 
. Branigh. I i '~~;~':,:: : 1 .:! 
ahort breAk whi 11 Peak used t.he res troom. ' . ...., ;' { \ '~ 
break, we tor a short break ,i. ! . " :~ ! ': 
my digital vdice recorder and re-entered in~erv~ew obm: «2 J , i ~ 
phone and hJ tried to call Rajona Champatitay .to g tt: the l .j: 
no ,a.nswer. l . ~ ~ ~. 
~~~~~ribed. Br6p,igh I IS p~rsonality. He said that Bran1;h was b 'j)(:llar or ;~ 
. w~~q Branigh ' spoke of ·the conspiraciell he was angry nd when t!llked l ;.; 
or1m'es he thought it 1ae ~unny, How he would act an re"~on.! tb ,~ r ';' 
, •. Sgt. , Arneson a ked if Branigh seamed remorsetlll, ~eak s~i~. riQi j ~ 
.aid :t~, 'only thin thilt Branigh is remorseful ab~ut iii t a;t h~:L~ )i 
; , ,.. "f . j', 
: : ~ ,1. ;- : 
..."".!'! .".l,~.j.~' "'!.'l" ~'''' .', abou .t the e~rlier reference that Branigh d~dn~.~ , wa t j t~ .. :: ; . 
)4~L : Peak e~lained that when Branigh walil";9;.l~;ti~, e ~;p.~ b~b i 'i~.;··~,~ .
•• ,.£,.,., 4~4 they wen t~lling him to get out o~ the 0,., '{;i~~t1 ~K I}: .. J.. . 
.his .B~aebelt b cau~e he thought they were go, ... ' ,~,*~,\~~' ~ }\;tm~~ ,~:' . 
...... ,'+~# ..... !I~; ., th&t .. he walil t inhng that I can either die n..¥ ~I'~'~~ ' ~? t~e',~ .. , 
i~jd1. Peak aid thae Branigh then said tha .. ijJ~t.~ .'}~'~nq\ol{ 
th~ rest of hie lHt: in jail, like he was tryin , ·\~;f~?~ ·n ht' ~f. ~ • I . ';" .... ,. : .[ 
police were .going to kill him, so t.hey COU~d :~.~~ , t e~ ' ~'. , 
· Branigh sat1 why not die in my father's drtveway. t 
if Branigh ~ver asked Peak or champatiray to diepo e o 'f i 
anyone abou~ it. Peak said no, I ..: t 
a g~n earlier tha day. Bramgh didn't say that. persons 1 natn;t&, . '.~ 







.. ~ it. .seem that ranigh didn't have the gun befpre that · night. ,: 
B~~nigh said he ~as having a good day until his; parentlS
t
l ~ef\U :8~~j :; 
. and'tha1: piase<?- him off. Peak also mentioned! tha.t Br ni~ "'~s .. ~. 
itin because of 'The mis-carriage issue, . i . . ' !! 
t Branigh talked t~at it got to the point in the ;relation' hip thdt i·. 
i~on Waf!! more impor~ant to Anderson that Branigh ",,;as. Pea : a~~d ;~ ;.: 
. ,, ;, I I 't.;! \ 
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i:ffH '. 
y she W~i trying to ~et the restrainin 
the ho~pital trying to get records re 
gh~ant~d to know if ahe killed it by 
hat . thi~ pissed Branigh off. Eranigh 
'~arli;er and aSked where she was. B 
B~ahig,h went to the court house look 
the ' hoeJ~ital 50 he could get the infor 
said:nwBt" "it's gonna be war" because 
on him ~nd she killed bis kid. 
specific reference~ chat Br 
Peak said the biggest one 
Btayed around so he could ha 
Branigh said only he knew th 
didn't come out and say I eh 
reference to what Michael 
t Br~nigh was thinking the 
ak said Branigh protested 
,~~t<;~~·~.~d Branighhow he knew that , 
what an entrance and exit 





~~~ .... : .. ':.~ " 
.:~ .. ,:;,:! .. 
:~I. j 'f. a.. 
~ , i·:;r 
< I , " :.:]': 
,, ~:, :.: 
. ,~ 
.' " order agains t him, ; .~.~ 
ardingtho 'i~ 
rinkJ.ng or doing .. : " J'. ·'f.;'i'.~.;·'( '"'':>' '' 
;~:!~: tE~:~!~:~d·,!··lIIti~;l·.· 
she 1s trying to ge:t .: j t}~;:~:. L':::~ '.' 
:!::~~:!i~ am;n:;:~:jl .•. m·(~;!,l; . 
size of bullet i~ :,;( f 'f .• • 
t the dude.. ' : . '. .1'.... '.': ., . . , 
. j. \ ~ ' :' 
hnston ~id during itie :i ! ':, :/ . 
licll had .the ~ntra'ndo :;. r .;' . 
at the wounds : wer~: / .: ~'i :;',: 
Branigh . maid .1 hav~ . 
ound look like, .: 
front . to haqk. }' . J " -, . 
. rj} ~', 
that, Bran1gh then talked t: beingll hunter. i ;:' .~ . Ji" ',~ .. 
. , . " ~:,:~: .' 
. . thing that would have been S~1d during the. ; .• ': . ' F i,
B igh was talking about what witnesQsa!(jthey ::; I i.';:. 
ran1gh corrected him regardin ' what awitnesD wajj :"\ ~1 ;,~, 
.' Peak said tha witness overhea d something l..iketQ~ :.i t: ,'. ;, .... 
n:~~e=.~~'~h!; ::.~7~r~h;~ ::.0 • ~d ~.r. dude' < .... k i l&,::<,+ '. r.~er.nc •• to ••• k ond it '.ak we • to t~lk < 'e.k i '. ; h' 
. ~I'ned by Branigh several times. Peak ~ven ~a,id t~~t. " 
. • ~~:~.hi;e:~e9=i~ ~~!~r~e t~~e~a!;~:~a~! ~~u~~V~~efrQ~> ' d F{' ., 
l::..lc;.., .. ··. : .. 1; Peak said that Branigh seeme\ afraid o.f 411 the ": ... ~ ( ;:/ '.:, 
.JIJ:.{4..Ql,;iP 1~ him. Peak!elt that Branigh rad a short temper :' :!L 
~~ Pelik Baid that Eranigh madel reterence to, lleak ';'<L 
S'pme of the stuff. . .• :; .:t 
~ . 
P~ak had called Branigh a bitch. 
fl~li~l~t:~~~;'l ' .. !is the first in B yaars noc to 
:t :~~ 
Branigh told I?ealt .J 
be stabbed. " , ) 
.. j . 
. . ' ~ that .the jail had planted a « hank~ on him. 
::~ :" 
. ':ha~.taken notes about Branigh's c nv~rBatione.Pea~ : .~ 
the notrB because he didn't want to g t caught with them, ' < ,': 
." " 
. " : 
11~~GJ,i>ac~ address and password. peak 
. t;:~.get; !!lorna photos put on Branigh I a 
. I 
~r things Co a girl that he 
that talked of murdering pc 
, raphic pictures of Branigh 
'~he,girl is meniioned in the ~oli 
th~ p~lice never being able to find 
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"'1'" 
.,.n'nlJ ... ·'" oJ a n'lap where Bnnigh had aaid he was tJat night. Peak "::1 
: o~}he Rose~ Garden. Branigh went West on'!Highway 128 to the:l." " 
y., Went ut> the Old Spiral Highway and d wn Highway 128 .' •. ~. 
Ro9k.Bran~gh then came acrOBS the Red W 11: bridge and tuniei:f 
", road. on flighway 12. When he got to Eva BRoad Branigh sa £0.;' '. 
gas sb he turned around and came ba k into Clarkston. ' I, . 
\ 
feeling; for Anderson. 
having a miscarriage of a 
re police carli. 
ought the car was ., 
night. Branigh B~i •• 
thway bridge as he ,: 
'} 
ptak also r~rn~~e~e~ ~~, ... · i.· 
pr gnancy ot~'$:rl?-l1lgh~t~(,:L 
." " ,II" .' •
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ioni~~;B~:~~~h a e~~~t::i~n~h~~a~i~~o m~ that looks 11ke : ;'! '!":{:i ;;:~'~i:' :! 
11 :llske if Branigh mentione d if it wa a rifle 0:- hand9U~f , ' ;1J, 1) ;,.;"';:{ ?~ '. :::t 
talked bout the handgun later that Br nigh said :l.t wa B ~ I,"l': g;~,~~,\>, <!;' ;':'; 
, . I ';; );~ ~';;·n~f~~:1~)r.:l:~ 'f~ 
th~ fitlilt slip up, that Branlgh didn:lt talk with, him fo~ ,:, " ,1 : i :r~}:(~.:.;:;r~2'.E­
Peak I!Itid that he didn 1 t want to tal~ with Branigh cith~t ', rJ~~f\\:':;\ 'J: ;,<i t . ' I · ", )\ 'hi ~~i:';, ;~::.,lC:(~'-' .• ,., ,' 1."J" " ".", ~ , ,'. JS~ 
1 
:'; l ~hji;~~:~j~'l. :: :!~Ii: 
or his first cell mate when e was in prison · :j }l ;lt;;"~~TiL}~jg:,~~~( 
year old and the guy had k11 ed someone and at~ ;!·J.r: Jf~i{~:;~U~~,(~'tr 
~aniah that he. hoped he never ,went to prhon u :h. ,r :, ' r:d:'f.4 .;;;~:~:;r.'3;t ... ' '" f\' ~.",.., ,,, '~'-''-{''' "I)' 
with a murderer. Peak uid Branigh told him ~ ;:r ·:f ::';~~:;;'~:::T::;'~-;:·tt 
inll referring to aranigh's rell. This 8parke~ : ,'( [i':iC~: ·;' )~' <~ 
in. Peak laid that he then eked Bra.nigh HI., ': .~·.f;': ·· 
ranigh would then smile. , I " 'J ;, fV·;< · . ... ~ 
, ' ) '", J ;;~,:;'~,:.;,,:',: •.• ;,': 
abou.1:. his relatiOnShiPt
' wit:h D~~tre~ ,; . ,:"r , rl ;'f"'" ';'~~,; 
~, ..•• "" ••• ston. Branigh described ho he gre'il atta'Ohed : :,0: iL~'L·,>" 
and still, does . Dan Spickl r a.sked about .how"' .~. :i '1 <i;:; . ' 
r.~1.~I!~\ . ationship started . p~ak e.~d Bra.nigh ha~ met;+f r ~ :',' i : Bomething . Branigh sa~d th were going to hllVQ <\., ',' 't,:· ~."'.: 
.............. _ ,you cari't leave any marl< and you can't tell ;,::! f;/,;" .. 
they hung out quiet a bit. l' ere were days they ; .:: ( ,j:;\': :' . '; 
, ... ~""".,:--" ~ays they didn I t at all. Lat r Branigh found qu.t ':rL, t,/~ ,,' 
thinBg~a~~~\~:~d t~:yak w~~~~ ~l'g~. h~~ ~~~ ~~~~ i' l rt&ff~~f~~) t , ~ \ '" 
"i:: ::::1 :r::::h m:n:O:~~hael jOhn. ton had b •• n ,, : : i{::,,· 
ill Johnston had aeked Branigh t jUBt kill him. .. ,i, ; L ','- , " 
rened. about thinga and want d to bo buried in:' th~ l vt ~ " ' ':''~ , 
hak to look up euthanize in he dict.ionary. p.ak :i f " [,,' ",':;-' ' 
tionary in hie cell. Brl1nigh aeked i~ak to r~a~ )t!, 'I·' 'i'-~'" "~ : 
thing with mercy, Branish ~en looked at ]?,eaK . .':, ' ; ~"':' .. ,)', .-
ep~en?" . Peal< asked Branigh hat he meant, Br&.;'l~%h :· t,~,·~ rr ;:" 1~ 
. peak responded, I don't ow. Brlln1gh then 9Qt "'\,' ,U·g~ {. ii" j\ 
h 
k f '- ' . l ",u., r.,~'i', 'r' 
e ec to Bee i that is ill al in Idaho . pes,r,- ,{;~ 'i·;T;'~,~f~~-:':' 
ea on everything , Peal< said they talked about ~qe ",t ;j( ,,:;U ,~~ ; ~, '" ~!: 
. : h~~i:~~n~:~ ~:: ~~:~~~~;. o~ef.i:g i~h:~i:;d:, d.~t.~l·F!,!'~:'lL'("£ 
" .. ; gh to kill him. I .' ~ '; ' ~ ' '. ' 
w6~i~ t~lk about other conspiracies, iBrani9h thought tn~~ J !' 
'~nlCd, him . Branigh said that 1U1d raon had told him ,: '~ : 
th only way we (Branigh and And reon) can be toge~h' I', i t 
~ni, h thought that Mderson kille him and wa.e trying', t~ 1 
i: told him that they IBrani.J and lIndersonl had ',,' .:' 1:: ;...: 
that he wa.s surprised that Bh~ (Anderson) , doesn ~ t::) ;, j , " 
asked him why, Branigh said, that bef~~se ~he,~',~i~:d nj~,;;· .,' 
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.. ~~ ':'!' .", ~~ ~ .... ~;:' . " 
{~ ,;(' . -~. r 
• <~~_.' ~~"l ... : >~: : .)..~ . ;~ 
., ,~: ,~ . . ! . .:, i ., 
. tQU,. ·d about where he had driven t~t n i ght , Brahigb~: ': T 
gh ·oct.il
ne 
gaa in his c ar , Bran i gh t ld him tha t. he 'lmew > . ~ 
6\ chaae; that night and t he gas wO\l l d elp his oar r un ! ~. ~ 
e horae j?ower, ! . ~ .' '; :::~~:' ,: . ' '-:; :';.';.; . ',;;:1: __ 
t S'tani!gh wa.s talking about. peal< sa J d it was gaB you I " , " 
r St.atiqn, SSt. , Arneson asked if he gtt the gas thers, .;. 
80. . pe~k said there was a lady in Nor h Le wiston who. gat~;' '. 
hel~ft l ae he waS low in gas, . ~ ~ . . ~ ~ 
. t th~ lady, peak said the lady is biker chick whoi~. >' i· 
BrAnig~ didn I t say a name, just a ha biker chick.) ::; ·<:1' 
50001.; because ahe i9 suapected of m .:., .J 
had been at another friends ouae earlier in the:/)" 
t Branigh t91d him about wha~ made him mad that ! 0. ) ~ 
I e houee and they would not g ve him tooq a~d tl'iQif ':j:.: 
sic. Branigh then went to a friends house' and ': ,; : . '; 
. aid he Bsked about the phone being stolen, Bran~!Jh .~~ 
the phone from that house. I . .' , . \ 
. got the g", about 2000 or 2~00 hr •. ' Th .. n.r.~jJld 
anigh started tQlking about 12330 hI'S and wher'~~J 
WIl.I!! coming from the area of North Lewiston . ~e~~~~ 
16~)\Mffili'1Jit\;1'I in Lewiston, Branig~ just miled at him. BraxJi~hn 
he was driving . Brsm.gh t.ol him that; ho .~rovtl \lP ,) , ; ;" 
n ...... "' .'''''' •• ,- ;that h 'Nh8r~ he buried the gu. peal<. aaked tlim ,;' i}' 
night, Branigh smiled and eai I didn It . . peak ·' .;! <; .~ : ...  '. 
t~e ~~~y ~:~k f~~~d t~~~ . di~~~~ ~~ e~h~~; ~~do~~~ ~~v .1· · •. :t .. ··: .. J.f i ' 
" :. 
,: ' 
IIUltii~~' ,peak flaid this was reterring 0 after he gets ou;'t ;h fil i' " c~. peak said he was cur ious a out where, but he " .~' }. <ipn. . " f: ,: 
c.l~~~i~wn .~~~,~~o::i~o~:r~:m~r:~;~:t· r~~~ :o~~~~;; . ~~i~jn~ .. :.:l"i .. '.··,:::·,· .. , ·· ·.,.:.f',,">·~· .. ..'· ... , .... ' ., .. ' ... : •.... . ';.~.::.,:' . " .,:; .. :, 
be Re~~oit bridge) and went towa rds some ponOs in ; ~e8t '~. ; ; ~ 
going . t:. o 9 0 home the long way, Br'a1Sh said th •. t pe it v:~ (1) eak: /iJai~ Branigh changed hie mind and urned a round: and ¥~pt ~ " , '.:'!.:,c.·.:;.),i.:.:.~ •. ·.'.·.;,'_. 
, Bra 19h said this is where the fir t car came uP. beh1-n'!;l •. '~ 
the ca was parked down the etl;'eet f m hiB hOUSe .,' '.' ',~ ('J t . . ) 
t , p,cHic , on where ehe ,un waa uried . · ••• l< , •• i<i .:';. L':'.'X.. 
t~~~C~i;C:~o~~ :'~~lit o~~' o~n e~e ~~~e;p~e.ill~i;~~.~~~~f Wf'" ."". ' .' 
jail and that he wanted 1:.0 look t where · .it wa'u , Hte :' ' ;~~.: ' 
' i~Q~e~~f t~:m~~~~ ~~:i~P a;~:~e .~~o~; 9 w~:r~i~:i~;df~~r~;~ ,jjiJ : 
' t B~~nigh had ever pbinted to wher 
, ked l ~pout where he would pull off 
a. pill that night after he buri 
~M~~'~~'~~:' aid tha t pullout was on the 
., .. ..... : 
~ ; ;:' ;'.: . ":' , 
~: ': !,,~;, ;~' 
~~gt ~~:~!~h ·(I·e;, '.': 
Pea 81:\,i<1 h~ , d;.,' :<: ., . 
. Peak said he pointe d . fU.;' ',. , . 
down nea.r th~ :roa4~~""~' " .. il,J, ,:.' .'~' . 
arne st.re0cl\·' "~ith~~' r"r l ;~~~;*;~,,, ::;),: . 
•. ' :.; ':. · :'l':~ . ~i:;~):~j;'::!i~;~1~~~t;;::1··, 
to being on grav 1 roa d s in Genese~ ~ha~ 
162' 
Wh.~re he usually went to do drug 
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~ 
K: wonjereci if they .. ,~ Pl,anned i ttogether, Peak Bai6 he asked Branigh if ,,;, ;'" I' ... y' ),voU",d be ~Ol"l'ether . h- h 
t 1;' ,~ 'II' :I:ln ne got out:, Branigh 6aid trey will be together', ',' i 
, . ~:i~~l;ie~l ,asked if B~anigh ever said anything speci ically about 11 P16t ~ 
a~l~: ;e:~ ::~a t~~ke~ about if they wanted to be to ether, that he hae~o: 
" ,,' ii! , ese, conversations took place in t e summer tim6 as .' 
, t!!,lk~i1 About J\ndei'aon lying to him about Johnst n. That the only 
~IQ&"UH .An~er~~n ~iveBw1th Johnston was to be with the ida. Branigh then 
' t,::the rewa19 more ~han just that. 
! ': ~' , : r ' 
; 
i '. 
/, . ~ 
'J. ,.' 
, .~dd,~that Br;l\nig1'1, ah?wed him thsautopay pictures 
,tii!l'eiitflay were in, thT same cell a;rea at Nez Perce 
,th~Y:;talked about it ,Branigh would bring the pictu 
~ " 
times dud.ng ...• i. i 
ounty, P€lak .aaid e~tY . 
s out. ' .. '" ;;;.; " • , ! 
'" PJ!id)~J3ral1ig;h talked ~!90ut where the person (JohnfiCO ) died. ' Peak Baid)l~: 
,,' c~rfO~. i~ .ar~nig? WB..5ctudly at' the scene or not.. BUnigh then 8ha~Cld' 
, rh~~~ct~rei" Of.,~~,er Johnston haa died and saying hat he pick:~d up' a.: ..... 
. ~~a:CElLi to ,die, ~ay:,~n.~,:,~~ere were heilrts and a nice po ch. Br'anigh said" I ' 
.' . 
. ft IilO~~d hAV~, IlJt\\~)t> ~r.ound If II I have never Been or 1 oked a t someone if) :th~ i 
. when ;~~ey d~Qdll 'h~ ~.j,eh I would have I!ltuck around II : Peak said Branigh' .~. 
edT to .ee· someone die.: f . .... ~ . 
· ; i . Anderson killed John.ton and! that whon JOhnoton·· ; .. 
. ,he waB eho~ in the heart. B anigh nidthat: hO: 
heart, he meant that his irlfriend killed liiti1 .. 
,that Andeuon killed Johnato .•. ~ .. 
comfortable with the fact that Peak believed 
l>eak add that: Branigh t en·Btopped trying:co 
ersations. ; 
:.' . 
, 1, ,<,', :' , ' 
. 'him look !lethe text mel'lsages ,I At first Br~nigh' ~as: 
. · •. 181: him lOOK at the text me~Bages and. that Branigh; 
...• aaid he 'also felt that Br1nigh thought that he ..• 
' " '" '; 
.:,i~ ~i>at 'S';'hi9i· to14h1m the t •• t m .... g.. were ' J.d for ~." and th'~:h" ' 
ito i:et :them thto'Wn qut. Branigh then said someone! had stolen hi-e pho~e " 
l .... ~.U&. .. .. L. :and 'sent the text messages. r '1. 
' " I ~ :: ' >,' :1 '. ~
" " ,'~,:"read tho text ~mel!lGage". peak said this sore ed him :up(f,l1l1lntallY}L f',. 
, ,,'ft;t:~~,!~h6 me";;'Qg~i.1 and could I'ee how obsessed h was. ;POIlk. sbid .. ~, lit "I, 
."'ilI,"''''U'':, wCftilct ~¥'I leave h~r alone and he would write "I o';"e yOU my b~ll).lt:itu~ "I 
, ',! ~o~}~;:~'!~~brid leave, me the M t II alone. Branigh wo ld laugh about this, ' 
tQ!3: tHoU9'~e.~t "~'~~' doeon' t know aht! really lovee me . 
. . :,'~., ~~~ : ,,(~.~;·.:~·~,.~?'/:":~.l;~'S~~' : 
S~~d w~t,n~<:!;"~", :,"'~r ~,l, 9 the text messages they got 0 the point. of th~ .,. ,: 
. ;~~rap~gt.!tp~~ , '~,was gont'la meet him out in the street/' you knpw" .. ,~, ,; 
- .. ',~.~! t;:hep' a'~ke~ ;0;, h' p.,: ar~ you at II • Peak sa id he ondered!:,~ . Br~nigh;:, 
~a~~'t~tho ~~dlJ.t~:~f""that, night; but then Branigh was ask~rig where he' 
, • ~ ." • • '> 
.) ,:, " 
: ;,' y ,',' "; " 
j~ *.~ttt' t~li.~'g "'~l~y worrhd about how LPD h d II!trip~~d.,~.h ca~.; 
'\ ,~, '1!~1;dU~ on hh.ssatB and stuff, ar&nigh;I;h.~Jll·.1di~ 
.. r;jn,~;p!; ~~1:~T,,~,;,d t~at th~ nitrates don't p ov~ he,~;p.:,t'l.~~un';If~ 
••. t·,·.· r;.;:;~~;ri! ',:,~ ~L; .', ;)':tn 
.·.·t~llt:pr~rl:t5J,!1:' I·~' " "'d the day 4fter when he met ith his. il',tt;qri)ey I,,;> 
e:t~~l~r:·~,tl~~: ',~",Ud /!dviae4 him to wash his anda r9&~i;f.W~1l.t\'.g, 
~d~'hiif'~li(f . . z.£(e ald thSlt he a.lready knew to d that. . .....•• i. " (/ 
.' . . . . 
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I!:' 'l,!,ij" . "i 
f. . ~:'" .'}' .! ' .. 
. . " I ". '( . ~ . i ": . .~:! '. f . ~ . '. .". . '. ~ . , ~~li~ . ~ ... bddy " b'a'g If • ..~. ),~ . ·.·i ; 
". , tl 4li~ed Peak 1;1 Branigh ever said what kind it wafS.f$~~ L 
, ~ m'd~ mention f being a hunter ~nd t hat "~o e that lookalik~ (~j 
l>!t. Birdsell Ask d if Branigh mentloned if it 6 a rifle or .hand,gW1:d· " .' .ren , they talked:about the handgun later that i,nigh said it w',,;' 4" l 
.. oj.. ~, J '" '.' .. ;~¥~ . ~b,~t:' ~ A~ter t.he drat slip up, that Branigh did~r t talk with him fO~; i~ 
~ ~r i,p . hqura. . PeakJaid that he didn I t want to tal, with Branigh dther . ;' 
~F·"{·:n::::::~ .po~~ of hla firet cell mate when l. was in prloon. '. ,'I J 
.. It.~m ;it was a ~~ year old and the guy had )(il~ed someone a.nd a.t~ ~f i 
'''~MI~~ ,'j ~P~ak toldlBranigh that he hoped he never, went to prison aB,h~ ~ 
P _ 12 
'."f to be celled jUp with a mUJ:derer. Peak Sai1! aranigh told him ; " ; 
to do iB m~v9 in" referring to Branigh's ell. Th~a aparke4 f ~ 
, ,ltart1.ng ~9ain. Peak "aid that he then eked Bx:anigh "I ',,' t,., "', 
r t do it II , jBranigh would then smile . I ' ! . : "~'" 
a~llpigh .thed, talkfbd about his relationship' with Dt!!siree '. ;' ,.:ff,tft,·, .,.'; 
sq Mich~,el ~~hnston. Branigh described hO~ he gr~w at~i..ohed . tP .} r,v;~,: " 
~~r and still does, Dan Spickl r aeked ,.bo~t .. how: :~ . ~f~.'~> '.' 
._.~,:o . . ,,~,.~,;rchtionSh1p started. Peak ea d Brs.nigh Pfld met" ' X; .:>·,·. 
nT"l-H'Crn , r something. Branigh said the were ~ofn9 to hll~e' . ( r~,,; 
• .., ... ",...,... . lee I you can't leave any marks, and Y01-\ ~an " t. tel} , [:<.'" 
'r.·''!l~~·~'!'·'· ''''~~.:~1~' they hung out quie t a bi t . Th re wer~ ~~r~ ~pey f "" : 
i~11 ~~y. they didn't at all. Lat. Branil1~ found. ou~ : '::,.{".. . ..•.. 
M l\c. Sranigh told Peak that th y hac1 got into _:,' t:;,':: "· 
things and that they would ar ue in the text .~. _ 
...., . i, : ' :. ~ or 11 she I s with me now ". ,~.r:.'::' ' . 
. . P~~~ . ' .• ime that Branigh a.nd Miohael hnliton had been .', .'. ,i!',' ",:,,;:,~.,':'.,: .•. '... ,~.::. ,:. 
~~n~ hi~ . ~l~ Johnston had asked Branigh to just kill him.J ~;j._ _ 
S:~i~ he ""~~ d pnseed about things and wante to beb4z;1ed in ~~.q.l.,.'.~.J ,.:.::' 
" ;~h!ln~~ke!1~. l?Clak to look up euthanize in t e dictionary. ; . Pa.,< .·~ < " 
'. S~ )ias J~di tionll:ry in hili cell . Branigh eked Puk to .read ~ ~):;::'j 'L" 'k·",'~: ',. 
" eo :· ~ip : soia·thing with mercy. Branigh th n looked at peak .\'~ . ;·j .;. 
. isJ~ S~pphen?J/, Peak asked Branigh w at he meant, BranJgJ. ·~r:: L,,~ 
t . was"m'u.rd~r. · Peak responded, I donlt kn w. Branighthen gQ~':T .,f~)"~:~' 
,: go;P,9- tq check to see if that if.> illeg 1 in Iqaho. Peak :.} ,.: 
. ~ak.~~ no~eB on everything. Peak said t ey talkeq about t~~: .. ~·f~;: '. 
,aBo :h~d k.ille ; .him. 8rani~h said that Ander on had told him "': 1'~,.' •..... 
SWill! tha~the . pnly way we (Branigh and Ander on) can be togeth,i: d YV,:" > 
·ddad . . Branig~ ' l:hought that Anderson Killed im and Waf! trying ~ ip :~f,f;:; .. ':. 
up tor it. ' .... :; ~I':.~>' " , !':O:-
. ,. -.~-- -.--.. -." .. - . -:-:'::' ... ' ...... !IZIII!!E!'--IIm ........ -.J.(B.ra.DD..l.i .Qqab~R~~~~:~An~~~.~~ .. r~: a~'b~'n~)~'~h~a~d~ ~' ,lH . 
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n i" f.!_': .. . ' 
). , t' (' 
i j~ .. " ";';' , fir. ' , ' , 
~~~d ~hat:Qe told Fit~gerald about some of the adm i 
~!pe~ e~~d Fitzgerala didn' t wan~ to hear t hem as 
sione Br&ni~~ i h.J:ttl!I~¥f~~;' 
e represents Bran~·gft. ;:'; ' .", ," \' ',:. 
'. ~ . : -; 
" )~.' . ...: i 
id ~hFlt : he .has been ; thinking a bout t he stuff 
.b' ;~inka Btanigp should go to prison fo r 
n:g .~he ~hirigs that l;te waB, told. 
tha t Branigh had told h~~ ~ 3 
the est of his life .' .j , 
:~ ~' " "',~ . 
. ~~~~ £ha~ : h~ ,is the o~ly one that Branigh told abou these things. 
. ki1ows :that Branigh will know who told . 
' ~ \', ~ . 
.. ~ ~: . : ";:::} 
. ~o,n : ~e9~~ ~e\lk1ng ab9ut when he met Branigh . Peak said it WAB aroun~; i~~, 
. ~qa ~en . th$Y Put Peak in the sarno tank as Branigh. Pe~k eaid there ~~~a " 
?~r\iria~t\81 : but t:h~. t ho~waa placed in the oell next t Branigh. '; '.~' 
:: ' . ~, , . i i . ~: 
Jh:;~~r9'~ :~:~t~~ their relationship was that ea)c had taken some: f \ i"];;:'; ' .;I' ~~: 
l U';UJ...ClI;I t. " ~ was arrested. Peak sa.id tha this was the main ' \::(": . . '."<;; 
. . ; '. \~ir ' oonversatiC?f tor the firat couple of days., .:~l.'::'r::~::.~ , ...  
' ~~1:d b~\or~en'.t a;511dn~f~ny questions to lead up to a ythin9, . Pea)~said;.: ~,._ '" 
., ~~{~~in q~~~:~ t~~o; 0 • r!~n~ f ~~~ ~~~! ~ : ~;:~~:~ i p .~~~ ;~ i d I t ~:;: d ~:~: k t ~~~. " r ht.~,{< ,:t·{:~,1" ," 
~E.~ke '~ in~hG indi,vidu~~ cella . P~ak said when he a ked to ge, .. mo,ved oq~ t: t~ "c .. ' " 
~Ja..Skid w~y ~s h~ . 6n4 : Branigh would play cards toge her and : .~;~J.:k .. . pe~~; >: r ):,~:. 
t . tt: 1. (t, wt fJ , ~r.f.j~l~~¥ rne that Branigh really talked with or~layed car.d~ '. ' !; ';. '. 
J. : ~;:~~i"'" . i',., 
· ::b;!iftit~j~;k:::~~:~!n ~:;~:~;~::~Y:~~~~~~ ::~::~~:;k~.~;:. '~~df:.f ' •• ' ... .. 
'" ... ,.. .. '.,."t;~ ;tl?,e~k sa::i~~?rt,~e first coup~e of days Bnnig went off on ~ayiri~ : ' "~" 
:,wa~ ,e~~'tit, ~rj<t\hpW, LewiBton PO~l.ce killed the gu and they ~ei:t:e~a~\,1ng; \ ;> 
. ; Bf.ani~h : ~'Sk~~ .. 'wha¥ pictures ho had of Bra.nigh a d being pullelj out:~ ~f :lr·i'~ :. 
~ ~ ..  , \' .• J,:-: '. ' .: ,: :." , ' ..· .. r.;: . ·.,:.· ~. ,t. .;1 ,,' .. 
. ~ " ; :- .~:.':~ .. ::..~ . <;,: 
~~.{t1~hQ~ , he :ha(,~~llpwed thE! pursuit and had pictu them getting '!. ;. L: ' '. ' 
~,~our ,?( the. ca.-r: ·:Il~d(he pictures of him being arr , :;'ujOf,;:"';' 
R:.';.)~ ·~:I·(j ;~e'k.. a~o\it!~~riig.h ' : IIaYin9 that LPD killed the vi tim, ~oak s aid Cl}. t c ':"': 
e,'y l~o~~,~ :. !lJd 1~ ;; ~e.ep~r a bout the information that ranigh woul'd !'out 'b~ ": [,f: ; 
". Ill' Ju~ , ~as~~. t u~. When they were alone I Bran gh would admit oert iH~ . , .{ .::-t'(,'··:" ' " ',< 
· . Prl: ·a.K ~aid th~'I;,' Br~nigh never right out admitted anything, ' . i! . . 
· iq I'\~Y : 8t8.'t.te~~ tal ~ ing about the murder more. B anigh showed peakthe ;.;:, 
l~~iYhi· .'_:. ·ut . :. :, •. J.~t·:" ~.~i;~' :-', "~' .;.,. "m.~:·~~.;"tr~~e:.· ... ~wBet~r;~pi grt~e et; ItY~.~;fhutn~dnrye =, b~uDra~n~~SP:~i c ~~e;~~e~i:b~~ t {~~:~ :: ,.;. T:: ": ~,, ' ~ 
"Ot, ~.:! .v~!'" ler a ak~a about: tl1e i. ::;5.. (,~ . \ , 
' . r( ,~~l~. ,Jilfl~'; .. J;,an gh would say that this is IIwh t I a his face.sbeet.;, :i:( ·; ":r;:;'~ ~:,:. " . ,,~~+ )1~J~, .. ;.:: ,f ,iend" and st,art laughing , Pe k said that 'Branigh , . . A;>;,;., 
. al?out;~o. , the I··victim was cut open. . ,. : ! :';' " 
, .' • : ~ ,f , i ~" "'; " . ::. ;~. ' 
• . ' '; •• " • t :', • ' : .:."~, ' ' . 'f '.< 1.';-':::. 
• ". ir~:t. . 8.np.Uf.· g Branigh ma;de to him wereas 01 1 0 ..... S : He. said ';' ':: ~ ::''': 
. m ; t.hat ·:: : '~~h. can't even prove wha t kind o · hull e t itw ... " . . :1' \ . 
· '.' .. ' . . ' ; t he entranoewounds and exit w unds, Brl1n1gh ; the if, .~~~~ •. 1.".,.tt ':: .·.· . 
. . . ' . ; y .u know , I am only one that lm ws what . type or b~l ~e tr ' '.' 
. '. '.. . . irr't alip up then Peak started p ying attention more ~'; J:: r;: .. . ;. 
1' ~eallY proud of the autopsy cture s, ' aIlq ,that '. .::: 
. sting them up on the wa1l. eak eaic;1 ,~t¥-;t ;~hi ~ ii. " 
. . beoaus e 8r'anigh r eally like showing ~t !n .~he ~j. '.: i. 
f iii attitude towa rds the icturesw~ts t11~t h'~ :~' , 
8tt i d Brani gh Sla i d " that h e 's ( J hnstonl not so toug~·,. 
SUPPORT OF . }!65; t. · 
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ewieton police I <T 
unty Prosecutor naIf .,!~ 
t:he Leotitil Branl~h- .. ',' 
, ) 
.: ~ 
r ·. ...; . . ., 
eitco~ted t.o :t?~ . ~w room #2 where Pan Spickle I Sgt , Jeff Arneson,:., . 
P . 1 0 
. .', ~ ; 
·.~.r 
. f~~ ri\et. ; w~t? ~MJ~... .. ek was advised that we were recording- thh .; .r Lr;<.·' 
i n o:. fClK waa1lii dized, sigrted the form, and greed t6 ' ~pe'ak wit).1 ;u~:;' , ' ) ;."; i . '. 
' he ··intorma1;:i.on had partially relayed to me earlier ' :frit:he day. '.: ; ·i:'~ ~ : ' :> } .
. ~: ' . ;~rl!t'~ ll~ll';~~t ~ f h:n~~~~ ~:d .~e~.~:~.~ /~: ~~d ·~~~~n~!~~ i ~r:1~:~+ 1 ~iF1' 
n •. 'i.tU'''f?l~\lf,;' the day when I spoke with him he !Said correct , . i?a~ L~:. · .: , .. 
nitiated tbe conversation Wi!h law enforcement; ~e '~ ~ .. ~ '. 
versation was initially abou something elee and , he; :{: . .. ,: . 
regarding Branigh, ' ; '/ . 
, , ';: . : 
rullul of the conversation we were about' to :, . . . . 
. .. . ed informil.tion that he knew' or was tOld:by .. "" 1 
• I didn't wapt any speCUlation~and only ' wa.nt ' to k~DW: ;:~' ( ' 
' from conversations with Bran! h. .r .,: I~, ~ ~ .''' .. ~j , .. . 
, " 
~ 1 ... , • 
. hej~~t~ . met Leotia Branigh, Peak said· when jail fJtaff puC: j . 
,~oget;h~r . · the tank at the Nez Perce coLnty Jail. . I 'aBkeC ; 
. . Sfiul~~~P p lor to this I he said only thatf he had seenSrani9-~ 
~h~ picJ;~res \.ot Bra.nigh after the pur sui t. . • ': 
.. ~~ .... ~ r~ek,t~~~ at~nigh was going to find out a ut this conversati~ j. 
~~~n ~: . :it. w:f;~Eir" going to want him to testify. Dan Spickler: "i 
~df1~~ ~,to ; . ; ~~n~}::.h$. j .didn I t know if Peak was neede to teet ify as he : . 
. '~ ~n?w ~ha~ liX:f9:t;Fatton he had to offer, "! !' J . ~ .. 
ld ;~:th~~ ~e: i!li~ 1a.lty wondered if he ehouldn I t ta unti;l he i ;8 "ouh { .;' ... . .i 
... hh : I!I,R,f8Cy'. Peak felt that if he was still t)lat it wdu:jJdn' t -' > 
. .' . B:i-ani.9.h~·~ kn?w about: thi!'!, . i; L .0, 
'-- 1l11l.<::C1 ~f . ~~ :6~uidt:a}k with Judg~ Calhoun rtening hie l!Jente~cd >~ .;?{. 
~~a~~ th~t if; ~Elak was cooperative and the nformation was val1J.llb1~ ··j : f ' ..:/, : . 
lei;lw9u.l~~'~~k fo Judge Calhoun and advise hi of the informati6k l "nh .. ;  .. ,.:~.i,.· . :.·:,.:;' •• ' :; 
h'Ve~:, :t..::AdVt"t!ld Peak that we couldn't gua antee hini anyth:lnst. j ·· •. ~ 
.. .... ... ;. w!:re going to attempt to corrob rate the infOrTnat:(o~ ,, :L::f·:·: ' ... 
'. . . as concerned about the prOCBS and he wast61d ~:h4t ' j\: ( , '.' 
. " . r . ttorney . Peak said that wasn t: important as he ; :1, '.';'-'(: 
" P~ " k !taid that he needg t:o talk. ith sameon's .about ;: .it I ,. . ,I: 
f\ij~X:~~cf. ~ 'j:~ .Ii .P, the shit that Branigh talk d about. '. Peak 19a.{d::f 
',~JI'J.,.~~:'t: :t'!!:l ,.~!B·!:!:t,: ~~" t\'11king with a counselor , but that:. hi~ attor'neey til.l 
JRlI"";,r"".( ...... :;!';"::w,.;n~L;I~: .... I' .~~ : ..• '''.''.,'.'., •. , ' : ~ep Peak from talking about it as he re~iese.r?tB :I '.' ~: 
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,~ i h 1 him it was at the: i ~. 
, i; f · a\;!to~it. :Aft~r t&fldng he said that Bran 9 to I t tell him which " ;: 
• ;' n .O),d Spiral. Highway , Peak said that Branigh did 
" : ,,~).~8a1dBranigh told him that he could look up and see if there \\\a~ ~.~ 
. u,..:(!.~ the." ·1...e look.i n9 / I he would know that they are 0 to him. Peak said.: .. . ~~ • h then "'mi led and :' . .,.';'>" 
.' r~~;t~on!r6nte4 Brti9h about having a gun, Brani v >.; 
. '.' .; .. ~ . 
¢9~~.:t.riUe~ ~o ta,.ll< ~ith Branigh About the gun. Bt' nigh told him tha~~. i 
~pert! .l;iecau&~ he~' COUld look up there and laugh Ii he would be abl~ ·tp. ~; 
'f, ~e~eloo)dng .f ~ the gun. peak asked Branigh hy he buried thetUh~:L ' 
tt);e .. p'Qlice look f r 9un" oU of bridges and that sometimeli crazy :!. I 
e' th.~ weapori!!! th y killed people with. ' ) 
•. l' . . . '.: 
=~I{~~:;~~~L ~f~~: ~ ' ~~:!~~~~;~;:;b~~r ;;~: ;~~~:: :~~~:~~k;~:F:~~: ~fi 'T· 1':'!i;}f: .~€1 
tgli~ ~l'ltins "el~4', 'elling the whole story, said he W~e · Bc:iared:.~ ",. ,; '. 
,n.tormat'iont~(; '~'\ "d regarding Br9.nigh (~ '.}; ' ;; 
1:11 ~~a~ , h~ IhaCl};la 'f'irlfriend Rajona Champatiray Eiz,:~~~'9h:S my: , ;~ ·r·!.' ·' ~::" 
e~JL(nd P~Qt rl~l\1li P Qturea,; · 1: 
... . ,4~d ·k.~. ~'~~"1'. ~ ~'~i'/' l~l:\I about why h~ was talking m, he li~id: Branig~ . ~ .·i · I ','::: ,,' 
. ' .. qlll\L\~C?I.l~L ~h;,';~k t~~1,I' aranigh told him that 1y had . bti.~~d , with . :i·'· " 
.. cW t~~t , ~f:. !+:~",pr h. would know who gave tho nrorm.ti.~ri .100. the '. '. ' ;. " ..... ; . 
i~f~l P.+ , ",\~i:.t~iI;~f~1 .t I would be in contact Withl him ,.t.~ in the aaY:F; ; 
M mll~" 6~~~Il~~ :;J'f~h, ~._.!,Z Perce county Jail Sgt. Jack McGhee, I asked ; L·~< : ' . :.~,' '. '.;: 
fli ~b~~t ~ea;~,~n~; 'l;l~a ~9h, He eai~ that Peak is the only inm&te that i rr·" 
Iin , w~~ldq~'dQY~l.':Oun . with and ploly cards with. He described. their ) \ 
t~~nsl.j).p it!Glti9h~;" :,' ' "; ; 
,. ~ ... ~ . ,. . .. ;., ! ' i . 
~~~~2i:9.8 .~ina~~ p,1l9ne :contact with Sgt. Mcghee, He dvised that Branigh' . 
P~~k: ~O\ll~ ·hay, Be,en ~ouaed together in the "tank" f om 1-29-2009 until: i ,J, 
-?F~e _~h~n Pe~k ~~~ia d that Branigh was planning to hold him hoetage, . S~t~ 
. . ~:. 
~! B8.~d Uid ~h8.~ · ~ea t had been housed in Tank jj.S ' 1 ' " ,,; '-, 
, gh~~ deo ~av~ me 1! copy of a letter tha.t was ala given t.o ProsecutQr' ,_ l. "" : .. , , 
~kta% dn 2~6-~09B Y Nez 'Perce County Jailer Dep y Nall, This has ~ ; • ~ .. ' 
to 'l):.eotia Brat),fgh rom Raj ona champa tiray (peak I girlfriend) dated / . ; ,., j 
. ~: A I;)age~ of ;.~, le ter marked #4 which appears t be lett.eX" from Ra~On8 : ' ; " , 
~n~l\II~~1;,il t,Y ~qSt~ph~11, i'e41C There is also a copy of t front of a letteir '. ; '.· J ~'" , ' 
' ~o St;csphen lfeak ,rom Rajona champatiray, ' . I ~;'<, :.:. 
~~~H~r:!:~.~rt;'~~ t~~p~o~~ ~:; ;:~~ ~~;:8:~lth. Stephen p.'khad~~'~~ · 
'; .: ~: ·;H: ·.. ' : ". . ! 
. .~: . 
. ; ofre~ort ; j 
;.:1 'i:': 
'. ~ 
tl : :V1,;f ;i!ln';Wfr j. 
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Brian. 071]7:4~ 02/25/2008 
f Lewi8to~ ' Police Supplemental Narrative 
l 
i " '. : . 
:~: : . ~: ~ " . [: . :.: . 
~;;l~L~OQJi 1 .;WII\& cont8.ct~d by Mike Roberts of the 
~-; tliF~ 1\}~.Ph.~ hak WaS ireq\48sting to speak with me. 







, ~ " 
. ; - . 
,.'J 
, ,'~ 
roe County Jail , :He ) . 
e.eked what about , a:~a~ 
speak wi th me about', 'J: 
~ 
,. " } 
P.08 
. ) ~oik I 'made phone ~ontact with J!ill Fitzgerald, P 
~\je)r;new ~hat pea wished to apeak with me, howe "e :;;Wh~t1ie : wa,rited . . ' FitzgeraldeJaiCl that he knew 
t;~';r.9~ .~ pe~4ix)~.· inet Peak and he didn't see ' a 
al<) B a~~orney' , whp, :; .\ 
~r d~~~~ ~t c~~~;r~h:~~ . l.~},.i· 
eed to be the're whl}ia'~' ... . ~' ';: . "r 
wi~p J:)ealc: '. , .. • r ' . ~ : . '~" " 'l::: ·"· . .'f': 
,: : ,;: .~\': ~ .~ . ': ~.' .~: 
; '. ,"., " 
went to the Nez Perce Cou ty Jail. The, ja!l~ .~ ~ :,.; . ' .~~:':<: 
~eak to the booking area. We then. went to t*", L<,'!.· . . ·;i 
jail. ! asked P~ak what e wished to speak W;~~:::· )~ .: .. {. . . .. ~ 
and didn 1 t come right 0 t a.nd talk with rna:. : ~ J; Lici:, ;, 
him being 'moved to another ail and h'ia w:1ehes/ t"o ;')":< .: , .. 
'. He eaid initially that is wh t he wanted to taLk :: . 
.. with me about his girlfriend nd things regardirig : epat I was investigating and ha charge~ him with, ' ::;. 
. W]i~ h Peak' .. 'th~j se~rch wan;ant on his comput r and that I had ;; ,. ~ . 
. 
~ .. em'· '·' ~""_ .~d~.)t.' =.' .~.; .. r.~.n~'g · '. , portable Mrd drive. I told him about the ;phot'o '$ ; . j: 
"',.. , '" ... r-.. . ·er .. ' he pursuit with Leotia Branig I advised Peak · tbli~ •• :; 
. ;w~, mlide. /tw'a .-.Of, he photos and we had copied tern. !. (. 
"r > • • 1 . ~ -: $ .~ : ~\> . 
~aJi~~el~:dil~, Ip:~. i~;.~~~g~:!~: t~:a~r:~;~h .~~ ;~~d~h.~ .~~:~~:d Iii~ t · ! ' . . , ', ... 
~ h~~,t~?-k~~ .to; ,hlm rbout a lot Of things regardln the case. Peak ~aid'1 
:hf!!l~o~e~ .wi~~ hi;S attorney I but that he didn't get into detail at!! . , 
It}, ia~ls<;i 'Br~n~g~' B attorney. . i i:" .... . 
. .. ~. • : f • ':" : ': " ; : . : •• : 
"Ulldll!i. P~~k .;Lif .,. ~rani.:gp'. m~de any admieiJiona. He said th t Branigh m~dc 11 lo:~ . ~ .• " 
',8~ry!5 '}t~f;w.~~fe· e had driven that night, talke about .a gun that :} :; . ) .1:-
· I ~8k:ed. :P,~k'~1;>ou . the gun and he aaid that Bran gh wouldn 1 t tell hi~ :;; r . it ~he; ~un;lh'i ~c~k nid that Branigh told him a out: where he buri!j)cf ': ; 
~l?ea)<' .Baid t;h~t ~!!) was concerned about talking bout this. in!orma~i9Jl; . 1-
'1~s :Ii :tnli~ tho .,NPC jail. 
.• ~ . i ~: .. : . , :" : L .~. ' . ~. 
iped :t1~aikt,h~t ~~ : coJld make some safeguards regard ng hie safety if he:") .f:,;:O' : 
· g~ve ';lnfo;-madon. 1 '· 3 i ;: .; 
.. . .. .. ',f.... . .'. ;.--. . >...... I' . . ;.'.:: .' '.' : .;. '. '. : '} 'i~}:' . t~ '~?n~~'b: BQ' :ftni~'.~~:tmai~e 'Me~vherall JAdmhiBBions'h' I iiidElk:e ' Pdcaik itflarant:hkl1itd~l i ,,;,.j . ~:" .'~." :., 
. ,. .. ~;;-. ,i'-" ... :u",.: IJ~?';" . . 51 10 Ole 0 nston, e sa n ree y.. ~a .",a(~"'.~ 
• . I ~;ija t?.t; ~ ~I' .~~ . W!l . in Branigh '.8 car. He said B nigh p~t· in high ': <: ·. · ~ .~·r:~·'; · : 
'. ' a-:a .J'~}~~Tm ,){ed ltD be in a pursuit. Peak eai Branigh wanted to; 'J.o :! ' 1"»'-;' 
. C)~ ~~I. ·· 'f$c~ . "~ o~ cametas, ae he expected to b shot by lAW. '.'.: ; :' i. : 
.. ' t~h~~ ·,. ~p'}~j,~,a hi felt he would die l.n his dad's dnvewaY''Brani~~T 
eaK~~li~~ i l?-et: :¥~~~.~ed ,0 die as he ,didn I t want to ap nd 2 5 y~arBto li t~. ~ .' 
Zlaid.· tht,l.t he! felt tht Branigh did it as he wouldn 1 t be talking: a.bout " . ' 
end~lig hfe : if jail if he wae innocent. ' .: : 
) . :~ . 
:: . 
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CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
IDAHO CRIMINAL RULES 16(K) 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through DANIEL L. SPICKLER, 
Prosecuting Attorney, Nez Perce County, Idaho, and moves this Court for a Protective 
Order regarding Defendant's request for disclosure of the following information: 
1. All performance/disciplinary files/training records of officers, detectives 
and deputies listed as witnesses. These witnesses are not disclosed as "expert 
witnesses" and should not be held to the same standard as an expert witness. The 
performance/disciplinary records is exempt from disclosure pursuant to the Idaho Public 
Records Act. These materials do not constitute information, evidence or materials 
relating to the credibility of the Law Enforcement Officers. Further, the documents in 
the possession of the State do not tend to negate the guilt of the accused as to the 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER -1-
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offense charged or tend to reduce the punishment therefore, and the State is not 
obligated to disclose them under Brady v. Maryland or Idaho Criminal Rule 16. 
2. All mental health records in the State's possession or available to the 
State, and any police reports related to the mental health of Desiree Anderson. Any 
information regarding the above is not relevant to any material issue in this case. 
3. All reports available to the State regarding any suspected criminal activity 
of Michael Johnston, including any Federal and State investigations. Any information 
regarding the above is not relevant to any material issue in this case. 
4. All police reports relating to Michael Johnston's possession of a firearm in 
vehicle in 1994. Any information regarding the above is not relevant to any material 
issue in this case. 
5. Any records relating to cell phones that are in evidence, including call 
histories, contact lists, and voice mail records. Any information regarding the above is 
not relevant to any material issue in this case. 
The State therefore requests the following: 
1) That the Court permit the State to make a showing in the form of a written 
statement to be inspected by the Judge alone, by way of in camera inspection of the 
questioned materials pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(k); 
2) The Court find that Brady v. Maryland does not obligate the State to disclose 
the documents in its possession regarding Law Enforcement officers involved in this 
case. 
3) The Court find that Idaho Criminal Rule 16 does not obligate the State to 
disclose the documents in its possession regarding Law Enforcement officers involved in 
this case. 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER -2-
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4) The Court issue a protective order relieving the State from responding to the 
Defendant's Supplemental Request for any and all information, evidence, and materials 
in [the State's] control relating to disciplinary records of Law Enforcement officers 
involved in this case. 
5) The Court issue a protective order relieving the State from responding to the 
Defendant's Supplemental Request for numbers 2, 3, 4 and 5 referenced above on the 
basis that it is an invasion of privacy for those individuals listed, they are not a named 
party in this action and the information sought is not relevant to any material issue in 
this case 
This motion is made and based upon Idaho Criminal Rule 16(k). 
DATED this ~day of March 2008. 
DANIEL L. SPICKl: 
Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER -3-
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AfFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy of 
the foregoing MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER was 
(1) __ hand delivered, or 
(2) J hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) __ sent via facsimile[ or 
(4) __ mailed, postage prepaid[ by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
William J. Fitzgerald 
FITZGERALD AND VAN IDOUR 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston[ ID 83501 
DATED this ~ day of March 2004. 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER -4-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 





SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: 
COURT MINUTES 
Presiding Judge 
JEFF M. BRUDIE 
Reporter 
LINDA CARLTON 
Date March 5, 2008 
Time 11 :28 A.M. 
) 
) 





) DAN SPICKLER 
) For, Plaintiff 
) 
) WILLIAM FITZGERALD 
) For, Defendant. 
FINAL PRETRIAL 
BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO-WIT: 
DC# 4036712 Defendant present with counsel. Defin custody. 
Court reviews Motions filed and jury trial date of March 17. Mr. Fitzgerald has filed a Motion to 
Withdraw. State has listed a potential witness that Mr. Fitzgerald also represents. 
786 Mr. Fitzgerald presents statement. 
885 State presents statement and is in agreement with defense. 
913 Court questions Defre communication with Mr. Fitzgerald re withdrawal. 
Def responds. 
Page of 2 Pages 
COURT MINUTES 
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CR 07-08107 LEOTIS BRANIGH 
936 Court presents comments re the Motion to Withdraw. 
956 Court grants Motion. Court will enter an order for new counsel. Court sets status/scheduling 
conf on March 12,2008, at 11 :00 a.m. Court vacates jury trial seton March 17,2008. 
987 State requests the Court seal the Memo and supporting witness' statement. 
1012 Court will consider the State's request and will enter a written order. 
1028 State questions the Court re notice of new counsel. 
Court will notify the State. 
JANET KOUGH 
Deputy Clerk 
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AND/OR PHOTOGRAPH A 
COURT PRQCEEDING 
I hereby request approval to broadcast and/or photograph the 
following court proceedings: 





I have read the attached rule permitting cameras in the 
courtroom and will comply in all respects with the Rule and Order 






The Court, having considered the request under the rule 
permitting cameras in the trial courtrooms, hereby orders that 
permission to broadcast and/or photograph the above hearing is: 
~ Granted under the following restrictions: 
J Denied. 
Dated this ~ day 
Request to Obtain Approval to Broadcast 





William J. Fitzgerald, ISBN 1974 
Robert J. Van Idour, ISBN 2644 
Joanna M. McFarland, ISBN 7112 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
Towne Square, Suite 480 
504 Main Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
Attorneys for Defendant 
F\lED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












CASE NO. CR07-08107 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW 
AS ATTORNEY 
The Court having reviewed the Motion, read the case file, and being fully advised 
in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney in 
the above-entitled matter is granted. 
DATED this t day of ~kd ' 2008. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY 1 
176 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of ~ ,2008, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing was hand-delivered to the Nez Perce County Prosecuting 
Attorney's and Fitzgerald & Van Idour's baskets at the Nez Perce County Courthouse, 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY 2 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs 
Leotis Brannon Branigh III 
t 
Clarkston, WA 99403 
Defendant. 
cond Judicial District Court, 
In and For the County of Nez 
1230 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
f Idaho 
Case No: CR-2007-0008107 
OOB:  





ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDE 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of Leotis Brannon Branigh III, and it appearing to be a 
proper case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that an attorney be appointed through the: 
Charles Kovis 
P.O. Box 9292 
Moscow,ID 83843 
(208) 882-3939 
Public Defender for the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, 
hereby appointed to represent said Defendant, Leotis Brannon Branigh III, in all proceedings in the above 
entitled case. 
The Defendant is further advised that he/she may be required to reimburse the Court for all or part of the cc 
of court appointed counsel. 
Date: :}~ --~~J~~~~~-----------
Copies to: 
/ Public Defender -·f:n,c.ZW.,,~ .. , .. : 
/ Prosecutor - Co..-t'.f- J#;.l}(..f 
,/ b.t ~ J"-,, -\- tV pc -:r c.i \ 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 2923 
FILED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHOr 
Plaintiffr 
vs. 




CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
AMENDED INFORMATION 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER Prosecuting AttorneYr in and for the County of Nez Perce, 
State of Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its 
behalfr comes now into the District Court of the County of Nez Perce, and states that 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III is accused by this Information of the following crime(s): 
COUNT I 
MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, I.C. § 18-4001, 18-4002 and 18-4003, 
a felony 
That the Defendant, LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, on or about the 1st day of 
October 2007, in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did willfully, 
unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditationr and with malice aforethought 
and/or by lying in wait, kill and murder MICHAEL S. JOHNSTON, a human 
being, by shooting him in the back with a gun from which he died. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases 
and against the peace and dignity of the tate of Idaho. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
AMENDED INFORMATION - 1 179 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO SEEK SENTENCE ENHANCEMENT 
EXTENDED SENTENCE FOR USE OF FIREARM OR DEADLY WEAPON, I.e. § 19-2520 
That the Defendant did display, use, threatened or attempted to use a 
firearm or other deadly weapon, to-wit: a gun, in the commission of the crime 
alleged as set forth in Count I of the Information hereinabove. 
AMENDED INFORMATION - 2 180 
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CASE NO. CR 07-08107 
ORDER FOR TRANSPORT 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant, Leotis Branigh, be transported to 
Idaho State Correction, ISCO, Orofino, Idaho, by the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Office for 
temporary housing. 
DATED this ~ day of May 2008. 
ORDER FOR TRANSPORT 1 
181 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR TRANSPORT was 
___ hand delivered, or 
~ hand delivered via court basket, or 
__ /_ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this X day of May 2008, 
to: 
Nez Perce County 
Sheriff Department 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
ISCO 
Hosptial North Drive #23 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Charles Kovis 
PO Box 9292 
Moscow, ID 83843 
PATTY 
ORDER FOR TRANSPORT 2 
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DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston! Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
LS.B.N. 2923 
FILED 
2ro8 PflW Q PM l 17 
P '\ O. Vi' E c K S 
CL~~OURT 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO! IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO! 
Plaintiff! 
vs. 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
MOTION FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EVALUATION 
Comes now DANIEL L. SPICKLER! Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce County, State 
of Idaho! and moves the Court for a psychiatric examination of the above-named 
Defendant pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 18-210 and 18-211. 
Said Motion is made and based upon the grounds that the State has reason to 
believe that the Defendant lacks the mental capacity necessary to assist his attorney in 
his defense. See Affidavits of Daniel L. Spickler and Lt. Steve Lutes, copies of which are 
attached hereto and incorporated herein as though fully set forth. 
DATED this q+l:: day of May 2008, Ji " .. /' ') 
/0/ Glu~(:I:-_1 rJx/t~ 
DANI~L L. SPICK~~R 
Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR 1 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION 183 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy of the 
foregoing MOTION FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUTION was 
(1) __ hand delivered, or 
(2) __ hand delivered via court basket, or 
/ 5.l1£1 
(3) sent via facsimile, or 2~~ -.~ 
(4) __ mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
Charles Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 9292 
Moscow, ID 83843 




DANIEL L SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
LS.B.N. 2923 
FILED 
4OC6 my .9 Pf'a Z 1'7 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE 
TESTIMONY ON THE ISSUE OF THE 
MENTAL CONDITION OF THE 
DEFENDANT 
COMES NOW the State in the above-entitled matter, and moves this court for an 
Order in Limine, as follows: 
Prohibiting the Defendant, his attorneys, his agents, and/or his 
witnesses, both lay and expert, from introducing any testimony on any 
issue of mental condition, or in the alternative to continue the Jury 
Trial set for June 23, 2008, until such time as the requirements of 18-
207 have been complied with. 
Said motion is made and based upon the grounds that the Defendant has failed to 
comply with Idaho Code Section 18-207 wherein notice was not given to the State that 
the Defendant intended to raise any issue of mental condition or was intending to call 
expert witnesses concerning such issue. Such eVidence, if any exists, has not been fully 
subjected to the adversarial process as required by Idaho Code Section 18-207. 
MOTION IN UMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY ON THE 
ISSUE OF THE MENTAL CONDITION OF THE DEFENDANT 1 185 
Said motion is based upon the pleadings, records, the brief filed herein, and file of 
this action as well as any evidence and oral arguments of counsel presented, should the 
Court set this matter for a hearing. 
DATED this q ~ day of May 2008. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy of the 
foregoing MOTION IN LIMINIE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY ON THE ISSUE OF THE MENTAL 
CONDITION OF THE DEFENDANT was 
(1) hand delivered, or 
(2) hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) sent via facsimile, or <g 3' ~ -1;)371 
(4) mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
Charles Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 9292 
Moscow, ID 83843 
n& 
DATED this ~ day of May 2008. 
MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY ON THE 
ISSUE OF THE t"1ENTAL CONDITION OF THE DEFENDANT 2 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Al~D FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 







JEFF M. BRUDIE 
Reporter 
LINDA CARLTON 
Date May 12, 2008 



















SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: MOTION FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION 
BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO-WIT: 
DC# 4061 622 Defendant present with counsel. Defin custody. 
Court reviews motion filed by the State. Court has reviewed information. 
646 Court questions State. 
Mr. Spickler has nothing further. 
651 Mr. Kovis requests Defbe un-handcuffed so he can take notes. 
Court approves. 
715 Court questions Mr. Kovis. 
Mr. Kovis presents argument. 




715 Court questions Mr. Kovis. 
Mr. Kovis responds. 
734 Mr. Spickler presents argument. 
LEOTIS BRANIGH 
814 Court has not fully reviews all documents submitted for motion. Court takes. motion under 
advisement and will issue a written ruling. 
Court will meet with counsel in Chambers following hearing today. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR06-07149 
ORDER OF RESCISSION 
It is the Order of the Court that the Judicial Order for Temporary Housing entered 
by the Court on May 8, 2008 is hereby RESCINDED. 
Date this 13 th day of May 2008. 
189 
ORDER OF RESCISSION 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER OF RESCISSION was 
___ hand delivered, or 
/"" hand delivered via court basket, or 
___ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this ~ day of 
May 2008, to: 




Hosptial North Drive #23 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Charles Kovis 
PO Box 9292 
Moscow,ID 83843 
PATTY O ........ C;'Ld'\. 
ORDER OF RESCISSION 2 190 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR 07-08107 
OPINION AND ORDER 
ON STATE'S MOTION 
FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EVALUATION 
This matter is before the Court on the State's Motion for Psychological Evaluation. The 
Court heard oral arguments on the Motion May 12,2008. Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III was 
represented by attorney Charles Kovis. The State was represented by Prosecuting Attorney 
Daniel L. Spickler. The Court, having considered the motion and affidavits filed by the State, 
having heard oral arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its 
decision. 
State v. Branigh 1 191 
Opinion & Order on Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
STANDARD 
"The test to determine whether a criminal defendant is competent to stand trial is whether 
the defendant has sufficient present ability to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of 
rational understanding--and whether he has a rational as well as factual understanding ofthe 
proceedings against him. Dusky v. United States, 362 U.S. 402, 402, 80 S.Ct. 788,4 L.Ed.2d 
824 (1960); State v. Powers, 96 Idaho 833, 842, 537 P.2d 1369, 1378 (1975)." Stone v. State, 
132 Idaho 490, 492, 975 P.2d 223 (Ct.App.1999). 
ANALYSIS 
During the hearing on the State's motion, defense attorney Charles Kovis indicated to the 
Court that he has no difficulty communicating with his client, that his client has assisted him in 
preparing a defense and continues to assist him and that he is confident his client is competent to 
aid in his own defense. Attorney Kovis informed the Court that if he had any doubt regarding 
his client's competency, he would have brought his own motion for a psychological evaluation. 
However, he had no reason to believe his client lacks sufficient competency to stand trial. 
The State's evidence consisted of reports attached to the Affidavit of Jail Commander 
Lieutenant Steve Lutes that indicate Defendant Branigh has been less than a model inmate. 
However, the State presented no evidence that indicated Defendant Branigh lacks sufficient 
present ability to consult with his attorney with a reasonable degree of rational understanding or 
that he lacks a rational and factual understanding of the proceedings against him. The Court 
must accord the greatest weight to the arguments of defense counsel Charles Kovis, as he has 
met with Defendant Branigh on numerous occasions and is in a better position to evaluate 
whether the Defendant appears to understand the charge brought against him and is able to assist 
in his defense. 
State v. Branigh 
Opinion & Order on Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
2 192 
ORDER 
The State's Motion for Psychological Evaluation is hereby DENIED. 
'"Z.D./A 
Dated this)21h day of May 2008. 
State v. Branigh 
Opinion & Order on Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
3 193 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing OPD'HON AND ORDER was: 
/""' hand delivered via court basket, or 
/ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this ~ day of May 
2008, to: 
Charles Kovis 
PO Box 9292 
Moscow, ID 83843-9292 
Dan Spickler 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
State v. Branigh 
Opinion & Order on Motion for Psychological Evaluation 
4 194 
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CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
EX-PARTE ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO EXAMINE MR. 
BRANIGH UNDER I.e. § 207 
UNDER SEAL 
After reviewing the Ex-Parte Motion to Examine Mr. Branigh Under Ie. § 207, the 
Affidavit a/Charles E. Kavis In Support a/Ex-Parte Motion To Examine Mr. Branigh Under Ie. 
§ 207, the records and files herein, and being fully advised in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defense is allowed to hire Dr. Craig Beaver, Ph.D. 
to assist in the defense of Mr. Branigh. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the amount expended shall not exceed $10,000.00 
without further order ofthis Court. 
DATED this __ --"--"""-_ day of ~ \k1...L 2008. 
Jay Gaskill, 
EX-PARTE ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO EXAMINE MR. BRANIGH 
d Resource Judge 
L 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
I.S.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
IN SUPPORT OF EX-PARTE MOTION 
TO EXAMINE MR. BRANIGH UNDER 
I.e. § 207 
UNDER SEAL 
Charles E. Kovis, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the Court-appointed attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh. 
2. I am requesting the Court allow me to hire Craig Beaver, Ph.D., a neuro-
psychologist, at public expense. Dr. Beaver assisted me before in another 1 st degree murder case, 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS IN 
SUPPORT OF EX-PARTE MOTION TO 
EXAMINE MR. BRANIGH UNDER I.e. 207 1 
State vs. Sam Olson, Nez Perce County Case Number CR-03-9045. In that case, I was privately 
retained by Mr. Olson. Dr. Beaver was retained at Mr. Olson's expense. I firmly believe that 
Dr. Beaver contributed immensely in assisting co-counsel and me in ultimately resolving the 
Olson case short of trial, in other words, it was money well spent. 
3. Under I.C. § 19-852 (1), a needy person is entitled "to be represented by an 
attorney to the same extent as a person having his own counsel is so entitled." If Mr. Branigh 
had the resources to privately retain me, I would insist that he also retain the services of Dr. 
Beaver to assist our defense, much the same as he did in the Olson case. Mr. Branigh agrees with 
me. 
4. Late last week I contacted Dr. Beaver's office in Boise. His office manager told 
me that Dr. Beaver would charge between $5,000.00 and $10,000.00 to evaluate Mr. Branigh in 
the Nez Perce County Jail. She stated that he will be in Lewiston during the early part of June 
2008 on another matter and that he could schedule testing and interviews with Mr. Branigh at 
that time, possibly saving the County money as he wouldn't have to make a special trip from 
Boise. 
5. I contacted Mr. Spickler, Nez Perce County Prosecutor, and told him that I was 
going to ask the Court for funds to retain a psychological expert to assist Mr. Branigh and me. I 
told him how much it would potentially cost. I did not tell him who I was attempting to hire, 
but I did tell him that I would seek to keep any information that was obtained from the expert 
undisclosed unless we were going to have our expert testify at trial. I told him that we would 
comply with the procedural requirements ofI.C. § 207 (4) if our expert were to testify. He stated 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS IN 
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EXAMINE MR. BRANIGH UNDER I.C. 207 2 
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to me that he had no objection to my motion for the appointment of an expert to help me as he 
didn't want to see Mr. Branigh's due process rights violated. He further stated that I could relay 
this information to the Court in my motion. The Court might take notice that the State did file a 
motion to have Mr. Branigh examined under 1. C. § 18-210 to determine whether Mr. Branigh 
was fit to proceed. The District Court denied that motion based upon my determination that Mr. 
Branigh is assisting his defense and is fit to proceed. Dr. Beaver's assistance is sought under a 
different statute to determine defenses under the mens rea of 1 st degree murder. 
6. Trial in this matter is set for June 23, 2008. If the Court were to grant the ex parte 
motion, I would move to vacate the trial, and ifI decided to have Dr. Beaver testify, the State 
would then have the opportunity to prepare rebuttal by considering the evidence and hiring 
opposing experts as they may choose. 
DATED this 30th day of May, 2008. 
Charles E. Kovis 
SUBSCRlBED and SWORN to before me this 30th day of May, 2008. 
Notary Public n a e of Idaho 
Residing at Moscow therein. 
My commission expires: _Y-L-_v:::.?_/-LDLcy-'--____ _ 
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Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
I.S.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
EX-PARTE MOTION TO EXAMINE 
MR. BRANIGH UNDER I.e. § 18-207 
UNDER SEAL 
COMES NOW, Charles E. Kovis, attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh, and moves the Court 
ex-parte pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 18-207 (3), (4) and Idaho Code § 19-852 (a)(2) for an ex-
parte order allowing the defense to hire Craig Beaver, Ph.D., a neuro-psychologist, to examine 
Mr. Branigh. 
This motion is made upon the grounds that defense counsel believes that in order to 
defend Mr. Branigh, an experienced expert witness must be retained to help advise him and Mr. 
Branigh on any mens rea issues. Idaho Code §§ 18-207 (3), (4) and Idaho Code § 19-852 (a)(2) 
EX-PARTE MOTION TO EXAMINE 
MR. BRANIGH UNDER I.e. §§ 18-207 1 
l 
provide a basis for this request. 
Idaho Code § 19-852 (a)(2) states in relevant part that: 
"a needy person who is being detained by a law enforcement officer ... who is under 
formal charge of having committed, or is being detained under conviction of, a serious 
crime, is entitled: 
(2) to be provided with the necessary services and facilities of representation 
(including investigation and other preparation). 
In State vs. Sam Olson, Nez Perce County Case Number CR-03-9045, Mr. Gresback and I 
represented Mr. Olson who was charged with 1 sl Degree Murder. Dr. Beaver was hired at Mr. 
Olson's expense, and contributed immensely in assisting Mr. Olson and his defense team, 
perhaps ultimately helping resolve the case without a trial. 
Idaho Code §§ 18-207 (3) & (4) state in general terms that nothing is intended to prevent 
the admission of expert evidence on the issue of any state of mind which is an element of the 
offense, and that if an expert witness is called to testify on an issue of mental condition a certain 
procedure must be adhered to. The statute anticipates this type of assistance requested by Mr. 
Branigh and Counsel. 
This motion is supported by an Affidavit o/Charles E. Kovis in Support 0/ Ex-Parte 
Motion to Examine Mr. Branigh Under J C. § 207. 
Dated: May 30, 2008 
EX-PARTE MOTION TO EXAMINE 
MR. BRANIGH UNDER I.e. §§ 18-207 
Charles E. Kovis 
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CERTIFICATE OF NON-SERVICE 
I hereby certify that NO service was made upon 
the Nez Perce County Prosecuter's Office. 
Charles E. Kavis, Attorney for Mr. Branigh 
EX-PARTE MOTION TO EXAMINE 
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CASE NO. CR 07-8107 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
EXAMINATIONUNDERI.C. § 207 
After reviewing the Motion to Examine Mr. Branigh Under I.C. § 207, the Affidavit of 
Charles E. Kovis in Support of Ex-Parte Motion to Examine Mr. Branigh Under I.e. § 207, the 
records and files herein, and being fully advised in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defense may pursue the examination for a 
reasonable expense up to but not to exceed $10,000. 
DATED this ~-t\lLday of June, 2008. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
EXAMINATION UNDER I.C § 207 
Certificate of Mailing 
I hereby certify that on this ~'\ray of June, 2008, a true copy of the foregoing was 
delivered to the following: 
__ u. S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 




County Prosecutor's Office 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
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~u. S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 




Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 9292 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
LS.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
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CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
MOTION TO VACATE AND 
RE-SET JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW, Charles E. Kovis, attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh, and moves the Court 
to vacate the jury trial which is currently set to begin on June 23,2008 and re-set the jury trial for 
a later date. 
This motion is made upon the grounds that defense counsel needs more time to prepare 
MOTION TO VACATE 
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l 
for trial. The Nez Perce County Prosecutor has been contacted and has no opposition to this 
motion. 
Dated: June 4, 2008 
Charles E. Kovis. Attorney for Leotis Branigh 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
'f11 
I hereby certify that on the Cf - day o~ • - 0 , 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Motion t~.l 
Re-Set Jury Trial was hand-delivered via courthouse basket to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Charles E. Kovis, Attorney for Mr. Branigh 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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JEFF M. BRUDIE 
Reporter 
LINDA CARL TON 
Date June 11, 2008 
Time 9:08 A.M. 
) 
) 





) SANDRA DICKERSON 
) For, Plaintiff 
) 
) CHARLES KOVIS 
) For, Defendant. 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: STATUS/ SCHED 
BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO-WIT: 
DC# 4077 1366 Def NOT present with counsel. 
Court reviews motion filed by Mr. Kovis. Defhas also filed a waiver of speedy trial. 
State has no objection to continuance of trial. 
1398 Court questions Mr. Kovis re anything further. 
Mr. Kovis has nothing further. 
1407 Court grants Motion to vacate trial. Court questions State re Mr. Spickler. 
State responds. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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CASE NO. CR 07-08107 
AMENDED ORDER 
SETTING JURY TRIAL 
The above-entitled case is hereby rescheduled for Jury Trial and shall commence on 
SEPTEMBER 8, 2008, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. 
All plea bargaining must be completed by this date and time. Proposed jury 
instructions are to be submitted at least five (5) days prior to the scheduled trial date. The Court uses 
the following instructions from ICn and it is not necessary for counsel to submit them: 103A, 104, 
105,106,201,202,204,205,206,207,208,and301. 
Dated this ~ day of June 2008. 
AMENDED ORDER 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing AMENDED ORDER SETTING JURy TRIAL 
was 
/' hand delivered via court basket, or 
___ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this ti day of June 2008, 
to: 
Charles Kovis 
PO Box 9292 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Dan Spickler 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
PATTY O. WEEKS, Clerk 
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